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of the White Paper
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The First through the Seventh Reports (1986-1992)
were published as  Report of the Commission...
concerning the implementation of the White Paper on
completing (completion ofJ the Internal Market.  The
title of the 1993 report is  The Community Internal
Market.  The 1994 and 1995 reports are titled  The Singh
Market.  The annexes to the 1994 and 1995 reports WeD
published as  State of Community law concerning the
internal market  and are on AEI-EU as separate
documents. The series ends with the 1995 report.. -
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AnnexesINTRODUCTION
1. The Community institutions and the Member States have been striving since
J uoe 1985 to implement a legislative programme designed to complete an area
without internal frontiers; this programme, which was published. as part of a
White Paper , provides a yardstick against which tomeasuteprogresstowards
completion of thatafea... in. accordance .with theSihgleEtltopeiUtActand, iin
particular, Article 8a of the Treaty. . The Council and Parliament bavehadbefOre
them since mid-1990all the proposals envisaged in theprogramme, soastopetIttit
the final legislation to be adopted in time f~r it to beimpletnente(i by the
Member States by 31 December 1992. The European Council's continuing support
has maintained political pressure on the Council and the Member States and has, to
a large extent, contributed greatly to the results achieved so far: it is fair to say that"
in view of the decisions already in force, the economic framework for the single
market is now ihplace" with people, goods, capital and services able to move
around freely either on the basis of harmonized or common rules or on the basis .
mutual recognition. In particular, the operational rules for the customs union are ih
place: no customs documentation will accompany Community goods moving inside
the Community or released for free circulation in a Member State.
2. The changes generated by the overall number of rules adopted so far in the
areas of technical harmonisation, the free provision of services and the opening-up
of public procurement markets have permitted a fundamental modemisation of the
environment for companies favourable to their competitivity on the European and
overseas markets and also for the promotion of the creation of jobs and the
development of investments.
3. Taking .these elements into account, it is therefore important to bring the
effort embarked upon 7 years ago to a successful conclusion by completing the
work; with regard to the competitiveness of fIrms, this effort is necessary
particularly in the areas concerning the European company statute and ihdustrial
property. The abolition of border controls has made apparent the necessity for
specific accompanying proposals to ensure the free circulation of persons and
goods; these proposals must be adopted and implemented by the end of the year, 
order to permit the abolition of border controls under favourable conditions. It is
through the abolition. of border controls that the dynamism of economic and political
integration in the Community will be ensured.
4. This is the last annual report presented by the Commission since the
publication of the White Paper with a view to ensuring full transparency of the
legislative process and the implementation of the rules brought in. Like the two
preceding reports, this report takes stock not only of the Council decisions but also
of the implementation of those decisions, whether by the Community itself or by the
Member States. These general reports have been supplemented by three specific
communications on the abolition of frontier controls, the aim being to focus work
priorities on this goal; among other things, the ~mmission has sent to the Council
and to Parliament its interpretation of Article Sa. and the implications this has for
the remaining frontier controls.
5. These annual reports .are in addition to the reports which the Commission
was required to produce under Article 8b at the end of 1988 and 1990. The present
report does not affect its undertaking to submit. to the European Council meeting ih
Edinburgh (11-12 December 1992) apolitical communication so that the Internal
Market Council will be in a position to take the last remaining dec~sions before the
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end of the year. It does, however, highlight a oumber of points with only a few
months to go before the 31 December 1992 deadline. The Commissioo will also
inform the Council and Parliament of its priorities and lines of action regarding the
manoer in which the ioternal market should be administered as from 1993, in
particular in the light of the findiogs of the high-level thiok tank chaired by
Mr Sutherland and which is iovested with a study objective in this. area. Thegr()up
is uodertaking its work on the basis of terms of reference invitingitJoex;a,minethe
efficiency of the current work methods and conditions forensuringcpnfidence
between the. l1ationallegislative and administrative systems.. The priorities and lines
of action envisaged by the. Commission will have to . be . fully in keeping With the
principle of subsidiaritY as established in Article 3b of the Maastricht Treaty and
will have to be consistent with the detailed arrangements for implementing that
principle to be adopted by the Commission and presented to the Council and
Parliament.
6. Although this report is confIDed strictly to the White Paper, it should be
borne in mind that the process of completing the single market cannot be dissociated
from the other five objectives of the Single European Act: economic and social
cohesion, social policy, the environment, research policy and the strengthening of
~onomic and monetarY cooperation.
PART I: THE OVERALL PICTURE
GENERAL PROGRESS
7. The task of completing the single market can be compared to the building of
a house, with the different teams of workers having to follow the plan set out in the
White Paper. It is important that the various parts of the building should 
constructed in a coherent manner, with each part having its role to play in the
overall design. Now, while the shell of the building has been completed and
decorative work carried out, it is still difficult to move around the house since the
finishing work still has to be undertaken. Clearly, any house in which the
occupants and their guests cannot lead a normal life will remain inhospitable and
will soon be abandoned. The Council should, therefore, as a matter of urgency,
complete its work so that the building of the internal market can progress beyond
the stage where public opinion in the Community and in neighbouring countries in
Europe would remain disillusioned.
8. Admittedly, the pace of work has speeded up since just under 90% of the
White .Paper has been implemented, compared with 75 % a year ago, after progress
had slackened in the course of 1991 mainly on account of the proposals that were
before Parliament and the difficulties eocountered in certain areas such as the
opening-up of public procurement in the services sector, the mutual recognition of
diplomas, the fmalization of certain technical harmonization measures, transport and
insurance services.
9. In certain areas the objectives. have not yet been fully achieved, despite the
significant progress already made:
removal of frontier controls: in spite of clear progress in doing away with
customs and tax formalities or certain health controls, national administrative
measures are needed to ensure that crossing a frontier no longer gives rise to
controls. The legislative framework in place. and the cooperation between
the police authorities, the immigration authorities and the authorities
responsible for the fight against drugs is permitting the reorganization 
existing administrative structures at frontiers so as to comply with Article 8a.- 3 -
The Commission has adopted a clear position on the scope of article Sa and
has moreover cootinually emphasised to the Council and to Parliament the
political dimeosion of this provisioo; it is, in this context, regrettable that
with less then four mooths to go to the deadlioe, there is nothing to
guarantee the entry into force of the intergovernmental cooventions which
will ensure that the abolition of frontier con.trols can take place . in
satisfactory. conditions;
indirect taXation: considerable progress has .been made withtbeadoptionof
the transitional. arrangements for VAT without .. frontier .. CQnttol$,.thenew
arrangementS for the movement of productS$ubjecfto excisedl1ty" andthe
machinery for administrative cooperation. With regard to the measures for
the approximation of VAT and excise duty rates as well as excise dutY
structures - with the exception of the proposal concerning thestructt1re of
excises on tobacco which was already adopted ih March -. an. almost
unanimous agreement was reached ih the Ecofm Council of 27 July. The
points still outstanding have to be settled before the end of September;
industrial property: although the measures to harmonize national legislation
are progressing satisfactorily .and ih the direction of improved protection for
holders of the corresponding rights, on the other hand, decisions are still
awaited concerning the creation ofa Community patent and a trade mark
and in establishing a Community right for new plant varieties;
abolition of double .taxation on fmns: since the decisions taken in 1990
regarding relations between parent companies and subsidiaries, the fiscal
treatment of mergers, hive-offs, raising of capital and share exchanges,
well as the convention on arbitration, work is in progress in the Ecofin
Council. on proposals concerning the taking into ac;oount of foreign losses
and the abolition of withholding at source on interest and royalty payments.
These proposals could be adopted by the ECOFIN Council as soon as
October;
company law: the only progress has been on the European Company Statute
although it is not possible at the moment to predict successful completion of
the work, an outcome awaited by firms in Europe.
This situation can be attributed to opposing positions which have arisen in
the Council. Thus:
10.
France and Germany are opposed to the definitive introduction of cabotage
for road transport, which, in their view, is linked to the problems of taXation
in the transport field;
the opposing positions of Germany and the United Kingdom are hindering
progress on the European Company Statute; 
Spain is opposed to the entry into force of 1he Convention on the Community
patent in fewer than twelve Member States;
no Member State is prepared to accept a decision on the location of the
Trade Mark Office, in isolation from decisions on the location of other
Community bodies;
although a great deal of headway has been made, agreement has not been
reached on arrangements for protecting cultural objects because two groups
of Member States are refusing to compromise on the time limitation for- 4-
proceediogs to secure the return of objects unlawfully sent to another
Member State;
the reservations maiotained by France, Spaio and Uoited Kingdom have 
far prevented overall agreemeot beiog reached on the package of proposals
for approximating V AT and excise duty rates;
the disagreement between Spain and the United Kingdom concerning the
treatment of Gibraltar is holding up signatUre of the Convention on external
frontiers.
11. Regardless of the progress made in completing the single market, the
responsibility for its management is shared between the Community and the
Member States:
the Commission is responsible for monitoring compliance with Community
obligations; it is important that all Member States should have the assurance
that each of them is taking all the necessary steps  to  implement Community
rules. This transparency of transposition measures, the meetings held with
the Member States  to  review the situation and the systematic initiation of
infringement proceedings have done a great deal to speed up the rate of
transposition. It is true that the rate tends to fall whenever new legislation
enters into force. In August 1992 it stood at 75 %, compared with the record
rate of 78% reached at  the  end of June 1992. However, if we compare the
current transposition of the directives entered into force as at June 1991, the
rate of transposition has gone from 73 % to 89 % , and the number 
directives transposed in all Member States has risen from 37  to  68. The
Commission has often been accused of taking an interest only in the formal
transposition of legislation and not in  the  quality of transposition measures;
however , the number of proceedings initiated for faulty or only partial
transposition belies this criticism;
the Commission must also contribute to correct implementation of laws
adopted, firstly by making them easier to read and interpret through
consolidation measures and the production of guides and, secondly, by
helping  to  establish the infrastructUres necessary to administer those laws.
Administrative structures need to be adapted if the rules are to be properly
applied and if firms and the economic environment are to benefit from
Community' rules: together with infrastructUres, the effectiveness of
administrative structures determines the competitiveness of regional and
, national economies;
however, irrespective of the fmancial and administrative support provided by
the Community, it is for the Member States to ensure that  the  rules are
applied. They must administer the management and supervisory
infrastructUres but must also provide .correct ihformation on progress in the
different areas. It is the Member States first and foremost that must provide
:1Iaining and information for firms and individualS in order to make it easier
for them to carry out .'the necessary adjustments; and yet, in practice, this
information effort has been found wanting either because of internal
adjustment difficulties or because, in too many cases, Community rules are
regarded as foreign rules falling outside their field of competence. As a
result, the Commission has all too often to take the place  of  the
Member States but is unable, for want of information, to build into its
communication efforts  the  actual circumstances at national or local level;
and so the prime responsibility for administering the single market rests with
national and local administrations, which must apply Community rules and- 5 -
which thus, fiod themselves in daily contact with economic agents. They
must make a major effort to provide ioformatioo on, and to explain
Commuoity rules especially since such rules often iotroduce new concepts
and oew procedures. It is because this effort is not forthcoming that the
criticisms of the Community and the misuoderstandings damaging not only
to the Community itself but also to the Member States involved in the
construction process feed off one another. The Commission cannot make
good these shortcomings, nor can it force its assistance on the
Member States. At most, it .can provide them with the necessary
information tools.
12. The forthcomihg entry into force of the Agreement creating the European
Economic Area has given a new geographical and institutional dimension to the task
of administering the rules governing the functioning of the single market. Although
the EFT A pillar will have to monitor compliance by the different EFT 
member countries with the rules arising out of the Agreement, the fact that these
countries will have to observe the vast majority of the single market rules faces the
Community Member States with new problems in managing the rules in a way
which safeguards the autonomy of Community law while having due regard for the
rights and obligations deriving from the Agreement. These problems will have to
be tackled in a concerted manner in order to avoid differences of interpretation that
would be detrimental to application of the Agreement and to ensure that the rules
are fully transparent to .economic operators. Machinery has thus been set up for
information and consultation between the European Community and EFTA to
facilitate decision-making within the EEA Joint Committee.
II. mE GENERAL SITUATION
The Commission
13. The Commission has presented all the proposals arising from the
White Paper; the emphasis of its workload has now shifted from legislative activity
to the administration of the single market as regards both the application of laws
adopted and the adoption of implementing measures. To perform this function, the
Commission departments require a technical capacity of their own in order to take
account, when implementing Community rules, of the requirements associated with
the protection of health and safety. The removal of physical controls at ihtra-
Community frontiers will present the Commission with a new challenge since it
increases the need for measures common to all Member States; hence the
presentation of proposals which had not been envisaged but have been requested by
the Member States such as those concerning controls on the exportation of dual-use
products or cultural goods, and controls on the transport of explosives or radioactive
~ubstances. The Commission should thus be in a position to see that the single
.market functions satisfactorily. 
14. The Community has the responsibility to guarantee the effectiveness of free
circulation. It must take any necessary measureS to avoid disturbances prejudicial 
the protection of health or which would lead to therefragmentation of the market.
But, in its action, the Commission has to. remain guided by the principle of
subsidiarity. The basic approach of the Commission is to limit its initiatives to what
is strictly necessary for the protection of essential, interests. This principle 
manifested in the work methods which give priority to the mutual recognition of
national rules. Examples of this approach can be found in numerous provisions such
as the mutual recognition of diplomas, conformity marks or approval procedures or
in the actual text of certain measures concerning the coexistence of traditional
national laws. In a large number of cases, Community rules are concerned only
with transfers between Member S.tates or with the organization of controls at- 6-
external frontiers and do not affect domestic arrangements (waste, cultural objects
explosives). In other cases (e.g. cars), the new directives adopted by the Council
allow Member States to pursue their own objectives in relation to environmeotal
protection while guaranteeing free movement by way of guidelines on tax iocentives
which should allow the entire body of Commuoity rules to move in the same
direction.
15. Without anticipating the guidelines it is shortly to adopt - ootably in the light
of the findings of the think tank chaired by Mr Sutherland on the operatiooof the
internal market after 1992, the Commission sees the need to establish a coherent
framework for administering the single market based on strUctured and permanent
working methods:
it must, first of all, strengthen the machinery for administrative cooperation
so as to give Member States the means of averting all the risks that
administrative formalities at ihternal frontiers were supposed to rule out;
it must possess management machinery capable of exploiting the best
scientific resources in the Community in order to guarantee that Community
legislation moves in the direction of improved protection for consumers and
the environment; this is the purpose of the proposals for the European
Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products and the Scientific
Committee for Food;
it must ensure coherent management of the customs union and its external
frontiers by effective control structures compatible with international
obligations, the disappearance of controls at internal frontiers strengthenihg
solidarity betWeen Member States in the exercise of this shared
responsibility;
it must develop, ih cooperation with the Member States, tools for promoting
cooperation betWeen national administrations, in particular by creating
computer netWorks for the transmission of data or for consulting central or
local databases. Such action will have to be viewed as part of the general
trans-European netWorks operation, notably in order to involve each
Member State fully in the setting-up and operation of those netWorks. Some
of the networks, especially those for indirect taxation, customs, and
veterinary and plant health controls, will have to be operational in 1993;
it must develop, in cooperation with the Member States, an overall training
policy for the administrations responsible for applying the rules on the single
market; this also involves the programmes already in place for the exchange of officials. 
lastly, it must ensure improved transparency of Community rules by
simplifying texts and consolidating existing legislation. Specific
consolidation proposals are already before the Council and, although
progress has been . toO . slow, ,the "oosmetics directives have been
- consolidatec;l and common positions adopted on the customs code and the
code for public works. contracts. Six other proposals have been sent to the
Council, some of them over a year ago, and at the end of the year a database
will be available covering ~e key single market legislation in consolidated
. form. This must not, however, deflec:t the Member States from their
responsibilities; it is, rust and foremost, national transposition rules that
traders and individuals apply, and so it. is these too that need to be dealt with
by Member States in a similar way.- 7-
16. These new responsibilities do, of course, have budgetary and administrative
implications and can be exercised only io conjunction with the Member States. This
is why the Commissioo will advocate a multianoual approach to administering the
single market that establishes management priorities and apportions respoosibilities
between the Community and the Member States.
The Council
17. The Council's workload under the White Paper programme has diminished
considerably. It needs still to adopt only 32 measures, among which the only. ones
that cannot be adopted by the end of the year, taking account of  the  state of progress
of the work, are: company law (fifth, tenth and thirteenth directives), the relaxing
of the conditions for obtaining a residence permit by workers and their families and
the application of safeguard clauses in the veterinary field. Above aU, the Council
must as a matter of urgency, draw aU the inferences from the removal of frontier
controls on the basis of the wor~programme laid down in the Commission
18 December 1991 communication.
Looking at the work of the various compositions of the Council, ten proposals are
still on the table for the Internal Market Council, fourteen others are chiefly the
responsibility of the Ecofin Council, and the Agriculture Council still has to adjust
certain operational rules of the CAP and finalize work in the plant health and
veterinary sectors.
18. The Commission has withdrawn a number of proposals which are no longer
justified mainly as a result of the measures adopted by the Council which integrated
the substance .of those proposals; at the same time, ongoing work in the .areas of
public procurement, air transport, financial services, taxation and technical rules has
necessitated adjustments that have resultedih additional proposals:
of the 282 measures proposed in the 1985 White Paper, 6 have been
withdrawn ihcluding the proposal  for  easing frontier controls on individuals
which no longer serves any useful purpose given the development 
intergovernmental cooperation and the text of Article 8a;
furthermore, as ihdicated ih Annex II, whether or not 9 of the proposals
pending are adopted will not be crucial to the achievement of the
White Paper programme. The Commission is not, therefore, insisting on
their adoption by the end of the year;
as a result, the Council still has to take 23 measures, 2 of which are still
before Parliament (new plant varieties and protection for biotechnology products). 
19. The measures before the Council faU into two very different categories as
regards priorities: .
measures linked to the removal of frontieroontrols: these must be tackled as
a matter of urgency and, if necessary, at speCial meetings of the Council.
The deadline of 31 Detember 1992 is sufficiently important to justify such a
major effort. These measures are clearly identifiable: adjustment to the rules 
of the CAP, the VAT arrangements for gold and passenger transport (for
which proposals are to be presented to the Council in September), medical
equipment, controls on exports of dual-use products and cultural goods, the
transfer of waste and radioactive substances, the transfer of explosives and
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drug precursors. With regard to pets, a solution adapted to the fuoctioniog
and to the deadlines of the iotemal market must be fouod;
measures associated with fioalizing the economic framework for the ioternal
market; the priority measures in this category .coocern the fioalisation of
work 00 the approximation of tax rates and 00 the Community trade mark,
the Community patent, the European company statute and the abolition of
double taxation (taking into account of losses in other Member States and
the system of royalties).
20. As it stated in its communication of 8 May 1992 on the abolition of frontier
controls, the Commission, as guardian of the Treaty, will have to ensure that the
obligations enshrined in Article 8a are indeed fulfilled and reaffmns its
determination to ensure that the work programme stemmiog from Article 8a is
carried out in full.
Parliament
21. Parliament has made a major contribution to the completion of the internal
market. The cooperation policy has enabled it to influence the legislation adopted
by the' Council without disrupting in a fundamental manner the speed  of decision-
making. Its action, in particular on public procurement, helped to produce a
compromise in the Council. However, despite the fact that these proposals were
presented to it several years ago, Parliament has yet to give its opinion on
protection of biotechnology products and the creation of a Community right for new
plant varieties.
22. The Commission welcomes Parliament's decision to set upa Committee 
Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs to keep a close watch on progress in
intergovernmental discussions on the free movement of individuals.
23. It is now principally through political action that Parliament can ensure
continuing progress. It must ensure that priority is given to dealing with outstanding
proposals already made and those still necessary in the framework of the abolition
of border controls. The Commission has taken note of the declaration adopted by
the Enlarged Bureau on 9 July 1992, confirming Parliament's intention to attach
priority to the removal of frontier controls in the legislative programme for 1992.
ill. HORIZONTAL MEASURES
24. Completion of the single market also depends on the implementation of
initiatives and policies to accompany the abolition of border controls and to
underpin economic integration. 
25. Economic and social cohesion: the completion of the internal market Can
only' be successful if all regions and citizens have a fair chance of benefitting from
it. Thus the Single Act provided for: 
the possibility of granting transitional periods in accordance with Article 8c
of .the Treaty. The Council, in view of the particular problems of adapting
the rules and structures in the least-favoured regions notably concerning
public procurement and financial services, has applied transitional periods
some of which expire at the end of the year, notably that for the
liberalization of capital movements;
a strengthening of the economic and social cohesion of the Community
aiming in particular at reducing disparities between the various regions and- 9.
the backwardoess of the least-favoured regioos. The means to achieve this
has beeo the 1988-reform of the Structural Funds and the doubliog of t-heir
budgetary resources betweeo 1987 and 1993. The Fuods are beiog
successfully applied in particular through the agreed Community Support
Frameworks (CSFs), not least in the regions lagging behind (objective 1)
which take up about two-thirds of the total Structural Fund' s budget of 63
BN ECU (1989 prices). Regions in industrial decline are also receiving
support.
26. Within the Structural Funds the Commission has launched a number of
Community Initiatives aimed specifically at promoting the single market. The
largest is INTERREG with a current budget of over 1 BN BCU. This has as one of
its main objectives helping to .prepare the Community's internal frontier regions for
the abolition of frontier controls and for the. resulting structural adaptations.
Similarly REGIS (for the most peripheral regions) and PRISMA (business
infrastructure and services) were specifically adopted in response to the internal
market. A oumber of other initiatives notably REGEN (energy) and
TELEMA TIQUE (telecommunications) as well as a significant proportion of the
regional CSFs aim to improve the infrastructUre required for the internal market to
fun~tion effectively. STRIDE helps to improve the R and D capacity of weaker
regIons. .
Support from the Structural Funds has also made it possible to combine investment
with the better use of human resources throughout the Community through
vocational .training and job-creation schemes; the improvement in the levels of
training throughout the Community , indeed of its human capital, is a necessary
condition for the completion of the single market. Many CSFs give priority to the
~mbination of investment and training measures. Likewise the Community
initiative EUROFORM which aims at the promotion of new skills, qualifications
and job opportunities is directly linked with the completion of the internal market
and technological challenges. The emphasis of this action is to contribute to
establishing transnational networks for vocational training; in 1991, sectors such as
motor vehicles, textiles, clothing, footwear, electrical household appliances and
electronics were particularly concerned.
The other human resource initiatives NOW and HORIZON also contain important
elementS of cross-border exchanges between Member States which promote the
internal market.
27. The social dimension: in the past twelve months, the Commission has
actively pursued its work of implementing the Community Charter of the
Fundamental Social Rights of Workers. It has adopted almost all the initiatives
envisaged in that programme; for example, some of the most significant proposals
presented this year concern the health and safety of workers, collective dismissals
fair pay, financial participation of workers in companies and the free movement of
workers. On 24 June 1992, when it last met to discuss social affairs, the Council
adopted 11 pieces of legislation (directives, regulations, recommendations) under
the action programme to implement the Charter. Despite these achievements, the
Commission considers that progress does not match the expectations generated by
the Community Charter. 
28. Competition policy: competition policy. is becoming increasingly important
in the context of the completion of the internal market. The dismantling of internal
frontiers may tempt businesses to resort to anti-competitiye agreements or practices
to protect themselves against ihcreased competition: in the same way, the opening-
up of the market highlights the need for improved monitoring of Member States'
anti-competitive behaviour, whether through state aid or via the retention of
exclusive rights affecting the operation of the Community market.- 10-
29. An important phase began with the eotry into force in September 1990 of the
Merger Control Regulation, which is desigoed to prevent the creatioo of domioant
positions. This Regulatioo s first full year of applicatioo has showo that the
procedures iotroduced allow effective implemeotatioo of the rules on mooitoring: in
1991 the Commission examioed the effects on competition of sixty operations
ootified uoder this Regulation. One planned merger was held to be incompatible
with Community rules and a number of projects were authorized only after changes
had beeo made to the notified operation or to the structure of the market.
30. As for exclusive rights granted by Member StateS to certain enterprises and
restricting the free movement of goods, the Court of Justice has confirmed their
illegality, except wh~re they are justified by essential requirements. This
interpretation has shaped action taken by the Commission, in particular on
telecommunications, energy and postal services:
after adopting tWo directives abolishing exclusive rights for
telecommunications terminal equipment and services other than voice
telephony, the Commission published guidelines clarifying the application of
the Community's competition rules to operators in this sector and began a
review of exclusive rights for voice telephony services. It also plans to
extend the 1988 and 1990 directives to the satellite sector;
as regards .energy, infringement proceedings have been started against
Member States which grant exclusive import and export rights to domestic
enterprises;
the Green Paper on postal services adopted by the Commission in May 1992
supports the retention of  package of services by national postal
administrations in order to ensure that a quality universal ser'nce is available
to .everyone but proposes a series of options to limit the scope of those
administrations' exclusive rights;
lastly, in the financial services and transport sectors, the Commission
adopted a series of proposals to facilitate competition while taking account of
the specific objectives of the rules governing these sectors, in particular with
regard to the solvency of banks and insurance companies and to civil
aviation safety .
31. Enterprise policy: the moves to complete the internal market have also lent
increasing importance to the Community' s enterprise policy, which aims to improve
the business environment and promote the development of enterprises, in particular
small and medium-sized ones (SMEs). This policy was further strengthened at
Maastricht; the revised text of the Treaty dealing with industry (Title XIII) states
that the Community and the Member States must encourage an environment
favourable to initiative and innovation and to the development of enterprises,
particularly SMEs. The Commission is continuing to develop its enterprise policy
by removing 'unnecessary administrative, financial and legal burdens, by providing
information and assistance to enterprises, and by encouraging business cooperation
and partnership, all of which underpin the efforts of SMEs in an increasingly
competitive market place. The Commission is improving the quality and efficiency
of services for SMEs in particular the Euro-Info-Centre network (currently 211
offices throughout the Community) and the Business Cooperation NetWork (BC-
Net), which provides assistance to SMEs contemplating cross-border cooperation as
one of their principal options in developing commercial strategies for the internal
market. In addition, it is pressing ahead with other projects to help SMEs compete
in the internal market, including access to financial markets and to European R&D
programmes, help and advice on standards, testing and certification, and measures
to enable SMEs to participate in public procurement and subcontracting.- 11 -
32. Environmental protection: the demands concerning the protection of the
environment are a component of other Community policies. It is all the more so 
the field of the completion of the internal market, since Article 1O0A para.3 obliges
the Commission to take as a base a high level of protection io its proposals
concerning environmental protection. The setting of standards of protection for the
environment constitute an advantage for European enterprises whichareen~uraged
to develop efficient and non"pOl1uting technologies which strengthen their
competitiveness .in international markets. In this context, the continued effort aimed
at ensuring the free. circulation of goods" without  any form of. discrimin~tion, and
the internal cohesion of the Community win be pursued. In this sense" a large
number of measures taken in the internal market field and particularly in the area of
technical rules already integrate the environmental protection dimension. In futUre
legislative measures win still have to be taken at Community level, in particular in
the following fields (Fifth Community action programme on the environment
COM(92)23 final):
fiXing of minimum levels of environmental protection;
commitment by the Community to broaden the scope of its international
agreements;
establishment of common standardsand/or common monitoring techniques
which might be judged necessary to preserve the integrity of the internal
market.
However, Community rules in this field must on no account provide justification for
controls at internal frontiers.
33. Trans-European networks: on the basis of its action programme presented in
December 1990, the Commission is pressing ahead with its work on developing
transport, telecommunications and energy networks at Community level. For
busihesses and individuals, these networks will represent efficient infrastructUres
and will thus help to open up peripheral regions and to promote economic cohesion.
The Council is currently examining the first set .of proposals for the preparation of
plans for combined transport, inland waterway, rail and road networks; further
network plans will follow for other transport sectors, telecommunications and
energy, resulting ih a coherent plan for major infrastructures that will guide the
investment choices to be made at different decision-making levels. The proposal for
declaration of European interest will provide back-up for this approach by
mobilizing private funding. Clearly, the budgetary dimension of this approach has
to be seen in the context of the "package" for the financial perspectives in the
coming years.
34. Energy: on 21 February 1992 the Commission presented to Council its
proposals on completing the internal market for gas and electricity; these proposals
are based on opening up the market in three stages:
the fIrst stage involves implementation of the three directives adopted in
1990 and 1991 on the transit of electricity:and gas' and on the transparency of
prices for consumers. These directives entered into force on 1 July 1991 and
1 January 1992 respectively and have been transposed into national law 
almost all the Member States; 
the second stage proposed by the Commission involves further 'opening-up of
these two markets ih line with the following objectives:
(i) withdrawal of exclusive rights for the generation of electricity and the
construction of power lines and gas pipelines so as to ihcrease
, competition and open up the market to new operators;12 -
(ii) separatioo betweeo productioo managemeot and responsibility, 1)0 the
one hand, and the transmissiooand distribution activities of vertically
integrated eoterprises, on the other hand, so as to guarantee
transparency of responsibilities and hence fair and non-discriminatory
competition;
(iii) introduction of a limited system of access to the grid by third parties
(fPA - third-party access) so that transmission and distribution
companies are obliged to offer access to their grids to certain derIDed
entities (large industrial consumers whose annual consumption
exceeds 100 GWh of electricity or 2S million cubic metres of gas,
and distribution companies supplyihg at least 3 % of national
electricity consumption and 1 % of national gas consumption) at
reasonable prices and within the limits of available transmission and
distribution capacity; this arrangement will allow consumers to
choose freely between potential suppliers;
the third stage will be the subject of proposals to complete the internal
energ)' market that will take account of progress during the second stage.
As regards the production of hydrocarbons (oil and gas), a proposal for a Directive
on the conditions for granting and using authorizations for the prospection"
exploration and extraction of hydrocarbons was presented to the Council on
11 May 1992. Its objectives are to ensure equal access for undertakings to oil and
gas resources and free movement of these products between Member States. To
attain these objectives, the proposal lays down common rules to ensure that
authorization procedures are non-discriminatory and transparent. Unless technically
and economically justified in the interests of optimum performance, Member States
may not impose conditions on the exercise of or access to production activities.- 13 -
PART II: PROGRESS ON THE WHITE PAPER PROGRAl\1ME
35. Progress io implemeotiog the White Paper is assessed following the White
Paper structure by reference to the decisioo-makiog process, the state of
application of measures by Member States and of implemeotation measures by the
Commission or possibly the Council.
REMOVAL OF PHYSICAL BARRIERS
36. AS the Commission has indicated in its previous reports, it is. with regard.to
the removal of physical barriers that the credibility of the objective
, ..
hamely
completion of the internal market as defined in Article 8a of the Treaty, has yet to
be fully established: 
while the basic measures for ensuring the abolition of frontier controls on
goods have been taken, the implications of these measures have not yet been
fully appraised as regards a series of controls which, for administrative ease
are carried out at internal frontiers. Above all, the Member States have yet
to take internal measures that will give full effect to the abolition of frontier
controls;
as far as the free movement of persons is concerned, the Commission has to
acknowledge that there is nothing to suggest that the agreements on the
abolition of controls at ihternal frontiers will be in force before the end 
this year. If decisive progress is not achieved in' doing away  with border
checks on individuals, the Commission will examine all the possible
consequences of such a situation and will draw the necessary conclusions in
the light of its interpretation of Article 8a of the Treaty.
1.  Controls 00 goods
37. The operational rules for the customs union are in place: no customs
documentation will accompany Community goods moving inside the Community or
released for free circulation in a Member State. The consequences are twofold:
first, consistent management of external frontiers and, second, new arrangements
for a number of controls at internal frontiers which will have to be dismantled at the
end of the year. Although the rules necessary for the reorganization of animal and
plant health controls are in place, other measures have yet to be taken.
38.  Customs formalities: all the necessary measures have been taken, viz. the
basic measures for the abolition of the single administrative document in ihtra-
Community trade, reorganization of transit arrangements, abolition of baggage
checks on flights and sea crossings between Member States, and specific provisions
on the fight against counterfeit goods and control of drug precursors. Except for
certain particulars to be determined concerning the export of goods, all the
implementing measures that will allow businesses and administrations to adapt in
time have been taken. Since Article 8a does not affect the transitional arrangements
between Spain and Portugal, on the one hand, and the rest of the Community, on
the other, until 1995, the transit , arrangements and the single administrative
document will continue to apply to certain agricultural products, if the
Commission s proposals are adop~. In any event, the documentation concerned
will no longer justify frontier controls; they will be discharged at the place of
destination in accordance with the provisions on transit, without prejudice to spot
checks carried out elsewhere.
39. From I January .1993 there will have to be fundamental changes at the
Community' internal frontiers. In accordance with the Commission
interpretation' of Article 8a, the retention of a control infrastructure at the internal- 14 -
frontiers would be contrary to the principle whereby crossing a frontier will 00
looger in itself give rise to a cootrol. Controls within national territory will have to
be carried out io such a way that there is 00 discrimioation on the basis of the origio
of the goods or the mode of transport. However, as the Commission iodicated in its
communicatioo of 8 May 1992, the abolition of frootier controls will oot deprive
natiooal authorities of the right to exercise their powers over the whole of their
territory, includiog up to the ftontiersof that territory, although this will not justify
the permanent presence of personnel and a control iofrastructure at the internal
frontiers.
40. These fundamental changes will be chiefly the responsibility of the
Member States. However, since each Member State is affected by decisions taken
by the other Member States, the Commission has organized consultations between
the heads of the national customs administrations on staff redeployment. It has also
facilitated decision-making at national level by initiatives to help retrain customs
agents.
41. Above all, the custOms administrations of each Member State must work
together in managing the customs union at the Community s external frontiers, I.e.
not only at the physical frontier but also at airportS and ports. This presupposes
uniform application of the common customs rules:
first, there is a need to draw up clear and transparent rules for
administrations and businesses. The Commission has therefore proposed
consolidating these rules in a Community customs code which is in the
process of being adopted. That has also been the reason for creating
databases accessible to all administrations: TARIC, the information system
for the common external tariff and non-tariff measures, provides each
administration with information on the appropriate customs treatment for a
particular product. The central database on binding decisions classifying
goods in the custOms nomenclature (BTI - Binding Tariff Information) has
been in operation since July. These systems are backed up by networks for
monitOring products subject to specific customs arrangements (progress was
analysed in detail in the communication of 17 June 1992, SEC(92) 1085);
instruments for admihistrative cooperation between different customs
administrations should also be established, in particular through the
development of the computerized system SCENT, which is designed to
combat fraud and is already operational between all administrations although
a more powerful version will be available from the end of the year. 
addition, the CIS (Customs Information System), which is based on SCENT,
will offer additional facilities as from October 1993 and will provide all
twelve customs administrations with  comprehensive instrument for
. cooperation in every field relating to management of the external frontiers;
lastly, consistent interpretation and application of this legislation should be
ensured by pursuing an active training policy: this is the purpose of the
MA TIHAEUS : programme, which was adopted .on 20 June 1991 and
provides for exchanges of officials between administrations, for training
seminars and for common training programmes at customs training centres.
In the long term, this programme could lead to the creation of a joint
training centre to coordinate the activities of customs training centres and to
provide advanced training over and above that given at these centres. Before
the end of the year the Commission will present a programme similar to the
MATIHAEUS programme for training officials from national tax
administrations, based on experience gained from a pilot project that has
been running since 1991.- 15 -
42. These activities are designed to help traders by creating an efficieot
admioistration which can respond in a consisteot fashioo, notably wheo it comes to
avoidiog risks of trade deflection. In this context, efforts have beeo made to ensure
better use of simplified procedures and, in line with the judgmeots of the Court of
Justice, the Commissioo itself will have to administer tariff quotas. 10 the interests
of traders and the Community as a whole, the Cpmmission will have to. satisfy itself
that customs penalties, which are governed by national regulations" donat lead to
distortions and are applied irrespective of the destination of .the goods in the
Community. It is important that Community customs rules do not become an
instrument for distorting trade in favour of particular places of importation into, or
exportation from, the Community.
43.  Veterinary and plant health controls: despite major difficulties at the outset
due to factors that were pinpointed by the Commission in its initial reports, there
has been clear progress in the veterinary field since more than seventy legal
instruments have either been, or are about to be, adopted, with the result .that the
entire White Paper programme as it affects this sector is now in place (leaving aside
the special case of pets). The directives for protecting human and animal health
cover:
harinonization of the conditions of trade in live animals (cattle, pigs, horses,
sheep, fish, etc.
harmonization of the conditions of trade and marketing of numerous
livestock products (meat, meat products, egg products, molluscs and
crustaceans, milk products, untreated milk, game meat, etc.
establishment of new monitoring arrangements based on the abolition of
veterinary" zootechnical and animal welfare controls at frontiers.
44. On this basis, ihternal frontier controls have been abolished in accordance
with. the five basic directives introducing the new control arrangements for products
and animals which are subject to harmonized health rules or which, in the absence
of such rules, remain subject to national arrangements. Where harmonized rules
exist, the Member State of origin must ensure .compliance with them. Commission
veterinary inspections provide all Member States with the necessary guarantees.
Where there are no harmonized rules the Member State of origin must ensure
compliance with the rules of the Member State of destination. The " ANIMO"
computerized network will, for trade ih live animals, allow the Member State of
origin to notify the Member State of destination of the arrival of the animals so that
it can carry out non-discrimatory checks at the point of arrival.
45. In this field as ih others, abolition of ihternal controls must be accompanied
by uniform controls at external frontiers, i.e. carried out at the frontier inspection
post, to the extent that import conditions have been harmonized. Where import
conditions are not yet harmonized, then:
. either the frontier inspection post carries' 'Out the control on behalf of the
Member State .of destination on the basis of the rules in force there;
however, in the case of live animals and where the rules on internal
movement have been harmonized, controls will be carried out according to
the rules which apply to intra-Community trade, without prejudice to
specific rules for certain diseases; 
, under agreements between the authorities in the Member States
concerned, the controls on entering Community territory may be carried out
on the basis of documents, with the physical controls being carried out at the- 16 -
poiot of destination. However, this option does not apply in the case of
animals for slaughter.
46. These control arrangemeots are backed up by the ANIMO oetwork, which
lioks frootier inspectioo posts to the authorities io the Member State of destioation
and by the SHIff system, which will link up frontier inspection posts.
47. All these measures have been in force since 1 July 1992. However, in view
of the oeed to supplement these arrangements by implementing measures which
must be taken by the Commission, and bearing in mind also the considerable delays
in transposition in certain Member States, transitional measures have been adopted
for a period of six months to allow gradual implementation of the new arrangements
and controls during transit, especially for products and live animals from third
countries.
48. In the plant health field, the abolition of controls at internal frontiers must
take place on 1 JanQary 1993; a major proposal on finance to combat organisms
harmful to plants or plant products and on the financial responsibility of
Member States in the event of negligence in performing the necessary inspections is
still before the Council. However, its forthcoming adoption should not be allowed
to delay' abolition .of physical controls at frontiers, which is part of the
reorganization of controls along the same lines as in the veterinary field. The entry
ioto force at the end of the year of these measures will necessitate:
the adoptioo by the Commission well before the end of the year. and at the
very latest in October 1992, of more than 15 implementing measures under
the basic Directive 77/93/EEC;
the transposition by the Member States of all the measures taken, the most
important of which will enter into force only at the end of this year: ih
general, directives in this field are in the process of being transposed, but
effective implementation of the rules, which normally serve to reinforce
health protection, implies a restructuring of the existing set-up and, in
particular in Member States with a federal structure, additional resources in
terms of staffing, equipment and training;
the establishment, decided by the Commission in December 1991 , of the
Veterinary and Plant Health Inspections Office;
establishment of the EUROPHYT computerized network.
49.  Controls resulting from the common commercial pQlicy: on the basis of an
industrial analysis of the problems facing products subject to restrictions authorized
under Article 115, together with, in some cases, practical accompanying measures
taken in accordance with the rules on the use of the structural funds and pursuant to
agreements with third countries (cars), the Commission has been able to reduce
significantly the number of cases in which Article 115 has been applied. In July
only four types of product were still subject to such restrictions:
cars: restrictions on Japanese exports to Italy and Spain, monitoring of
exports to Spain of four-wheel-drive vehicles from the CIS and monitoring
of Japanese exports to Italy of vehicles of less than five tonnes. As regards
Japan, these measures will be discontinued at the end of the year under the
voluntary restraint agreement concluded ih December 1991. As regards
exports of four-wheel-drive vehicles from the CIS, Commission departments
are examining how the Community should respond (anti-dumping procedures
or commercial measures);- 17-
motorcycles: restrictions on, and monitoring of, Japaoese exports to the
Italian and Spanish markets. These measures have been retained until the
end of the year pendiog the negotiatioo of cooperation agreemeots betweeo
Commuoity industry and Japanese ind~stry;
bananas: restrictions in force on the Greek, Spanish, Freoch, Italian,
Portuguese and UnitedKingdom markets. These measures will . be Jifted
under Community measures for the banana market .to come. .into effect .on '
1 January 1993, the oWn lines of which have been drawn up in consultation
with all interested parties, and. in particular with the producer regions in the
Community. On this basis, the Commission sent the Council in Augusta
propoSal for a regulation on the common organization of the market in
bananas, which establishes quotas for imports .from third countries, with. the
exception of traditional imports from ACP stateS, and intrOduces various
systems of aid for Communi!)' prOducers. The preferential system agreed
with the traditional ACPsuppher countries is maintained;
shoes: monitoring on the Spanish market of prOducts originating in Chiha.
This measure, which applies only to canvas shoes highlights the
Community' s concern in the face of mounting Chinese exports to the
Community on economic and commercial terms that are open to doubt. It is
for this reason that the Commission has proposed the introduction of a
Community quota.
50.  Controls on transport: the frontier checks on vehicles registered in the
Community were abolished on 1 January 1992 by the Council regulations on
general checks and on .checks carried out on vehicles being used for special
. transport purposes. However, owing to the embryonic character of the common
external policy on transport, the bilateral quotas granted by Member States to third
countries need to be administered at the Community's external frontiers. The
Commission has, therefore, presented to the Council a propoSal requiring the
customs authorities to check and endorse all bilateral transport permits, whatever
the destination within the Community, in order to avoid any deflection of internal
trade. The checks carried out for tax purposes on the amount of fuel contained in
the tanks of lorries will be discontinued on 1 January 1993 with the entry into force
of the general system of duty-free allowances intrOduced by the directives on the
movement of goods subject to excise duty and V AT. On the other hand, if the
Council does not reach agreement on the new system of VAT on intra-Community
passenger transport early .enough for it to be applied from 1 January 1993, those
Member StateS which retain frontier checks, particularly on road transport, will
have to replace them with an alternative system of control, in accordance with
Article 8a.
5 I.  Export controls: the abolition of frontier controls will call into question the
arrangements ihtroduced at national level for controlling exports of sensitive goods
and technologies and for protecting national treasures:
the sensitive nature of. certain goods . ortechnoJogies derives from the
dual use - civil and military - to which they can be put. The controls .applied
under various control arrangements generally also apply to intra-Community
trade. The Commission, on the basis of close consultation with all the
Member StateS and of work carried out within the Council following its
communication of January 1992, recently sent the Council a propoSal for a
regulation to introduce effective controls on certain dual-use goods and
technologies at the Community's external frontiers, which will remove the
justification for controls on' intra-Community trade in those items;- 18 -
in the case of oational treasures, the Couocil has before it two Commission
proposals on which Parliament has delivered its opioioo; these proposals aim
to harmonize export cootrols and to iotroduce a system for the return of
cultural objects dispatched uolawfully to another Member State. 
accordaoce with the cooclusioos of the European Council io Lisboo, the
Commission expects these proposals to be adopted soon so that they can
eoter into force on 1 January 1993.
52.  Collection of statistics: the Community has equipped itself with the means
for managing a statistical tool tailored to  the needs of Member States. The
integration of national markets into a . single market .. and the process Of economic
integration in preparation for monetary union have removed the justification for the
kind of cross-border trade statistics collected up to now. The Council has therefore
reorganized the collection of data on the basis of a regulation adopted on
7 November 1991 and due to enter into force on 1 January 1993, although it does
give Member StateS a large measure of discretion, particularly with regard to
(i) relations between .statistics departments, those required to supply data and
third parties making declarations, (Ii) the keeping of registers by economic agents
(iii) the introduction of simplified procedures and, above all (iv) the fIXing of
statistical thresholds with a view to easing or even removing the obligations on
those required to supply data. Member States must therefore use this framework to
take the interests of firms fully into account; the Community could not be held
responsible if these statistical arrangements did not bring about a reduction in the
burden on businesses.
53. In connection with the implementation of the above regulation, and in order
to take account of the needs expressed in particular by Germany, the Netherlands,
Luxembourg and Belgium, the Commission has proposed that the reorganization of
the collection of statistical data be extended to trade involving goods in mmsit and
in warehouses. In addition, given the responsibilities entrusted to it, the
Commission will publish three implementing regulations concerning statistical
thresholds, certain detailed rules of application and statistical data mediumf-. At the
same time, work is progressing on the COMBO! project to develop an ihfrastructUre
for the collection of declarations on ihtra-Community trade, and for the checking,
aggregation and dissemination of statistics on trade ih goods; this work, the aim of
which is to simplify matters for those required to supply data and for the oational
authorities, has concerned the simplification and automation of procedures for the
transmission of data between businesses, national authorities and Eurostat.
54.  Controls on agricultUral products: the operation of the common agricultUral
policy involves a series of controls and formalities at frontiers which will have to
disappear by the end of the ye&r under reorganization measures still to be taken:
the operation of monetary compensatory amounts entails frontier controls, at
least on trade with Member States; the Commission recently put forward the
- necessary proposals for the abolition of these controls through the
introduction, from 1 January 1993, of a new agri-monetary system based on
exchange rates very close to actUal rates;- .Parliament and the Council should
act on these proposals as a matter of urgency;
other controls are connected with the rules governing the common
organization of the markets in certain products (milk, cereals and refined
sugar); as and when .these rules expire during the second half of 1992, the
Commission will have to adjust them to make them compatible with
Article 8a. This has recently been done for sugar refined from raw sugar
originating in the French overseas departments;- 19 -
other controls result from the transitionalarrangemeots iotroduced by the
Act of Accessioo of Spaio and Portugal and in force uotil 1995. The
Commissioo will shortly propose a set of measures aimed at abolishing most
of the accessioo mechanisms, while maintainiog the guarantees granted to
producers during the transitiooal period. However, for a small oumber of
products (live cattle, milk in small containers, certain fruits and vegetables),
the supplementary trade mechanism (STM) will be retained under .~ new
system of controls carried out primarily in the country of destination;
fmally, so as to eliminate any risk of controls connected with national
quantitative restrictioI1sor with the application of Article 46 of the Treaty,
the Commission has presented a proposal on honey; proposals will shortly be
presented for other products if necessary.
55.  Other controls: the previously-mentioned communication of 17 June 1992
(see para. 41) contains a systematic analysis of these controls. This progress report
should take stock of the Community work on reorganizing these controls. All the
proposals, with the exception of that on precious metals, are before the Council and
most of them have also been sent to Parliament. Over the coming weeks, the
Council must, therefore, adopt the proposals on medical devices, waste, explosives
and drug precursors which is the subject of a common position.
Controls on persons
56. The Community work on this aspect has now been completed. The
necessary steps have been taken to abolish all cootrols on persons for reasons
connected with objects which they may be carrying, whether these controls are
carried out for taxation or security purposes:
the system of duty-free allowances for travellers will disappear 
1 January 1993; individuals will no longer be subject to VAT when bringing
back goods from another Member State, whatever the value of the goods and
provided, of course, that they have paid V AT and excise duty in the
Member State of origin (specific tax arrangements for new vehicles will
continue to ensure that these are taxed in the country of destination, without
this giving rise to frontier controls or formalities). Likewise, all formalities
and payment of V AT will be abolished in connection with removals and,
more generally, in connection with journeys during which individuals carry
new or used goods intended for their own use or to be offered as gifts
(marriage gifts, inherited goods, transfer of goods to a second home). Since
the Council has agreed to the retention until 1st July 1999 of duty-free sales
subject to certain conditions, particularly at airports, Member States will
need to apply new control arrangements in view of the abolition of frontier
controls; these new arrangements must centre on the vendor concerned and
no longer on the customs services. In this connection, the Commission will
shortly publish guidelines drawn up in cooperation with the Member States
with a view to ensuring that these controls are .effectively carried out;
frontier controls on the possession of weapons will cease to be justified with
the entry into force on I January 1993 of Directive 911477/EEC, which will
make the acquisition and possession of weapons subject to common rules
based on a Community list of authorized weapons. The implementation of
this directive presupposes cooperation between the competent national
authorities, for which the Commission is cuaently introducing the necessary arrangements; 
once frontier controls have disappeared, pets accompanying individuals will
be able to be checked, away from frontiers, anywhere on the territory of- 20-
each Member State; with this purpose, the Commissioo is currently
preparing an appropriate proposal.
5? In respoose to the Commissioo s thinking on the cooditions for the abolition
of frontier controls on individuals, the Member States have, since 1986, iotroduced
(Ad hoc Workiog Party 00 Immigration) or stepped up (TREVI group and Mutt1al
Assistance Group - MAG) the necessary cooperation betWeen oational authorities"
so as to supplement Community action with intergovernmental measures. From
1989, this acti\Tity has been supervised by the coordinators group for the free
movement of individuals (Rhodes group), which drew up the Palma document
approved by the European Council in Madrid in June 1989. This document sets out
the measures which are essential for the abolition of frontier controls on individuals.
58. The intergovernmeotal aspects of the Palma programme have been
implemented by the various competent bodies (Working Party on Immigration
TREVI group, MAG and the Group on Political Cooperation); at the legislative
level, intergovernmental activity has concentrated on two instrnmeots for which the
technical work has been completed:
the Dublin Convention of 15 June 1990 determining the State responsible for
examining asylum applications: the Convention has been signed' by the
tWelve Member States and ratified by three of them (Denmark, Greece and
the United Kingdom), with ratification expected shortly by a further two
(Ireland and Portugal);
the draft coovention 00 the .crossing of external frontiers, which has been
ready for signing since June 1991 but which remains blocked because of the
bilateral problem betWeen Spain and the United Kingdom over Gibraltar; the
Commission has a duty to point out that this convention contains several
measures identified as being essential in the Palma document. While
welcoming the significant step forward which this convention represents, the
Commission must insist strongly that the outstanding problem be resolved
without further delay, failing which the abolition of internal frontier controls
in accordance with Article 8a will not be able to take place under satisfactory
cooditions owing to deficiencies in the administration of external frontiers.
59. Two supplementary instruments have still to be drawn up by the end of the
year:
one to establish the European Information System (EIS), which is designed
, as a channel for judicial and police cooperation and for the exchange of
information between authorities; despite the important work carried out this
year, particularly in order to take account of the work already done to set up
the Schengen Information System (SIS), a renewed effort is still needed 
achieve this objective;
a convention on the protection of personal data which concerns respect for
privacy and will have to follow the protective principles advocated by the
Commission in its proposals on data protection; indeed, it is essential that
cooperation between the authorities is based on the same protective
principles throughout the Community, including in those areas which are
expressly cutsidethe Community s terms of reference 'aDd are, therefore,
dealt with at intergovernmental level.
60. Concurrently, within the framework of the TREVI group, practical
cooperation measures have been brought in to accompany the abolition of police
controls at internal frontiers: definition of common concepts of control, exchange of
liaison officers, police training (particularly language training), joint investigations.- 21 -
Other measures are beiog prepared, in particular concerning the right to undertake
cross-border surveillance, the right of pursuit, and mutual assistance with eoquiries.
In Juoe 1991 the European Council was keen to set up EUROPOL io order to
streogtheo such cooperation, aod a work programme was therefore submitted to it in
December 1991 the first stage of which would coosist in settiog up the Europol
Drugs Unit (EDU). Meeting io Lisbon, the European Council approved the
establishment of this Unit and requested that a convention be concluded for the
purpose.
61... Work. similar to that by the TREVlgroup has beenundertakeo within the
Mutual Assistance Group (MAG 92) in respect of the customs aspects for which the
Community does not currently have responsibility (drugs, etc.); it has focused in
particular on the modernization of the legal instruments of administrative
cooperation (Naples Convention), the framing of a common customs strategy for the
Community s external frontiers to take account of the changes consequent upon the
abolition of internal frontier controls, and the setting-up of the Customs Information
System (CIS).
62. As 1993 approaches, it has to be acknowledged that, despite the delays in
ratification procedures (Dublin Convention) and in signature (Convention on the
external borders because of the dispute between Spain and the United Kingdom on
the treatment of Gibraltar) of intergovernmental conventions, cooperation has borne
fruit through the establishment of precise machinery for regular cooperation
between the police and immigration officials. At their half-yearly meetings,
ministers have thus been able to coordinate national approaches regarding the list of
third countries whose nationals are subject to, or exempt from" visa requirements
for entry into a Member State, thereby foreshadowing Article lOOe of the draft
Treaty on European Union. As part of the rapid consultation machinery established
ih 1991, they have also been able to discuss the massive and unexpected movements
of population now taking place. Finally, they have begun to coordinme their
approach to immigration and asylum, in particular on the basis of the orientations of
the Council and instructions given by the European Council. The pragmatic
cooperation at the outset has thus made way for regular cooperation reflecting an
awareness of the need for a common stance in the face of common social problems
thereby anticipating the institutional provisions of Title VI of the draft Treaty on
European Union.
63. The coordinators emphasized in their report to the Maastricht European
Council that while they had not been able to carry out their full mandate, those parts
which they had not fulfilled were unlikely to delay the abolition of frontier controls
on individuals. By contrast, the fact that some of the measures considered by the
European Council as essential have not yet been implemented is a source of real
concern. The Commission reiterates the determination it expressed in its
Communication of 8th May 1992 fully to apply Article 8A for the abolition of
border controls.- 22-
ll. REMOV AL OF TECHNICAL BARRIERS
64. This remains the field where most progress has beeo made; in certain
respects such as the application of the "new approach", the opeoing-up of public
procuremeot, and the liberalization of capital movements and fioancial services,
work foreseen io the White Paper has been completed. The Commission is,
therefore devoting most of its attention to managing the .existing body. of
Community law, and this iovolves not only monitoring its transposition . and
implementation but . most importantly" preparing European standards . and
enforcement measures. The rate of transposition is mote than 71 %;35directives
out of 107 have been incorporated into national. law in all Member States, as~ainst
only 24 last December; the situation has particularly improved with regard to public
procurement and fInancial services; the longest delays concern the "new approach"
securities, the right of establishmeot and the supply of audiovisual services.
Technical harmonization and standards
65. Although in these areas, in cootrast to others, cooperation and joint work are
already long-established, recent achievements were made possible by overcoming
problems that .had previously stood in the way of all progress. Only one
White Paper proposal (the labc:11ing of food products treated by irradiation) is still
before the Council.
66. The Commission has continued to put the principle of mutual recognition
into practice, particularly on the basis of Article 30 of the EEC Treaty. Thisaction
while ensuring effective and more extensive trade liberalization, has also made it
possible to avoid an ill-considered development of legislative initiatives. More than
1 500 cases involving technical barriers were examined in 1991 and several .hundred
were resolved by applying the principle of mutual recognition. This principle
while acknowledging Member States' right to retain their laws and the cultUral
values enshrined in them, enables products from other Member States that have
been manufactured according to different technical rules or processes to be
recOgnized and offered for sale subject to the same conditions as domestic products.
This task has been facilitated in particular by the publication of interpretative notes
for example, on the names under which foodstUffs are sold, "Or on the free
movement of food products. These notes, which the Commission undertook in the
White Paper .to issue, spell out the Community rules and procedures in force in a
particular sector and serve as a guide to the obligations incumbent on public
authorities and the rights enjoyed by Community citizens.
(a)
67.
The "new approach"
The new approach has four inseparable components:
68.  Notification of national technical regulations constitutes an important means
of preventing barriers to trade. Over 400 draft regulations were examined in 1991
and some 170 of them were the subject of a detailed opinion resulting in their being
brought into line with the principles governing me operation of the single market.
The number of notifications during the first few months of 1992 shows that
although the deadline of 1 January 1993 is drawing near, Member States are
continuing to draft a considerable number of technical regulations. During the first
half of the year, the Commission received 156 notifications and delivered detailed
opihions on 64 drafts, while the Member States themselves delivered 42 opinions.
In 14 cases, the Commission requested Member States to postpone for one year the
adoption of the national measures notified and announced that it was planning to
propose harmonization measures. .- 23 -
69. 10 these circumstances, the satisfactory operation of the siogle market
justifies the streogtheniog of Directive 831l89/EEC as regards the ootification of
techoical regulations, in particular by:
exteoding its scope so as to include various measures, other than technical
regulations through which national authorities impose technical
requirementS on products;
strengthening the procedural constraints, and more particularly the standstill
period in the event of a proposal being announced by the Commission
(extension of the standstill period from 12 to 18 months).
The Commission intends to propose to the Council before the end of the year a
second amendment along these lines to Directive 83/189/EEC.
70.  Effective tranm9sition of directives: during the last few months, the deadline
has beeo reached for the transposition of new directives on electromagnetic
compatibility, machinery, persooal protective equipment, weighing machines,
implantable medical devices, gas appliances and construction products; six of these
are already in force (toys, simple pressure vessels, gas appliances, electromagnetic
compatibility, personal protective equipment and construction products).
Transposition has been held up in all cases; the only one for which all transposition
measures (incomplete in two Member States) have been notified is the Directive on
toys, which has been in force since June 1990. The Commission, recognizing that
these delays are due in certain cases to unexpected complications, has proposed the
introduction for some directives (e.g. electromagnetic compatibility and simple
pressure vessels) of a transitional period during which manufacturers have the
option of continuing to produce and market products in conformity with national
rules kept in force alongside the Community provisions. This breathing space will
also give Member States time to improve their certification infrastructures and
standardization bOdies time to put the finishing touches to European standards.
71. The experience gained in transposing the earlier directives highlightS the
difficulties encountered by Member States and the choice with which they are faced:
some merely reproduce the text of the directive, deferring until the
implementation stage the difficulties of incorporating the arrangementS
contained in the directives into the national system of market supervision and
penalties;
others incorporate the Community rules into the national system but are then
unable to meet the deadlines for notifying a full set of transposition
measures, given the number of enforcement measures required. One
Member State, therefore, publishes circulars proposing to manufacturers the
option of applying the Community rules straight away.
72. In order to help Member States and economic agents implement these
directives, the Commission has launched a series of measures:
as soon as directives are adopted, the Commission meets with the
Member States in order to forestall any problems of interpretation and thus
to assist them ~ the preparation of transposition measures;
similarly, as soon as directives are adopted, it encourages each
Member State to take the necessary steps with regard to the designation of
certification agencies; thus, even before formal transposition and the
notification of "notified bodies , the Commission is able to bring together- 24 -
the bodies likely to be concerned so as to prepare for the management phase
of the directive;
the Commission has also set about drawiog up, in cooperation with the
national authorities, a guide to the new approach which will give a geoerally
agreed ioterpretation of the directives. This guide, the first edition of which
is due to be completed by the end of 1992, is to be continually updated. In
the same connection, the Commission is considering devising a Community
market supervision policy aimed at ensuring better coordination of national
activities in this area and thereby achieving consistent implementation of the
directives throughout the Community. In the case of certain directives (e.
medical equipment), this will take the form of a system for exchanging
information on incidents recorded by the national authorities;
finally, the application of certain directives involves the adoption ofa
number of implementing provisions; this is the case with the directive on
construction products, which requires interpretative documents; these are due
to be adopted by the end of the year.
73.  Policy on standardization: the availability of European standards is an
important condition- for the proper application of the "new approach" directives
even though these establish mechanisms for the placing on the market of products
for which there are no standards. While the overall situation is satisfactory with
regard to toys, pressure vessels and personal protective equipment, io other areas
several measures have had to be taken to speed up work at the European standards
organizations.
74. Various organizational measures have been taken to promote their work and
to makf;; it more widely publicized and more transparent; the most important
measure!; ihclude shortening the time taken to publish standards adopted, speeding
up public consultation procedures and launching an emergency programme to ensure
the adoption of standards which it is considered must be available by the end of the
year. The regular dialogue between the Commission and the standardization bodies,
the growing pressure from the market for European standards to be made available
and the machinery introduced for planning and setting priorities have all contributed
towards improving the efficiency of European standardization. This is now being
reflected in the faster pace at which draft standards are being issued for public
consultation.
75. The Commission Green Paper on the development of European
standardization, published in January 1991, gave rise to wide-ranging discussions.
large number of comments were received from industry, governments
standardization bodies, trade associations and other groups, not only within Europe
but also from third countries and ihtemational organizations. In-depth discussions
were held with the various interested parties at European level, leading to general
agreement on the approach to be adopted towards European .stand~dization; a
number of specific measures were taken by standardization bodies in accordance
with the recommendations contained in the Greeo Paper. " Theoonclusions drawn by
the Commission were summarized in its Communicatioo of December 1991 on
standardization in the European economy (COM(91) 521). On 18 June 1992, the
Council adopted a resolution confirming .therole of European standardization and
certain strategic elements of this policy, such as the high quality of standards, the
need for the standardization process to be efficient, transparent and open and to
ensure availability, accessibility and effective transposition of European standards at
national level, as well as cooperation with international standardization bodies, and
wider use of European standards as a means of technical support for Community
legislation and as an instrument for ~nomic and industrial integration.- 25 -
76. Directive 8311 89/EEC also contains provisioos on the transparency of
European standardization. In particular, it lays down a oumber of basic principles
(e.g. participation in oatiooal standardizatioo activities, encouragemeot to adopt
European standards instead of oational standards, access to informatioo 00 national
activities) and allows the Commissioo to request the European standardization
bodies to prepare European standards. The aims of this Directive clearly remain
relevant, but the mechanisms need to be further streamlined. When the directive is
amended for the second time, the Commission therefore intends to propose that the
notification requirement be limited to new standardization activities at national
level, I.e. to additions to national standards programmes where these activities are
likely to affect the operation of the internal market. In contrast to the current
system, no additional notification would be necessary as regards, for example, draft
national standards, unless. specifically requested by the Commission, a
Member State .or national body on the basis of the standards programme. It should
be noted that the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) will now
be one of the European bodies recognized by this directive.
77.  Policy on . certification: completion of the internal market depends on
harmonization of technical regulations or mutual recognition of tests and certificates
or any other certification procedure establishing the conformity of products to the
regulations in force. To that .end, the Council adopted on 13 December 1990 a
decision laying down the certification modules to be used in future technical
harmonization directives. Work is also continuing within the Council on the
proposal for a regulation concerning the conditions for using and affixing the CE
mark, so as to ensure consistent marking conditions for all the "new approach"
directives; this regulation is expected to be adopted by the end of the year. In
accordance with its resolution of 21 December 1989 on a comprehensive approach
to conformity assessment, the Council also has before it negotiating directives for
mutual recognition agreements with third countries which it is about to approve.
78. With regard to private testing and certification activities, the European
Organization for Testing and Certification (BOTe), after a two-year experimental
phase, is preparing to set up its final structures within the framework of a private-
law organization by the beginning of 1993. It has already recognized eight sets of
mutual recognition agreements and set up two sectoral committees (on electronics
and information technology).
(b) Sectoral approximation of laws
79.  Motor vehicles: the White Paper programme has now been completed with
the raising of emission .standards and, above all, the introduction from
1 January 1993 of Community type approval, which will initially be optional before
becoming compulsory for all motor cars registered in the Community from
1 January 1996. This progress has been made possible by the agreement on the
policy to be pursued towards Japan, ' which allowed the resumption of negotiations
started in 1983. Al1 work in this sector was thus given a fresh impetus, with the
Council agreeing on the gradual introduction of a Community system of type
approval for motorcycles and with work on transport vehicles virtually complete.
80. Transposition of these directives is proceeding smoothly in the
Member States. The Commission places particular importance on the transposition
of the directives on emissions: these follow the technique of "total harmonizatioi)
but some Member States, by making them " optional", have left national rules in
place alongside the Community directives. The move towards a compulsory system
for all manufacturers shifts new responsibilities onto the Community for the
adaptation of these directives to new safety and environmental protection
requirements. Where the Member States are concerned, the implementation of the
new type-approval system covering the entire vehicle will require national26 -
administrative structures to be adapted; registratioo of a vehicle which complies
with a "type" approved io another Member State will force the competent technical
departments  to  establish admioistrative cooperation among themselves with the
assistance of the Commission.
81.  Foodstuffs: the White Paper programme will be completed if the Council is
able  to  adopt most of  the  propoSals before it by. the end of therecu-. . Pending their
adoption, mutual recognition. of national rules pursuant to Artic1e30. will continue
to  apply, while respecting  the  essential principleS of consumetsafety. On theiJasis
of the fIP-mework directivesadopte(t by the Council, implementing . nteasuresnilve
been adopted by the Commission regarding materials which come intO conta.cfwith
foodstuffs and foodstuffs intended for particular nutritional uses. Other
implementing measures are being prepared. Measures have been proposed to the
Council regarding additives and labelling (quantitative indication of ingredients),
matters on which powers have not been delegated to the Commission. In order to
complete this overall package, the Commission has laid before the Council a
propoSal on food hygiene which introduces essential health requirements for all
foodstuffs and a propoSal on new products .aimed at promoting innovation while
ensuring protection for consumers.
82. The directives adopted in 1985 and 1986 have now been transposed in an
Member States, except for the labelling Directive (86/197/EEC) in Portugal and the
directive on simulants in the United Kingdom and Italy  The degree of
transposition of the other directives varies from one Member State to another: .ofthe
seventeen directives in force, Denmark, Greece and Belgium have adopted the
necessary measures for transposition. Germany is the country with the largest
number of ihfringement proceedings against it. Generally speaking, the situation
has improved considerably bearing ih mihd that, only a year ago, this area was the
one in which the largest delays were occurring.
83. OVer and above the question  of  transposition, the Commission must ensure
that the directives are being properly implemented in Member States; from 1993, a
Community monitoring programme aimed at coordinating official controls will be
drawn up each year on the basis of the directive on the control of foodstuffs. In
addition, the scientific evaluation which must inevitably form the basis of any rules
in this area and which, in future, will be  the  Commission. s responsibility must be
improved, especially ih preparation for the adoption of the numerous implementing
directives which are still required. To do so, the secretariat of the Scientific
Committee for Food must be strengthened and cooperation developed between that
Committee and the national scientific institutes; such is the purpose of the propoSal
currently before the Council and Parliament.
84.  Pharmaceuticals: all the measures announced in the White Paper have been
adopted in time by the Council, which has even gone beyond the original
programme in the case of Directive 92/28/EEC on the advertising of medicinal
products for human use. The Commission has itself fulfilled its implementing
responsibilities by adopting the six measures provided for in directives or
framework regulations  of  the Council. Transposition by Member States is still
proceeding satisfactorily, except ih the case  of  the most recent technical measures,
although these should be transposed throughout the Community at the start of 1993
despite their complexity: 50% of the directives have been transposed in all the
Member States, with the main delays occurring in Belgium, France, the Netherlands
and, toa lesser extent, Spain. 
85. This very comprehensive harmonization has enabled the Community 
launch a trilateral programme for harmonizing tests on medicinal products with the
United States and Japan, the aim being to reduce the overall cost  of  world
pharmaceutical research ("ICH" , 1991-95).- 27-
86. In order to guarantee that this harmooization effort exerts its full effect on
industry and to reduce the costs linked to authorization procedures for the marketing
of medicioaJ products, the Commission proposed in 1990 that a oew marketing-
authorization system, iocludiog the creation of a European Agency for the
Evaluation of Medicinal Products, be introdUced;. a Council. decision. isex~ted
before the.end.of1992 which wouldenableJhe.sY$temtobeopetationalihi199S.
87..  Chemicalproducts: workhasb~ncompleted in thi$ fieldt()(). .Theg(:ijeral
directive . on the. classification, packa,gingand labellillgof9aJ1gerousipl"epara.tion$~
which has replacecfthe earlier directives has been in force for mOre tbart a year; its
transposition is significantly behind schedule since only half of the Member States
have transposed it into national law. For its part, the Commi$sionhas adopted the
first implementing measures relating to certain categories of pack,aging and the
exchange of information between administrations. In the area .of fertilizers, the
Commission is currently finalizing the methods of analysis With a view 
completing the marketing rules for fertilizers approved in accordance with the
Council directives, which have now been transposed in all Member States except, in
the case of one of them, in Italy. It is with regard to marketing restrictions that
Community legislation must be developed in order to reinforce the level of
protection . against dangerous. substances and preparations as provided for . in
Article l00a(3) and to prevent .any Member States that vote against these provisions
within the Council from invoking the safeguard clause of Article 100a(4); the
Commission is currently examining requests for confirmation of national legislation
presented by Germany regarding PCP and by the Netherlands regarding PCP and
cadmium.
Public procurement
88. Work has now been completed within the Council or is about to be
completed following a political agreement reached on a common position on the
directive opening up procurement in public services (transport, telecommunications
energy and water distribution). This will round off the entire package of
Community disciplines in the area of public procurement based on:
rules establishing transparency in the opening-up of public procurement to
competition, the controlled use of restricted or negotiated procedures, and
transparent selection criteria for tenders submitted for supply, works and
services contracts awarded by public authorities at all levels and, in the
water, energy, transport and telecommunications sectors, by enterprises
enjoying specia1or exclusive rights;
effective and rapid review procedures ihthe case of decisions taken by
awarding authorities or bodies in breach of Community law governing public
procu~ment.
89. Not all the directives adopted are yet applicable; however, for those which
are, the process of transposition is slow: 
no Member State has yet transposed into national law the directive applicable
ih the water, e~ergy, transport and telecommunications sectors;
Greece, Spain and Luxembourg have not transposed the Directive on public
supplycbntracts;
Greece, Spain, Luxembourg and Portugal have not transposed the directive on public works contracts; - 28 ~
all Member States except Greece, Germany and Luxembourg have
transposed the directive 00 review procedures.
90. However, as io other areas, transposition is merely the formal means of
implementatioo. Effective implementation can be. achieved solely through a
fundamental change in the behaviour of public buyers and teoderiog firms. The
Commission, acting on the basis of the procedures laid down by the EEG Treaty
and by Directives 89/665/EEC and 92/13/EEC, and the Member States, each
applying their own arrangements" must together monitor compliance with the
obligations set out in the directives. To this end, cooperation between the
Member States, public buyers and the Commission will have to be stepped up in
order to rationalize the monitoring arrangements and to allow them to be effectively
applied. Measures currently .being implemented to inform and to provide training
for public buyers and enterprises are also vital if public procurement is genuinely to
be opened up to competition. To help ensure uniform application of these
directives, the Commission has set up supervisory mechanisms under which its
departments are systematically sent ihformation on contracts awarded and are able
to request specific information in certain special cases. In addition, the directives
eStablish review machinery which should allow these arrangements to be adapted in
the light of the experience gained in implementing them. The Commission
departments concerned are looking closely into the effectiveness of the currenfrules
on public procurement.
Free movement of workers
91. The only proposals in the White Paper programme which have not been
adopted and will probably not be by the end .of the year are those relating to the free
movement and residence of workers and the members of their families; these
proposals aim to widen the circle of direct beneficiaries of Community law, to
improve equality of treatment and to protect the rights of workers employed on a
short-term basis and their families. These proposals have been with the Council
since 11 January 1989 without it having been possible to find .a qualified majority in
favour of them.
92.  Rieht of residence: the directives extending the right of residence' to
students, retired persons and other members of the non-working population have
been in force since 30 June 1992; most Member States have not submitted the
legislation transposing them into national law. Such an attitude cannot be justified
by the fact that the Court of Justice has annulled Directive 90/366 on the right of
residence for students on the grounds that it was adopted on an incorrect legal basis
(judgment of 7 July 1992 in Case C-295/90 European Parliament v Council), since
the Court judgment stipulates that the effects of the directive are to be maintained
until it has been replaced by a new directive adopted on the correct legal basis. The
situation is unacceptable given the new dimension of free movement which these
directives are designed to extend to categories of the populatioo so far excluded.
93.  The regulated professions: the Council has completed its work of facilitating
the right of establishment through the recognition. of diplomas. 
without doubt, the greatest problems concern the fIrst system for the
recognition of higher -education diplomas awarded on completion of
professional education and training of at least three years' duration. The
directive took effect 'on 4th January 199 L Three Member States have
transmitted all their transposition measures. Before the end of the year, three
other Member States will probably do likewise. Three Member States have
transmitted only partial transposition measures. The Commission has begun
an analysis of the quality of the measures adopted or in the process of being
adopted which should be completed by the end of the year; its task is not- 29 -
made any easier by the variation io methods from one Member State to
another according to how the professions are organized and whether or oot
the Member State in question has a federal structure; oor is it facilitated by
the broad discretion allowed ea~h of the competeot authorities in each
Member State. This is why, in its attempts to avoid differeoces of
interpretation, the COmmission has given priority to conducting a dialogue
with the Member States within the group set up by the directive; at the same
time, the Commission is setting up a network of contact poihts for the
exchange of information on the recognition of professional diplomas. Ina
system which, for its correct application, depends largely on establishing and
maintaining confidence between the various parties concemed, the
Commission has a particularly important role to play in providing a lead to
the coordinating grouP which will serve as a think tank (common
interpretation of the basic provisions of the directive), a review body
(solution of specific problems) and a point of contact betWeen
Member States.
the harmonization directives adopted as part of the White Paper programme
pose far fewer problems of transposition. Although the situation has
improved significantly as regards recognition of the qualifications of
commercial agents, with only Belgium and the Netherlands having failed to-
transpose the relevant directive, delays are still being encountered in
Belgium regarding the transposition of the "pharmacists" directives and in
Germany regarding the "general medical practice" directive, which has still
to be transposed in the Saarland and in four of the five new Under (the first
stage of this directive relates to the establishment ofa minimum of tWo
years' training in general medicine; the second stage , which is supposed to
come into effect on 1 January 1995, will make possession of such a diploma
compulsory in the context of the social security system).
94.  The non-reeulated professions: pursuant to the Council decision of 1985 on
the comparability of qualifications, 19 professional sectors will have been the
subject, by the start of 1993 at the latest (for tWo of them), of the publications
necessary for dissemihating information on the recognition of qualifications ,obtained
in another Member State. This will mean that 209 professions will have been
covered by such publications. A further stimulus has been provided by the
ihformation campaign among Member States undertaken in collaboration with the
European Centre for Vocational Training (CEDEFOP). On the basis of evaluations
of the effectiveness of the current approach submitted by the Member States, the
Commission will present an additional proposal before the end of this year.
Services
(a) Financial services
95. Despite past difficulties, the White Paper programme has now been
completed, not only for securities, where the.first decisions were taken in 1985, but also for credit institutions and insurance. 
96.  Credit institutions the Community framework has recently been
strengthened by the adoption of the common position on the monitoring and control
of the large exposures of credit institutions, which is expected to be defInitively
adopted by the end of the year; this will complete the structure brought in by the
second banking directive, which introduced the principle of the freedom to provide
services on the basis of recognition of authorizations granted by the country of
origin, and by the directives on own funds, solvency ratios, the prevention of
money laundering and the supervision of credit institutions on a consolidated basis.
Some of these' directives have already entered into force (own funds solvency- 30-
ratios), while the others wi11 take effect on 1 January 1993. If account is taken of
the proposal 00 deposit-guarantee schemes, which the Commission recently
transmitted to the Couocil to replace the 1986 Commission recommeodatioo and
which might be approved before the eod of the year, the Commuoity will, io
January 1993, possess a complete body of legislation based 00- a siogle liceoce and
prudeotial control by the Member State in which a bank has its head office.
97.  Insurance:  adoption of the third non-life. directive and of. the . COmmon
position on the third life directive, whose definitive adoption is expected before the
end of the year, has set in place the last generation of Community .legisl.,.tion
designed to complete the internal. market intheihsurance  sector by inttoducing
freedom to provide insurance services" with policyholders enjoying a wider choice
at the lowest possible price .owing to increased competition. As with banking,
prudential supervision will be carried out by the Member State in which the head
office is located, with prior supervision by, and systematic notification of tariffs and
policies to, Member States' supervisory authorities being abolished (except for the
systematic communication of technical bases to the home Member State in the case
of life assurance), irrespective of whether insurance services are provided on the
basis of establishment or via the principle of the freedom to provide services. This
together with the proposed extension to ihstitutions for retirement provision
(pension funds) of the principle of the freedom to provide services, will mean that
full account will have been taken of the effects of the free movemeot of workers and
of the necessary continuity of insurance services.
98.  Stock exchanees and securities: this is the third pillar of the process of
completing the internal market in the area of financial services; the common
position of the Council 00 capital adequacy and the broad agreement on investment
services will enable the obstacles to trade and industrial cooperation to be overcome
while ensuring the vital balance betWeen the ihformation which investors should be
given and the confidentiality which this type of market demands. In addition
access to the main stock exchanges in the Community will be opened up to credit
ihstitutions.
99. In this area, as in others, introduction of the principle of the freedom to
provide services is only one element on which the development of Community
legislation will have to be based if the exercise of that freedom is not to damage the
interests of enterprises and fmancialinstitutions; this will be the case with the
additional measures necessary as regards, for example, the supervision of financial
conglomerates or with the establishment of guarantee systems to protect investOrs in
transferable securities.
100. All the indications are that, by the end of the year, the Member States will
have taken the necessary transposition measures for the banking directives which
will enter intO force on I January 1993; contacts are currently taking place at the
highest level to ensl1rethat this deadline is met, a task made easier by the fact that
the directives in question take account, for a transitional period, of certain
dis~ctive national features. Progress with transposition in the iosurance field is
also satisfactory since all the directives, except the Qne on motor-vehicle insurance
in forcesihce May 1992, have been transposed in virtually all the Member States.
The situation is even more encouraging in the field of stock exchanges and
securities, with all the Member States havihg adopted transposition measures except
as regards the directive on insider trading, which has been in force since June 1992
and has been transposed by eight Member States. Generally speaking, the situation
regarding transposition in the area of financial services has improved considerably
bearing in mind that" in its previous report, the Commission lamented the
substantial delays being experienced in that area. All of the directives in force
transfer new management respoosibilities to Community level; it is in this
connection that the Commission has sent to the Council and Parliament a report on- 31 -
the treatment afforded financial iostitutioos io third countries, this being ooe aspect
of  the external dimension of the internal market io financial services.
(b) Traosport
101. Although coosiderable delays were observed in the transport sector up to
1991, and despite limited progress on air transport, almost all the measures set out
in the White Paper have now been adopted. However, it is regrettable that the
agreements reached within the Council concerning maritime and road cabotage have
not respected the 31 December 1992 deadline.
102.  Air transport: after the initial stages of liberalization in 1988 and 1990, the
Council reached agreement in June 1992 on the introduction notably of the final
stage  of  cabotage on the basis of three regulations concerning the licensing of air
carriers, passenger air fares and freight charges, and access to intra-Community
routes for carriers. These three regulations will enter into force on 1 January 1993
although there will be a transitional period extending to 1 April 1997 concerning
cabotage.
103.  Road transport: the Commission has focused on the gradual implementation
of the Regulations on the international carriage of goods and cabotage. Although
the progressive introduction of cabotage over the two years in which the
arrangements have been in force has not led to any disturbances on the market and
despite the Commission' s proposals to introduce a market-supervision and safeguard
system for the fmal stage, no agreement has yet been reached on the changeover to
the definitive system of road cabotage on 1 January 1993 owing to the link with
problems of taxation in the transport sector.
104. By contrast, and this is a success if one considers that it has taken .five years
to reach a decision, a cabotage system will be introduced on 1 January 1993 for the
carriage of passengers by road. For regular services, this system requires
immediate liberalization  of  special services in frontier areas and a review of the
situation on the basis  of  a report to be presented by the Commission before
31 December 1995, whereas for non-regular services it requires immediate
liberalization  of  closed-door services and liberalization of all other services from
1 January 1996.
105.  Maritime transport: cabotage will also be introduced on 1 January 1993 for
maritime transport although special rules will apply:
liberalization of cabotage will benefit only Community shipowners operating
vessels registered in a Member State and flying the flag of that
Member State, provided that the vessels in question satisfy all the conditions
for access to cabotage in that Member State, including vessels registered in
the EUROS register once it has been approved by the Council;
on the question of the composition of crews, vessels involved in mainland
cabotage operations and cruise vessels will- apply the rules of the flag state
except for vessels of less than 650 tonnes grt, to which the legislation of the
host state may be applied; however, in the case of cabotage between the
mainland and offshore islands, manning questions will be subject to the rules
of the host state.
106.  Inland waterw~ transport: the carriage of goods and passengers by ihland
waterways will also be open to cabotage from 1 January 1993 although a transitional
period will apply in France and Germany until 1995.- 32-
(c) New technologies and services
107.  Open netWork provision - ONP: the purpose of ONP is to establish
harmooized conditions for the provision of an open telecommunications network
this being essential to the comp1etioo of the common market in telecommunications
services. After. the adoption of th~ framework directive in. June 1990, . the
Commission made a number of specific proposals. In this context, the Council
definitively adopted . on 5 June 1992 ..the .directive on the application of ONP
leased. lines (92/44/EEC). On the same date, it also adopted a recommendation on
the provision .,rharmonized ISDN access iarrangement$inaccor~ce withONP
principles (92/383/EEC) and a rec()mmendationon the harmonized provision Of a
mihimum set of packet-switched data services in accordance with ONP principles
(92/382/EEC). The Commission will shortly present the Council with. a proposal
for a directive on the application of ONP to voice telephony services. These
measures will largely complete the work programme for the period 1991- , as
agreed in the ONP framework directive.
108.  A~diovisual services: just under a year after the entry into force of the
television without frontiers" directive, progress with transposition has been
disappointing: three Member States' have not communicated any transposition
measures, and the nine measures Which have been communicated pose problems of
compatibility with the directive or the Treaty. This is despite the fact that the
Commission set up, on its own initiative, an ad hoc group of national expertS which
has met six times since the directive s adoption, the aim being to malce the national
authorities more aware of the sittlation and to examine together any difficulties
which could arise with transposition. Although it has not been challenged, the
U;sefulness of this dialogue has not been substantiated in this particular case.
109. As in ottti'~ areas , the responsibilities transferred to the Community by this
directive extend to the task of conducting negotiations at international level.
Whereas the directive has been accepted by .all the EFfA countries under the
agreement on the European Economic Area, the Community's accession to the
Council of Europe Convention is proving difficult given the differences which exist
between the text of that Convention and Community law.
110. When adopting the directive on television without frontiers, the Council
deleted from the Commission s proposal the section dealing with copyright. The
Commission has, therefore, found it necessary to malce a specific proposal on the
retransmission by cable and satellite of radio and television broadcasts after
satisfying itself, on the basis of the discussions set in train in 1984 by the Green
Paper on broadcasting, of the support of practitioners, Parliament and the
Member States. Adoption of this proposal will establish a legal framework which
will permit right holders, broadcasters and spectators to benefit fully from the
European dimension on broadcasting.
III. The reality of television without frontiers, in its cultural and industrial
dimensions, will require the introduction of the new standard for high-definition
television as well as the 16/9 format. .
Capit;!l movements
112. Considerable progress was made in 1991 and at the start of 1992 on the
liberalization of capital movements in those Member States (Greece, Ireland, Spain
and Portugal) which benefited from transitional arrangements for eliminating all
restrictions on capital movements:- 33-
in May 1991 Greece lifted the restrictions on capital movements and the
limitatioos 00 tourist allowances which had been authorized on the basis of
Article 108 of the Treaty;
in Spain all remaining restrictions were abolished with effect from
1 February 1992, with the exception of the physical export of assets
exceeding a certain threshold;
on 1 January 1992 Ireland substantially eased exchange controls, which now
apply in practice solely to the holding of foreign accounts by Irish residents.
. In accordance with the directive on capital movements, all transitional arrangements
must .expire on 31 December 1992 although they may be extended for Portugal and
Greece.
113. Implementation of this directive in the Member States is proceeding
satisfactorily on the whole; the abolition of restrictions has been reflected in an
increase in transfrontiercapital movements over the last few years, including with
those Member States which have only recently relaxed or even abolished controls.
However, obstacles remain owing to measures or practices which favour national
instruments or financial institutions, in particular through tax measures or prudential
rules. The Commission departments are analysing these' obstacles and are
considering any ihitiatives which may be necessary. It has initiated infringement
proceedings in cases where procedures for monitoring or controlling transfrontier
capital transfers do not comply with the directive.
Creatine a prQpitious environment for business COO1Jeration
114. Over and above the legislative measures to facilitate business cooperation
the Community is developing, as part of its enterprise policy, ihitiatives and
programmes aimed primarily at helping SMEs to find partners or to expand their
operations throughout the Community. Take, for instance" BC-Net (Business
Cooperation Network), which assists SMEs in identifying opportunities for cross-
border cooperation, and .the network of Euro-Info-Centres (there are currently 211
such centres ih operation in the Community). In addition, there are measures to
help SMEs participate in invitations to tender for public contracts and in
subcontracting. These measures go hand in hand with the removal of legal
obstacles to cooperation as part of the implementation of the White Paper.
(a) Company law and taxation
115.  Company law: since the discussions on the proposals for a directive and a
regulation on the Statute for a European Company failed to produce a successful
outcome in June, technical work is continuing with a view to adoption of the Statute
before 31 December 1992, although it is clear that the Statute will not be able to
enter into force at the end of the year, this being the Commission' s ihitial objective.
The main difficulties arise in connection with the equivalence of worker
participation systems, the voluntary introduction of~such a system and its legal
basis. In view of the priority accorded to adoption of this Statute, examination of
, the revised proposal for a fifth Directive has been suSpended pending a SOlution to
the problem of worker participation. Similarly, work on cross-border mergers .
(tenth directive) has been suspended .since the proposal is still held up in Parliament.
Work, on the proposal for a thirteenth directive on takeovers and other genexal bids
has stalled on account of a disagreement between the Member States on the rationale
behind such an ihitiative, bearing in mind the rules on transparency introduced in
another context for relations between companies. - 34-
116. No further progress is possible in the company law field between now and
the end of the year. This is the field in which decisions have been fewest; leaving
aside the adoption of the directives on disclosure requirements for branches
(eleventh directive), on siogle-member private limited-liability companies (twelfth
directive), on accountancy law (amendment of the fourth and seventh directives),
and on the amendment to the second directive on which there is a common position.
It is clear that the introduction of the European Economic Interest Grouping and the
adoption of the European Company Statute wiD satisfy the need for business
cooperation without it being necessary to pursue the harmonization of legislation for
the purposes of completing ,the internal market. However, if the internal market is
to operate satisfactorily, a consistent framework for national legislation will be
neecied. Difficultiesm this field are also resulting ,in considerable delays in
transposition" with the exception of the European Economic Interest Grouping,
which, following adoption by Greece of the implementing measures, is now in force
in all Member States.
117.  Company ~tion following the adoption in 1990 of the "parent
companies/subsidiaries- and "mergers" directives and signature of the "arbitration
Convention" the Council has continued its work on' the proposals concerning a
common system of taxation applicable to intereSt and royalty paymentS and
concerning arrangementS for the taking into account by enterprises of the losses of
their permanent establishmentS and subsidiaries situated in other Member States.
Despite Parliament's .support for these proposals, some differences between Member
, States have so far held up a decision which requires unanimity. The Commission
regretS this state of affairs since the proposals are designed simply to eliminate double taxation. 
118. In this. field, as in the field of company law" there are some delays in
transposition. Admittedly, the two directives referred to above have been in force
only since 1 January 1992, but if transposition is assured in 9 Member States in
respect of the "parent companies/subsidiaries" directive, on the other hand, with
regard to the -mergers- directive, it is assured only in 5 Member States. These
delays have also been experienced with the ratification of the arbitration convention,
only two Member States having ratified.
(b) Industrial and intellectual property
119. As the Commission has already noted in itS previous reports, the work on
, harmonizing national legislation is continuing with success: following measures
concemingthe protection of microcircuits (semi-conductors) and, subsequently, the
harmonization of trade mark law (entry into force has been postponed until
31 December 1992 to take account of delays in creating the Community trade mark)
and the protection of software, through copyright, the Council has now adopted a
regulation concerning the creation of a supplementary protection certificate for
medicinal products.. Apart from measures creating a Community right for new plant
varieties, the only proposal still. under discussion concerns protection of
biotechnology products, where the technical problems encountered (harmonization
of criteria for the patentability of inventions) relate to Jiving matter and to the extent
of the protection conferred by a patent. "Until Parliament gives its opinion, which
has been expected for three years" the Council is unable to act.
120.  On the other hand, the Council - or the Member States in the case of the
patent - are not currently in a position to introduce a QJmmunity trade mark and
patent, for reasons of principle or procedure independent of the nature of the subject
matter:
in the hope that a decision might be taken at the Edinburgh European
Council on the headqUarters of the Trade Mark Office, the Council 35-
striving to res.olve the .outstanding pr.oblems concerniog appeals against decisi.ons
taken by the Office, its budget and its w.orking languages;
with regard to the Community patent. which is dealt with in a draft C.onventi.on.
.oppositi.oo fr.om Spaio meant that an interg.overnmental conference held in Lisbon
in May was notable to adopt a pr.otoc.ol .on the eotty intp force .of the Cooventi.on
in fewer than Twelve Member States. Since constituti.ornal problelDS in Itelandwere
.overcome by the referendum held therein June and since .oolya5/6ths majority
w.ould be needed in the Danish Parliament Jot ratificati.on, there is nothing
to prevent the Conveotion being nltified by the tWelve Member States.
This matter n.ow depeodson the positi.on being taken by the Danish Patliantent.
121. F.oll.owing the publicati.on by the Commission in 1988 .of the Green Paper on copyright
and technological challenge, the Council adopted .on 14 May 1991 a ditt.cti'Ve concerning
protecti.on of computer software, as well as a common pOsiti.on, on 18 June 1992. (:OI1ceming a
proposal for a ditt.cti'Ve .on rental right and leoding right and .on certain rightS reJated to
copyright in the field .of intellectual property. The Commissi.on presented .further proposals
at the beginning of 1992 relating to, in particular. the duration .of protection and on
databanks, in accordance with the programme which gives effect to the recommendati.ons of the
Green Paper. In carrying out this same work programme, a certain number of problems have
still to be examined.
122. The expansion .of all fODDS .of business cooperation and administrative cooperation are
leading to an increase in the
. .
am.ount of inf.ormati.on being exchanged. Differences in
national approaches to the protection .of individuals in relation to the processing .of
personal data are making for delicate relations betWeen or within enterprises to the extent
that these disparities may lead a Member State to apply its .own rules by inv.oking the lack
of inadequacy .of protecti.on in the Member State .of origin .or destinati.on. To counter this
problem, which was n.ot dealt with in the White Paper but which has been brought to Jight by
the degree .of business integrati.oo and the intensificati.on .of intra-business relati.ons, the
C.ommissi.on unveiled in 1990 a package .of proposals .on which Parliament gave itS opini.on.
The Council has already ad.opted, on 31 March 1991, the decision on the security .of
inf.ormati.onsystelDs.
m.  REMOVAL QE  TAX BARRIERS 
123. AU the fundamental decisions have been adopted by the Council on the abolition of
border controls. There remain some reservati.ons in the C.ouncil on the agreement reached 
27 July on the directives c.ooceming the approximati.on .of the rates .of VAT and excise
duties. Fmally. the C.ommission will present between now and the end .of September tW.o
additi.onal proposals .on the transport .of passengers and po g.old. The Commissi.on is also
engaged in the setting up .of the cooperati.on between the tax authorities and in the
m.onitoring of the implementation by the Member States .of the ditt.ctives .on the circulation
of products subject to VAT and excise duties.
(a) Progress to date
124. Imponant steps were taken by the Council when it ad.opted at the end of 1991 the
transiti.ornal arrangementS g.overning VAT and at the start .of 1992 the regulati.on .on
administrative cooperati.on in the field .of indirect taxati.on and the directive .on geneml
arrangemeotS for productS subject to excise duties. The basic legislati.on necessary to
ensure the aboliti.on of frontier controls by the end .of 1992 is thus in place.36-
125. This progre$S is sufficieot to cover all the coosequences of the abolition of internal
border controls but they have to be completed by other elemeots:
the priority task must still be to ensure that Community legislation is
fonnally adopted on the approximation of VAT and excise duty rates and on
the hanoonization of the structures of excise duties. At its meeting of 27 July
1992, the.Ecofin Council reached virtually .unanimous agreement on the directives
in questioo, with Spain andFranceJeSetVing their positions on certain aspeCts
of the overall compromise. In the area of excise duties, the proposals on the
structures of duties .on mineral oils and alcoholic beverages .must be aoopted
without fail if there is to be a common approach to the taXation of these
products and if the new arrangemeots applicable to the movement of products
subject to excise duties are to operate satisfactorily. The Commission considers
that top prioritysbould therefore be giveo to completion of this work through
adoption of the relevant legal instruments at the earliest opportunity. A11y
failure can only lead to serious disturbances when the oew In arrangements enter
into force on 1 January 1993; 
in addition to these proposals 00 rates, two other fields require urgentactioo
by the Council:
(i) the Council must adopt the arrangements cooceming the In treatment
of second-hand goods, works of art. collectors' items and antiques;
the Comrnision proposal has been the subject of important
discussions which point to possible adoption in the autumn. The
adoption of this proposal will ensure that the changeover to the new
VAT arrangements on 1 January 1993 will occur without any risk of
distortion due to differences in the tax tmitment of ttansactions
betweeo Member States involviog su(~h items;
(ii) when the transitional VAT arrangements were adopted in
December 1991, the Council undertOOk to adopt in good time, 00 the
basis of proposals from the Commission, rules on the In tmitment of
gold and passeoger ttansport. These proposals will be presented in
September.
126. When the transitional V AT regime was adopted, the Commission undertook to present a
proposal amending the eighteenth VAT directive in order to ensure the abolition of
derogations which were based on the sixth directive and which might give rise to distortions
after 1 January 1993. Th~ proposal was recently made by the Commission (COM(92)215 final
of 2 July 1992).
(b) Implementation
127. The success marked by the adoption of the rules governing the movement of goods
subject to VAT and excise duties must not obscure the difficulties involved in
implemeotation:
the detennination to preserve a wide measure of discretion in implementing
these provisions so that the diversity of national circumstances can be ' taken
into account creates the risk that differing interpretations may be placed on
the directives. The Commission bas therefore entered into a dialogue with
the Member States in an attempt to agree on a consistent interpretation of
these rules: the committees which have been set up will be responsible not
only for helping the Commission adapt the legislation already in place but
also for reaching a common interpretatioo of these new provisions. This
work is all the more important since all the Member States will be bound- 37-
individually by the iodepeodent interpretation which anyone of them places
on this legislation. These new tasks mean the Commission hasaddltio-nal
management responsibilities which will have to accommodate the political
objectives inherent in all tax rules;
in this field more than in any other, the simultaneous entry into force of the
transposition measures is essential in order to avoid any shortcom.ngs in the
collection, control and data-exchange systems;
the late adoption of th~ new arrangements shortens significantly the time
available for transposition and consultation. The upshot in all
Member States in spite of the efforts of the Commission (publication ofa
vade-mecum on VAT without borders), is a Jack of mformation for
businesses. and individuals, together with the risk that a number of
Member States might be tempted to exploit the flexibility of these tax
arrangments in order to retain. or introduce formalities and checks on
businesses which would deprive these measures of their intended effect.
128. The new rules concerning indirect taxation to be applied from 1st January
1993 represent for companies, and notably for the SMEs, substantial simplifications
of the formalities in intra-Community trade. All the frontier controls will be
abolished, in as far as' they stem from notably the single administrative document
. (60 million forms a year). The notions of importation and exportation in intra-
Community trade will be abolished as far as VAT is concerned.
(i) from now on" once a vendor in another Member State has obtained the VAT
identification number of his customer, he will only have to fulfil, after the
event, the normal obligations to which he is periodically subject" adding a
summary statement of his intra-Communitysales;
for the purchaser, his obligations will be limited to declaring, in the periodic
return which he establishes to satisfy the domestic system, products acquired
in intra-Community trade.
(ii)
The obligations on companies in connection with commercial statistics will be
significantly lightened for the largest firms and abolished or reduced to a striet minimum for SMEs. 
129. The new arrangments will also have important implications for the structures
and working practices of national administrations. This is particularly true of the
implementation of administrative cooperation procedures. Although it is for each
administration to take the necessary organizational measures, the Commission is
responsible for ensuring that the system operates smOOthly. That is why it is setting
up with the Member States the computerized network SITE (Computerised System
for VAT Exchanges) on which it haS taken the initiative and ensured the essential
financing, .on the basis of the provisions of the regulation. on administrative
coopemion, but for which the Mem~ States will have to ensure the functioning
through the provision of sufficient resources. 
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CONTAINED IN THE WHITE PAPER PROGRAMME
ADOPTED BY COMMISSION AND COUNCil
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of the White Paper on completing the internal market and  adooted or  oamallv adooted
by both the Commission and the Council. Thenumbers tehrto the 'total number of
decisions taken by the Council, including measures partially adopted, which will re-
quire a further Council decision: - A-
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Part I :
Removal of physical barriers
I. CONTROLS ON GOODS
V ARIOUS CONTROLS
Adoption date Subject
Amendment to Directive 68/297/EEC on the stan-
dardization of provisions regarding the duty-free
admission of fuel contained in the fuel tanks of
commercial motor vehicles
ADOPTED 8.
Dir.  86/34.7 
(~..)
OJ L 183 of 16.7.86
10m.. :
ADOPTED 26.
with Dir.  92/12
OJ L 76 of 28.
COMMENTS Transposition:  Dir. 85/347 :  10.
Dir. 92/12 : 1.1.
9-  The provisions of  Dir. 68/297  cease to apply on  31.12.92 (~Dir. 92/12)
Introduction of Community export and import de-
claJ'ation forms : Single Administrative Document
(SAD)
ADOPTED 8.7.85
Rep 1$100/86 and  lVOl/86
OJ L 179 of 11.7.86
COMMENTS Implementation: 
Commission Reg.  2793/86  (OJ  L 263  of  15. 86)  lays  down  the codes to be
used on the lorms introduced by Reg. 1900/85
Reg. 1900/85 is repealed with effect Irom  93  by Reg.  717/91 (OJ  L 78 
26. 91)  concerning the Single Administrative  Document
Reg. 1901/85 amends Reg.  222/77.  repealed with effect from  93 
Reg.  2726/90 (OJ  L 262  of  26. 90)  on Community transit
Abolition of certain postal fees for customs presen-
tation
ADOPTED 9.
Bee.  1797/86
OJ L 167 of 12.
COMMENTS Implementation:  88  (derogation for  and 
Abolition of customs fonnalities on exit from 
Member State at a frontier between two Member
States
ADOPTED 1.12.
Bee.  S690/86
OJ L 34.1 of 4.12.
!!!!! 21.12.88
Ree.  4283/88
OJ L 382 of 81.12.
COMMENTS
Implementation: Reg. 3690/86 (TIR Convention)  : 1.
Reg.  4283/88  (introduction of common border posts "banalisa-
tion : 1.
These two Regulations were repealed with effect from  92  by Reg.  3648/91
(OJ  L 348  0117.12.91) laying  down  the methods of using form 302
Reg.  1544/87  (OJ  348  of  17.12.91)  lays  down  detailed rules for the
application 01 Reg. 3690/86 (entry into force:  98)1/2-
Subject Adoption date
Simplification of Commuoity traosit procedure:
amendrneot to Reg. 222/77
ADOPTED 11.
Reg, 1674./87
OJ L 167 of 17.
COMMENTS lmplementalion: 
Reg.  222/77  is repealed with effect from  93  by Reg.  2726/90 (OJ L  262 
26. 90) on Community trQltsit
Elimination of controls performed at the frontiers
of Member States in the field of road and inlaod
waterway, transport
COMMENTS lmplementalio-" 
This Regulalion was amended by Reg.  3-'56!91 (OJ L  318  of 10.JJ.91) with ef-
fect from  92 ' 
ADOPTED 21.12.
Reg. 4.060/89
OJ L SIlO of 80.12.89
Amendment, with a view to abolishing lodgement of
the transit advice note on crossing an internal fron-
tier of the Community, to Regulation 222/77
COMMENTS Implementalion 
Reg.  212/77  is repealed with effect from  93  by Reg.  2716/90 (OJ L  262 
26. 90) on Community trQllsit
ADOPTED 22. 110
Reg. 474./110
OJ L iii of27. 110
Community transit ADOPTED 17. 110
Reg. 2126/110
OJ L 262 of 26. 110
COMMENTS Entry into force: 29. 90  Implementalion  : 1.
This Regulalion repeals Reg.  212/77  on Community trQllsit with effect from
Commission Reg.  1214/92  (OJ L  131  of  16.5.92)  contains provisions for the
implementalion of the Community trQllsit procedure QIId for certain simplifiCtltions
of thal procedure  lmplementalion  : 1.
Statistics relating to the trading of goods between
Member States
ADOPTED 7.11.
lteg. USO/91
OJ L a16 of 16.11.
COMMENTS Implementtltion: 19.JJ.91 (Articles  9.  JJ(J) and  14-27  apply
from  1.93) .
This Regultltion repeals with effect from  93  Regs  2954/85  QIId  1736/75  (with
regard to sttltistics relaling to the trading of goods between Member Stales)
10. Supervision and control of shipments of radioactive
waste between Member States and into and out of
the Community
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 3.
Dir. 92/a/Euratom
OJ L as of 12.1/3-
VETERINARY AND PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS
Veterinary controls
Adoption date Subject
11. Health problems affectiog iotra-Community trade in
fresh meat
ADOPTED 12.
Din 85/323 and 85/324
OJ L 168 of 28.
COMMENTS Transposition: not yet fixed
Dir.  85/323  amends Dir.  64/433
Dir.  85/324  amends Dir. 71/JJ8 and concerns poultrymeal  it is replaced by
Dir.  91/497  with effect from 
1m -  Dir.  91/497  is amended with effect from  93  by Dir.  92/5  (OJ L  57 
92)
12. Medical examination of personnel (health problems
affecting intra-Community trade in meat)
COMMENTS Transposition: J 
Dir.  85/325  amends Dir. 64/433 (fresh meal)
Dir.  85/326  amends Dir. 71/JJ8 (fresh poultrymeal)
Dir.  85/327  amends Dir.  77/99  (meal products)
ADOPTED 12 and 20.6.85
Din 85/325, 85/326 and
86/327
OJ L 168 of 28.
13. Swine fever ADOPTED 12.
Din 86/520, 86/321 and
86/522
OJ L 168 of 26.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
Dir. 85/320 amends Dir.  64/432  (classical and African swine leJJer)
Dir.  85/321  amends Dir. 80/215 (African swine fever)
Dir.  85/322  amends Dir.  72/461  (classical and African swine fever)
14. Hormone growth promoters (ban on certain sub-
stances)
ADOPTED 16.
Du. 85/358
OJ L 191 0(23.7.85
!!!!! 31.12.85
Du. 86/6C9
OJ L 382 of 51.12.
COMMENTS Transposition: Dir.  85/358 : 1.1..
Dir.  85/649 : 1.
Dir.  85/358  supplements Dir. 81/602 (certain substances having a hormonal
action and any substances having a thryostalic action) and was amended with
ellect from  1.86  by Reg.  3768/85 (OJ L  362  of  31.12.85)
It was implemented by:
Art.  5 :  Dec. 87/410 (OJ L  223  oflJ. 87)
Art.  6 :  Dec.  89/153  (OJ L  59  of  2.3.89)
Art.  8 :  Dec.  89/358  (OJ L  151  of  6.89)
,. - ,-- 
Dir.  88/146 replaces Dir.  85/649 in  accordance with the Court of Justice ruling
of March  1988  on hormones (transposition: idem  85/649)-1/4-
Subject Adoption date
15. Health aod animal health problems affecting intra-
Community trade in heat-treated milk
ADOPTED 5.
Dir. 85/397
OJ L 226 of 2'. 8.85 m!!!
OJ L 151 of 3.
(corrigendum)
COMMENTS Transposition.. 1.
This Directive was amended by 
Reg.  3768/85 (OJ L  362  of 31.12.85) as regards the voting procedure of the
committees with effect fram 1.
Dir.  89/662 (OJ L  395  of 30.12.89) Olf 1.
It was implemented by.
Art.  5(3) :  Dec. 89/6./0 (OJ L 351 of 2.12.89)
Art.  //(4) :  Dir.  89/362  (OJ L 156 of  89)  with effect from 1.
Art.  //(6) :  Dir. 89/384 (OJ L 181 of  28. 89)  with effect from 1.
mt. -  Recognition of the app!icaziolf of the microbiological standards for the
secomJ stage laid down by Dir.  85/397 :
DK: Dec.  89/159  (OJ L  59  of  2.3.89)
UK: Dec.  89/165  (OJ L  61  of  3.89)
16. Control of foot-and-mouth disease ADOPTED 18.11.86
Dir. 86/61i
OJ L 316 of 26.11.86 !:!!4
OJ L 14 of 18.1.86
OJ L 296 of 27.10.
corripndum)
COMMENTS Transpositiolf  : 1.1.87
This directive was amelfded with effect from  92  by Dir.  90/423 (OJ L  224
of 18. 90)  : its  ARlfexes were replaced by the Alflfex to Dec. 92/380 (OJ L  198
-of  17. 92)
It was implemelfted by 
Art. 6(1)  Dec.  88/397  (OJ L 189 of 20. 88) with effect from 13.
Art.  14 :  Decs.  91/665  (OJ L  368  of  31.12.91)  Qlfd 91/666 (OJ L  369 
31.12.91)
17. Examination of animals and fresh meat for the
presence of antibiotic residues
ADOPTED 16.0.86
Dir. 86/460
OJ L 276 of 24.
COMMENTS Transpositiolf:  87  (Arts.  and  4), 31.12.87  (Arts.  5, //  and  12)
and  31.12.88  (all other Articles)
Implememed by 
Art.  8 :  Dec.  89/187  (OJ L  66  of 10. 89) with effect from 10.3.
Art.  8(2) :  dee.  91/664  (OJ L  368  of  31.12.91) 
18. Examination of animals and fresh meat for the
presence of residues
ADOPTED 16.0.86
Dir. 86/460
OJ L 275 of 24.
COMMENTS Ditto point  17  abo't! 1/5-
Subject Adoption date
19. Community fioaocial measures for the eradication
of African swioe fever in Portugal
ADOPTED 16.12.
Dec. 86/649
OJ L 382 of 31.12.
COMMENTS Implementation:  16.12.
Commission Decision  87;526 (OJ  306 of 28.10.87) approved the reinforced
plan for the eradication of African swine fever (presented  by  Portugal)
Dec.  89/577 (OJ  L 322  of 7.JJ.89) (supplementary aid plan) amended Dec.
86/649
Dec.  90/345 (OJ  170 of 3. 90) amended Dec.  89/577  with effect from
26.
20. Commuoity financial measures  for  the eradication
of African swine fever in Spain
ADOPTED 16.12.
D~. 86/660
OJ L 382 of 31.12.
COMMENTS Implementation:  16.12.
Commission Decision  87/269 (OJ  L 132  of  21. 87)  approved the reinforced plan
presented  by  Spain for the eradication of African swine fever
21. Supplemeotary Cororounity measures  for  the eradi-
cation .of brucellosis. tuberculosis and leucosis in
cattle
ADOPTED 22.12.86
D~. 87/58
OJ L 24 of 27. 81 and
OJ L 32  013.
(comcendum)
COMMENTS Compulsory implementation only in  .E  and  P : 22.12.86
Aroendroent to Directives 72/461 on health
probleD1S affecting intra-Community trade in fresh
meat apd 72/462 on health and veterinary inspection
problems upon importation of bovine animals and
swine and fresh meat from third countries
COMMENTS Transposition: 
In accordance with a judgment of the European Court of Justice (Case  131/87 
16.11.89),  Dir.  91/266 (OJ  13401"29. 91) replaced Dir.  87/64  with effect
from  1.1.88
ADOPTED 30.12.86
Dir. 81/64-
OJ L 34 of 5.2.81
22. Eradication of swine fever in the Community as a .
whole
ADOPTED 1.
Deca 81/230 and 81/231
OJ Lgg of 11.
Four other inatrumenta
Din 81/486. 81/481 and
81/489, D~. 81/488
adopted 22.
OJ L 280 of 3.10.81
COMMENTS
Dec. 87/230 implementation:  87 -  amends Dir. 80/1095 and Dee! 80/1096
il1Id  82/18  (duration and the financial means of measures for the eradication of
classical .swine fever) 
Dec. 87/231 implementation:  31.12.87 -  amends Dirs  64/432  and  72/461
Dir.  87/486 tril1lsposition  : 31.12.87 -  amends Dir. 80/217 (control of classical
~~ ~~) 
Dir.  87/487 transposition:  22. 87 -  amends Dir. 80/1095 (conditions desi-
gned to render and keep the territory of the Community free from classical swine
fever) 1/6-
Subject Adoption date
(cootin.
Dec.  87/488 amends Dec. 80/1096 (Community finallcial measures for the
eradication of classical swine fever)
Dir.  87/489 transposition:  31.12.88 -  amends Dirs  64/432  and  72/461
1m -
Taken on the basis 01 Dir. 80/1095. Dec. 81/400 (amended by Dir.  86/291 -
OJ L  182  01  86)  establishes the status of Member States as regards classical
swine fever.
The following Member States are recognized as  bein~ (ree from swine lever:
DK. IRL. L. UK (Dec. 81/400  OJ L  152  of 1l. 81)
EL (Dec. 90/251  OJ L 143016. 90)
E (Dec.  89/420 -  OJ L 192017. 89)
NL (Dec.  89/473 -  OJ L 2330110. 89)
P (Dec.  91/378-  OJ L 2030126. 91)
B (Dec.  92/47 -  OJ L 1901  28. 92)
The lollowing Member States are recognized as  bei,,/! oartiallv (ree Irom swine
lever:
D (Dec. 90/678  OJ L  373  0131.12.90)
F (Dec. 90/678  OJ L  373  01  31.12.90)
Dec. 89/80 (OJ L 30011. 89) approves the sixth amendment to the plan lor the
accelerated eradication 01 classical swine lever submilled by Italy
23. Acceptance for breeding purposes of pure-bred
breeding animals of thebovioe species
ADOPTED  18.
DiI:. 8f/$28
OJ L 16f/8f of 20. 8f!!!!!
OJ L In of l1.f.8f
(~pndum)
COMMENTS Transposition:  89  (derogation lor E and P  : 1. 92)
24. Amendment to Directive 80/215 on animal health
problems affecting intra-Community trade in meat
products
COMMENTS Transp(Jsition 
ADOPTED 22.
niP:. 8f/491
OJ L 2'19 of 2.10.
25. Amendment to Directive 64/433 on health problelllS
affecting intra-Community trade in fresh meat
COMMENTS Transposition:  1.89
ADOPTED $.
DiP:. 88/288
OJ L 124 of 18.
26. Amendment to Directive 72/462/EEC on health and
veterinary inspection problems upon importation of
bovine animals and swine and fresh meat from third oo~mes 
COMMENTS Transp(Jsition  : 1.
ADOPTED $.
D.il:. 88/289
OJ L 124 of 18.
27. ' Animal health requirements applicable to intra-
Community trade in and ilnports of deep-frozen
semen of domestic animals of the bovine and
porcine species
ADOPTED IS.
DiP:. 88/40f
OJ L 194 of 22.
- 26.6.90
DiP:. 90/429
OJ L 224 of 18.8.90,1/7-
Subject Adoption date
(cootio.
COMMENTS Transposition.. Dir. 88/407 (bovine species) 
.. 
Dir. 90/429 (porcine species)  .. 31.12.
Dir. 88/407  was  amended by 
Dir.  90/120 (OJ  L 71  of 17. 90) with effect from 1.
Dir.  90/425 (OJ  L 224  of 18. 90) with effect from 
It was implemented by 
Art.  8 ..  Dec. 90/14 (OJ  L 8  of 1l. 90)
Art.  9 ..  Dec.  92/255  (OJ  L 128  of  14. 92)
Art. 10.. Dec.  91/277  (OJ  L 135  of 30. 91)
Arts. 10,  11 :  Decs.  91/4.79  (OJ  L 258  of  16. 91)  and  91/549  (OJ  L 298 
29.10.91)
28. Requirements for the productioo of, and trade in
minced meat, meat in pieces of less than 100 grams
and meat preparations (amendment to Directives
64/433/EEC, 71/118/EEC and 72/462/EEC)
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive  was  amended by Dir.  89/662 (OJ  L 395  of 30.12.89) with effect
from 
ADOPTED IS.12.
Dir. 88/6$'1
OJ L 182 of SI.12.88
29. Amendment to Directive 77 /99/EEC on health pro-
blems affecting intra-Community trade in meat
products
COMMENTS Transposition: 1. 90 (derogation for 
exception provided for in Art.  3(1)(9)  of Dir.  77/99)
until  31.12.92  for the
ADOPTED IS.12.
Dir. 88/6$8
OJ L 182 oUl.12.88
30. Zootechnicalstandards applicable to breeding ani-
mals of the porcine species
ADOPTED 19.12.88
Dir. 88/661
OJ L 182 oraU2.
COMMENTS Transposition..  91  (derogation until  1.1.93  for  P.  with possibility
0/ extension)
Implemented by 
Arl. Dec. 90/118 (OJ L710/17.3.90)
Arts.  5. 6(1)(5) :  Dec. 89/503 (OJ  L 247  0/  23. 89)
Arts.  6(1)(1),  10(1)(1)  Dec. 89/507 (idem)
Art.  6(1)(3) :  Dec. 89/502 (idem)
Arl.  6(1)(4) :  Dec. 89/501 (idem)
Art.  8 :  Dec. 90/119 (OJ  L 71  0/17.3.90)
Arts.  9,  10(1)(5)  Dec. 89/506 (OJ  L 247  of  23. 89)
Art.,, 10(1)(3)  Dec. 89/504 (idem)
Art. 10(1)(4)  Dec. 89/505 (idem)
31. Community financial measure for the eradication of ADOPTED 20.2.89
contagious bovine pleuropneumonia (CBPPlin Por-. Dec. 89/14$ tugal  OJ L $S of 2$.1.89
COMMENTS By Decision  89/442  (OJ  208 0/ 20. 89), the Commission
approved the reinforced plan for the eradication 0/ contagious bovine pleuropneu-
moniasubmitted by Portugal (implementation:  89) 1/8-
, Subject Adoption date
32. Ameodment to Directives 72/462/EEC and
77/99/EEC  to  take account of the introduction of
public health and animal health rules which are to
govero imports of meat products from third couo-
tries
COMMENTS Transposition: 30.
ADOPTED 21.3.89
Dir. 89/227
OJ  L 93 of 6.
ADOPTED SO.
Dir. 89/361
OJ  L 153 of 6.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive was implemented with ellect Irom  91 by  Decs. 90/254, 90/255,
90/256. 90/257  and  90/258 (OJ L  145  018. 90)
34. Hygiene and health problems affecting the produc-
tioo and the placing on the market of egg products
33. Pure-bred breeding sheep aod goats
ADOPTED 20.
Dir. 89/4.37
OJ  L 212 of 22.7.89
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.
This Directive was amended  by :
Dir. 89/662 (OJ L  395  01 30.12.89) with ellect Irom  "1.
Dir. 91/684 (OJ L  376  0131.12.91) with ellect Irom  31.12.
35. Control of rabies with a view  to  its eradication or
prevention
- Community measures to set up pilot projects
ADOPTED
24. 89.
Dec. 89/465
OJ  L 223 of 2.8.89
!!!S! 13.07.
with the 8nmDIII1ta8 clinctive
(not yet publi8hed in the  OJ)
COMMENTS These measures apply lor a period 01 three years. At the end 01 this
period, the Commission will present to the Council a report on the results, ilnec-
e$sary accompanied  by  a proposal to continue the measures
Approval 01 measures to set up pilot projects lor  1992 :
Dec. 92/307 (OJ L 1620116. 92)  Implementation: 
D :  Dec. 92/303 (idem)
F :  Dec. 92/304 (idem)
1 :  Dec.  92/298  (idem)
Dec. 92/302 (idem)
- trade in of dogs and cats
Animal health conditions governing intra-Commu-
.. 
nity trade in and importation from third countries
of embryos of domestic animals of the bovine
species
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive was amended  by  Dir.  90/425 (OJ L  224  0118. 90) with ellect
from  92;  Article  was implemented  by  Dec. 91/270 (OJ L 1340129. 91)
36. ADOPTED 25.
Dir. 80/5&6 -
OJ  L SO2 of 10.10.891/9-
Subject Adoption date
37. Mutual assistaoce between the 'administrative autho-
rities of the Member States and cooperation between
the latter and the Commission to ensure the correct
application of legislation on veterinary aod zootech-
nical matters
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 21.11.
Dir. 89/608
OJ L 351 of 2.12.
38. Veterinary checks in iotra-Community trade with a
view to completioo of the. internal market
ADOPTED 11.12.
Dir. 89/662
OJ L 395 of 30.12.89 
OJ L 151 of 15.
(CQrrigendum)
COMMENTS Transposition  :1.
This Directi11e amends Dirs  64/432. 64/433. 71/  118.  72/461. 72/462. 77/99.
80/215. 85/397 88/657. 88/657 and  89/437
It was amended by Dirs.  90/675 (OJ L  373  of 31.12.90) with effect from
31.12.91.  91/496 (OJ L  268  of  24. 91 ..  the dllle for transposition mO11es from
31.12.91  to  91  and the deroglllion of one year granted to EL is abolished)
and  WE..  of  14. 92)  (not yet published in the OJ) with effect from  92 :
the  annexes were amended by Dirs. 91/492.  91/493. 91/494  and  91/495
(OJ L  268  of  24. 91)
Art.  9(4)  was implemented by Dec.  91/654  (OJ L 350 of  19.12.91)
Conditions governing the preparation, placing on the ADOPTED 26.
market and use of medicated feediogstuffs in the Dir. 90/167 Community OJ L In of 7.
COMMENTS Transposition: 1.10.91 (except for Article 1l(2)  : 31.12.92)
39.
40. Financial aid from the Community for the eradica-
tion of African swine fever in Sardinia
ADOPTED 26.
Dec. 90/217
OJ L 116 of 8.
COMMENTS Italy is required to draw up a new plan for the eradiClllion of
African swine fe11er in Sardinia (no time-limit for submission). Community fi-
nancial assistance is to be granted for a period of five years from the date fixed
by the Commission in its decision appro11ing the plan
41. Community financial measure for the eradication 
brucellosis in sheep and goats
ADOPTED 21.5.
Dec:. 90/2.2
OJ L 140 of 1.
COMMENTS The Decision applies only to E. EL. F. I and 
Commission decisions approving the respective plans are:
I: Dec.  91/421  (OJ L  232  of  21.8.91)
Dec.  9//217  (OJ L  97  'Of  18. 91)
EL  Dec.  91/218  (idem)
Dec.  91/219  (idem)
F: Dec. 91/220 (idem)
Community financial assistance is granted for a period of three years from the
date of the Commission decision appro11ing the respective plans1/10-
Subject Adoption date
42. Trade in equidae intended for competitions and
conditions for participation therein
ADOPTED 26.
Dir. 00/428
OJ L 224 of 18.
COMMENTS Transposition.. 
Dec.  91/116 (OJ  104 0/12. 91) lays down the implementing provisions lor
Art.  01 this Directive
43. Zootechnical aod genealogical conditioos governing
intra-Community trade in equidae
ADOPTED 26.
DiI'. 90/4.27
OJ  L 224. of 18.8.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
Art.  4 was  implemented by Decs.  91/353  and  92/354  (OJ  1920111. 92)
44. Animal health conditions governing the movemeot
and import from third countries of equidae
ADOPTED 26.
DiI'. 90/4.26 .
OJ L 224. of 18.
COMMENTS Transposition.. 1.
This Directive  was  amended by 
Dir.  90/425 (OJ  L 224  0118. 90) with effect Irom 
Dir.  91/496 (OJ  L 268  01 24. 91) with effect Irom  1.7.
Dir. !l.L..H (OJ  157 0/10. 92) with effect from 31.12.
Dec.  92/130 (OJ  L 47  0/22. 92) with effect/rom 1.
It  was  implemented by 
.. 
Art.  4(2) 
.. 
Dec.  92/216  (OJ  1040/  22. 92)
Art.  5(2) ..  Dec. 90/553 (OJ  313 0/13.11.90)
Art. 50) 
.. 
Decs. 91/93 (OJ  500/ 23. 91) and 92/101 (OJ  L 39  0/15. 92)
Art.  5(4) ..  Di,..  92/35  (OJ  157 01  29. 92)  with effect from 31.12.92 and
Dec. 90/552 (OJ  313 0/13.11.90)
Art. 13(2) 
.. 
Dec. 92/160 (OJ  71 0/18. 92)
45. Community measures for the control of foot-and-
mouth disease
ADOPTED 26.
DiI'. fIO/4.=
OJ L 224. of 18.8.
COMMENTS Transposition: 1.
This Directive amends 
Dir. 85/511 (control o//oot-and-mouth disease)
Dir.  64/432  (trode in bovine animals and swine)
Dir.  72/462  (importQtiol1. 0/ bovine animals and swine and fresh meQt or meQt
products)
This Directive  was  implemented by Dec. 91/13 (OJ  L 8  0/11. 91), which  was
repealed by Dec. 92/105 (OJ  41 0/18. 92). and Dec. 91/42 (OJ  L 23 
29. 91)
46. Expenditure in the veterinary field ADOPTED 26.6.80
DK. GO/424.
OJ L 2)6 of 18.8.90 sm
OJ L SO4 of 1.11.
. (corripndum)
, -
COMMENTS ImplememQtion  26. 90 
-- - ----
This Decision repealed Dec.  77/97  and  was  amended by 
Dec.  91/B3 (OJ  660/ B.J.91)
Reg.  3763/91 (OJ  L 356  0/ 24.12.91) with effect from 27.12.
Dec.  92/337 (OJ  1870/7. 92)1/11-
Subject Adoption date
(cootin.
It was implemented by 
Art.  3(4) :  Decs.  91/8. 91/9  (OJ L  of 10. 91).  91/46  (OJ L  23  of  29. 91).
91/57  (OJ L  355  of 7. 91). 91/70 (OJ L  39  of  13. 91)  and  91/644  (OJ L
348  of  /7.12.91)
Arts.  and  4 :  Dec.  91/416  (OJ L  231  of 20. 91)
Art. 20  Decs.  91/89  (OJ L  49  of 22. 91), 9l/242 (OJ L  114  of  91)  and
92/1  (OJ L  014. 92)
Art.  23(4) :  Dec. 90/495 (OJ L  276  of 6.10.90)
Art.  24 :  Decs.  92/299.  92/301 and 92/305 (OJ L 1620116. 92)
Art.  24(2) : Dec.  90/638 (OJ L 34701 12.12.90)
Art.  34 :  Dec. 91/280 (OJ L 142016. 91)
Art.  36 :  Decs. 91/90 (OJ L  49  01  22. 91)  and  91/447  (OJ L 2390128.8.91)
Art.  37 :  Dec.  91/426  (OJ L  234  01  23. 91),  the detailed rules lor the applica-
tion 01 which  are  laid more down in Dec.  91/539  (OJ L  294  of 25.10.91)
Art.  43(1) :  Decs. 91/330 and  91/331  (OJ L /78016. 91)
47. Veterinary and zootechnical checks applicable in
intta-Community trade in certain live animals aod
products with a view to the completion of the inter-
nal market
COMMENTS Transposition
This Directive amended Dirs.  64/432. 72/462.  88/407.  89/227. 89/556  and
90/426. and was amended by 
Dir.  90/675 (OJ L 3730131.12.90) with elfect Irom 31.12.
Dir.  91/496 (OJ L  268  01  24. 91)  with elfea fr-om  1.7.92  (except Arts  6(3),
13. 18  and  21  with elfect Irom  12.91)
Dir.  91/628  (OJ L 3400111.12.91) with elfect Irom 
The annexes to the Directive were amended by 
Dir.  90/539 (OJ L 30301 31.10.90)
Dir~  90/667 (OJ L 36301 27.12.90)
Dirs. UL6l and  2J.LM.  (OJ L  46  0119. 91)
Dir.  91//74 (OJ L 85015. 91)
Dir.  91/628 (OJ L 340 of  11.12.91)
The Directive was implemented by 
Art. 10  Decs.  91/52  (OJ L  34  of  6.2.91)  and  91/56  (OJ L  35  of  91)
Art. 10(4)  : Dec.  91/105 (OJ L  56  01  91).  repealed by Dec.  91/237  (OJ L
106 01  26. 91).  which was  in  turn repealed by Dec.  92/188  (OJ L  87  -01
92)
Art. 20(3): Decs.  91/398  (OJ L  221  01  91). 91/426  (OJ L  234 
23.8.91). 91/539  (OJ L 29401 25.10.91).  91/585  (OJ L  314  01  15.11.91).
91/637  and  91/638  (OJ L  343  of  13.12.91). 92/175  and  92/176  (OJ L 80 01
25. 92)
ADOPTED 26.
Dk. 90/425
OJ L 224 or 18.
48. AGlendnient - of Directives 64/432/EEC " and
72/461/EEC with regard to certain measures rela-
ting to foot-aDd-mouth disease, Aujeszky s diseaSe
and swine vesicular disease
COMMENTS Seepoint  47  above
D -  The powersr.egarding Aujeszky ' disease and swine 1Iesiculor disease ,were
conferred  -on  the Commission by Directive '90/425/EEC,
ADOPTED 26.
. with Dk. 90/4.25
OJ L 224 or 18.- I / 12 -
Subject Adoption date
49. Community fioaocial measure. with a view. to the ADOPTED 24.
eradicatioo of infectious haemopoietic necrosis of Dec. 90/495
salmonids in the Community OJ L 276 of 6.10.
COMMENTS Member States were required to submit their eradication plans belore
24  December 1990. Community linancial assistance will be granted lor.a period 01
one year Irom the date lixed by the Commission in its decisions approving these
plans.
Danish plan approved by Dec. 91/640 (OJ L 3440114.12.91) with effect Irom
Greek plan approved by Dec.  92/88  (OJ L  32  01  92)  with effect Irom
12.
French plan approved by Dec. 92/102 (OJ L  39  0115. 92) with effect Irom
Irish plan approved by Dec.  91/641  (OJ L  344  0114.12.91) with effect Irom
1.10.
Portuguese plan approved by Dec.  92/45  (OJ L  17  01  24. 92)  with effect Irom
11.
United Kingdom plan approved by Dec.  92/46  (OJ L  17  01  24. 92)  with effect
Irom 1.10.
so. Animal health conditions governing intra-Communi- ADOPTED 16.l0.
ty trade io. and imports from third countries of. Dir. 90/559
poultry and hatching eggs OJ L 3OS oUl.l0.
COMMENTS Transposition:  92 -  This Directive was amended by 
Dir.  91/494 (OJ L  268  01  24. 91) :  the d41e 01 transposition was postponed
Irom  92  to  1.5.
Dir.  91/496 (OJ L  268  01  24. 91)  with el/ect Irom  92  (except Art.  6(3),
13. 18 and 21 : 1.12.91)
Dir.  92/369 (OJ L 1950/  14. 92) :  Annex III
This Directive amends the annexes to Dir. 90/425 (OJ L  224  0/ 18. 90)
Approval 0/ the programmes lor authorizing establishments submitted by 
B: Dec.  92/379  (OJ L 19801/7. 92)  Implementation: 
Dec.  92/342  (OJ L 1880/8. 92)  Implement41ion  : 15.
- EL :  Dec.  92/344 -  idem
Dec.  92/345  (idem)  Implement41ion  : 1.
- NL :  Dec.  92/283  (OJ L 1500/  92) -  Implementation: 
Dec.  92/282 -  idem
UK  Dec.  92/281 -  idem
Art.  12(2)  0/ this Directive (Newcastle disease) was implemented by 
Dec.  91/552  (OJ L 2980/ 29./0.91) 
Dec.  92/381  (OJ L 1980/17. 92)  : UK  (Northern Ireland)
The provisions  0/  the Directive. in particular Art.  29.  will be reviewed be/ore
31.12.92  in the light  0/  proposals concerning completion o/the internal market
51. Veterinary rules for the disposal and processing 
animal waste. for its placing on the marketand fO.
the prevention of pathogens in feedstuffs of animal
or fish origin (amendment to Dit. 90/425)
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.91  (derogation for the German Llinder 
M ecklenburg- Pomerania. Brandenburg  Saxony-
-- -- 
Anhalt. Saxony  and  Thuringia until31.12.92)
This Directive amends the annexes to Oir. 90/425 (OJ L  224  0118. 90)
1m :  Germany is required to submit a report on the animal waste disposal situation
in those Lander by 30.
ADOPTED 27.11.90
Dk. 90/687
OJ L S6S of 27.12.901/13-
Subject Adoption date
Public health and animal health problems affecting
the production and placing on the market of rabbit
meat and farmed game meat
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive amends the anne;ces to Dir.  89/662  (OJ L  395  of 30.12.89)
52. ADOPTED 27.11.90
Dir. 91/495
OJ  L 268 of 24.
53. Animal health cooditions governiog .the placiog on
the market of aquaculture animals and products
ADOPTED 28.
J)ir. 91/61
OJ  L 46 of 19.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive amends the anne;ces to Dirs.  89/662  (OJ L  395  of 30.12.89) and
90/425 (OJ L  224  0118.8.90)
54. Animal health conditions governing intra-Communi-
ty trade in ovine and caprine animals
ADOPTED 28.
Din 91/68 et 91/69
OJ L 46 of 12.
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.92  (e;ccept Art.  and  8 . two months after
notilicalion for Dir.  91/68)
Dir.  91/68  amends the anne;ces to Dir. 90/425 (OJ L  224  of 18. 90)
Dir.  91/69  amends Dir.  72/462  (OJ L 30201  31.12.72)
55. Zootechnical and pedigree requirements for the
marketing of pure-bred animals (amendment to
Dirs. 77 /504/EEC and 90/425/EEC)
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 26.3.
Dir. 91/114
OJ  L 85 of 5.
56. Health conditions for the production and placing on
the market of live bivalve molluscs
ADOPTED 15.
J)ir. 91/492
OJ  L 268 of 24.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive amends the anne;ces to Dir.  89/662  (OJ L  395  01 30.12.89)
Art.  12  is implemented by Dec.  92/92  (OJ L  34  011l. 92) 
The provisions 01 the Directive will be reviewed by the Council belore 
Animal health conditions governing intra-Communi-
ty trade in and imports from third countries of
fresh poultrymeat
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive amends the anne;ces to Dir.  89/662  (OJ L  395  of 30.12.89)  and  the
transposition dale lor Dir. 90/539 (OJ L 303 013LI0.90)
1m -  The provisions 01 this Directive will' be reviewed by the Council before
31.12.
57. ADOPTED 26.
Dir. 91/494
OJ  L 268 of 2U.
58. Health conditions for the  production and the placing
on the market of fishery products
AD.OP"rED 22.
Dir. 91/4"
OJ  L 268 of 24.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive amends the anne;ces to Dir.  89/662  (OJ L  395  of 30.12.89)-
59. Harmonization of health rules applicable to fish and
fishery products - Nematodes
ADOPTED 22.
within the framework of
Dir. 91/493 (see above)- .I / 14 -
Subject Adoption date
Amendment and updating of Directive 64/433/EEC
on health problems affectiog intra-Commuoity trade
in fresh meat to be extended to the production and
marketiog of fresh meat, and amendmeot to Direc-
tive 72/462/EEC
COMMENTS Transposition: 1. 93 (a number of derogations are authorized by
Dir.  91/498  above) 
This Directive has been amended by Dir.  22.L2.  (OJ L  57  of  92)  with effect
from  93  (except regions recognized by Dirs 90/675 and 91/496 and some of
the new German Liinder  95)
1m -  Dir.  64/433  was replaced by a new text entitled "health conditions for the
production and marketing of fresh meat
60. ADOPTED 29.
Dir. 91/497
OJ L 268 of 24.
61. Conditions for grantiog temporary and limited dero-
gations from specific Community health rules on the
productioo and marketing of fresh meat
PARTIALLY ADOPTED
29.
. Dir. 91/498
OJ L 268 of 24. 91 !Wi
OJ L 79 of 19.
(corripndum)
COMMENTS Transposition: 1. 93. e.M!lJ11 for Art.  2(2) : 1. 92  (derogations for
D and EL)
This Directive amends Art.  of Dir. 88/409 (OJ L  194  of  22. 1988)
62. Protection of animals during transport (amendment
. to Dirs. 90/425/EEC and 91/496/EEC)
ADOPTED 19.11.
Dir. 91/628
OJ L 340 of 11.12.
COMMENTS Transposition.. 
This Directive repeals Dirs.  77/489  and  81/389  and amends Dir. 90/425 (OJ L
224  of 18. 90)
Health rules applicable to the production and plac-
ing on the market of rendered animal fats, greaves
and by-products of rendering intended for human
consumption
COMMENTS Transposition:  93  (derogtllion for the regions defined in Art. 
of Dir. 90/675 and in Art.  13  of Dir.  91/496  and for the establishments in the
new Lander covered by restructuring plans:  95)
63. ADOPTED 10.
Dir. 92/6
L 67 or 2.5.
64. General health rules applicable to the production
and placing on the market of products of animal
origin and specific health rules applicable to certain
products of animal origin
COMMENTS See point  63  above
ADOPTED 10.
Dir. 92/6
OJ L 67 of 2.5.
65. Health rules governing the production and placing
on the market of meat products
ADOPTED 10.
Oir. 92/6
OJ L i7 or 2.5.
COMMENTS See point  ~3  above- I j 15 -
Subject Adoption date
66. Qualifications of the personnel responsible for
carrying out health inspection supervision aod
control taSks foreseeo by Directive 77 j99jEEC on
health problems affectiog intra-Community trade in
meat products
COMMENTS See point  63  above
ADOPTED 10.
with Dir. 92/5
OJ L 57 of 2.
67. Heat-treated drinking milk ADOPTED 15.
(not yet published in the OJ)
COMMENTS
- /
68. Harmonization of the health rules for the production
and marketing of milk-bases products
COMMENTS
- /
ADOPTED 15.
(not yet published in the OJ)
69. Animal health requirements for the placing on the
market in the Community of rodents
ADOPTED 13.
with the wftl1lJ1anuw directive
(not yet published in the OJ)
COMMENTS See point 70 below
Animal health requirements for the placing on the
market in the Community of animals and products
of animal origin not covered in this respect by
specific Community rules ("remnants" directive)
COMMENTS
- /
Wi -  The question 01 pets still has to be settled bya seperale proposal to be pre-
sented to the Council
70. ADOPTED 13.
(not yet published in the OJ)
Plant  health controls
71. Amendment to Directive 77/93/EEC on protective
measures against the introduction into the Mem-
ber States of organisms harmful to plants or plant
products
ADOPTED 19.12.
Dir. 85/574
OJ L 372/85 of 31.12.
II!!! 14.11.88
Du. 88/672
OJ L 313 of 19.11.
COMMENTS Transposition: Dir.  85/574 : 
Dir.  88/572 : 1.89 
1m -  The most recent amendments to the annexes to Dir. 
77/93  are to be found in
Dir. 92/10 (OJ L 700117.3.92) 
Amendement to Directive 79/117/EEC on ,the pro-
hibition of the placing on the market and use of
plant protection products containing certain active
substances
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive was replaced with effect from  31.12:89  by Dir.  89/365  (OJ L  159
of 10. 89) 
72. ADOPTED 21.
Du. $&/$65
OJ L 212 of 2.8..88- I / 16 -
Subject Adoption date
73. Fixing  of  maximum levels for pesticide residues ADOPTED 24.
Dire 86/362 and 86/363
OJ L 221 or 7.
COMMENTS
.. 
Transposition: 30.
Dir.  86/362  relaLes to cereals  and  was amended Olf 13.12.90  by  Dir.  90/654
(OJ  L 3530117.12.90)  its annexes  were  amelfded  by  Dir.  88/298 (OJ  126
0120.5.88)  with  el/ect Irom  88  lor captalol. captane and lolpet and  with
el/ect Irom  1..89  lor other pesticides
Dir.  86/363  concerns loodstul/s 01 animal origin
74. Fixing guidelines for the assessment  of  additives in
animal nutrition
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.
ADOPTED 16.
Dir. 81/163
OJ L 64 0( 1.
Amendement to Directive 74/63/EEC on undesi-
rable substances and products in animal nutrition
ADOPTED 19.10.81
J)ir. 81/619
OJ L 304 or 21.10.
COMMENTS
.. 
ImplementaLion  31.12.
This Directive was annulled  by  the European Court ol.Justice  on  16.Il.89  (Case
Il/88)  and  was replaced  by  Dir.  91/132 (OJ  L 660113. 91)  with  el/ectlrom
75. Amendment to Directive 66/403/EEC on the mar-
keting  of  seed potatoes
ADOPTED SO.
Dk. 89/366
OJ L 159 of  10.
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.3.89 (.::  Dir. 66/403)
76. Amendment to Directives 66/400, 66/401, 66/402,
69/208, 70/457 and 70/458/EEC on the marketing
of  beet seed, fodder plant seed, cereal seed, seed
potatoes, seed  of  oil and fibre plants and vegetable
seed and on the common catalogue  of  varieties 
agricultural plant species
COMMENTS Transposition: 1.
Art.  3(1 I) and 7(9):
Art.  3(12) :
Art.  6(5) and (6), and 7(6) and  (10) 
Art.  2(8),  (10),  (17),  (20),  (28), 3(18).
(20).  (31), (37),  5(10),  (12), (19), (23),
(25) and 7(18) :
ADOPTED 13.
Dk. 88/380
OJ L 181 of 16.
77. Amendment to Directive 77/93/EEC on pr.otectiv~ .
measures against the introduction into the ' Member -.
States  of  organisms harmful to plants or plant prod-
ucts
ADOPTED 26.
- Dk. 89/439
. OJ L 212 0(22.
!D!! 26.3.90
Dk. 90/168
OJ L 92 0( 1.
COMMENTS
.:. 
Transposition: Dir. 89/439 
Dir. 90/168  : 1.- I / 19 -
Subjed Adoption date
92. Control of the acquisition and possession of weapons ADOPTED 18.
Dir.  91/411
OJ L 256 of 13.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
93. First amendment to Directive 83/182/EEC concer- PrQpoaal aciopt~.. part 
ning the temporary importation of certain means .of the common system of VAT
transport (motor vehicles) (ECOFJN of 16.12.91)
1m -  The provisions of Dir.  83/182  relating to VAT cease to apply on  31.12.92 (~
Dir. 91/680  OJ L  376  01.31.12.91)
Part II :
Removal of technical barriers
I. FR E E M 0 V E MEN T 0 F GOO D 
NEW APPROACH TO TECHNICAL HARMONIZATION AND STANDARDS
94. ADOPTED 25.
Dir. 81/404.
OJ L 220 of 8.
COMMENTS TranspositiOn: 1. 90  Implementation: 1.
This Directive was amended by Dir.  90/488 (OJ L 270 of 17. 90) with effect
from  91 
Simple preSSUre vessels
95. Amendment to Directive 83/189/EEC laying down a
procedure for the provision of information in the
field of technical standards and regulations
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 22.3.88
Dir. 88/182
OJ L 81 of 26.3.
96. ADOPTED 3.5.88
Dir. 88/318
OJ L 187 of 16.
COMMENTS Transposition: .30.6.89  Implementation: 1.
Safety of toys
97. ADOPTED 3.5.
Dir. n/S36
OJ L 139 of 23.6.89
COMMENTS Transposition:  91 -  Implementation: 
This Directive repealed Dirs.  76/889  and 76/890 with effect from  it was
amended bVDir.  91/263 (OJ L  128  of  23. 91)  with effect frqm  11.92  and by
Dir.  91/31  (OJ L  116  of  11. 91)  with effect from  11. 92  (implementation:
12.11.91) 
Electromagnetic compatibility- I / 20 -
Subject Adoption date
98. Machinery ADOPTED H.
Dir. 89/392
OJ L 183 of 29.
COMMENTS Transposition:  92 -  Implementation:  31.12.
This Directive was amended by Dir.  91/368 (OJ L  198  of  22. 91)  with effect
from 
99. Personal protective equipment ADOPTED 21.12.
Dir. 89/686
OJ L 399 of 31.12.
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.91 -  Implementation: 
100. Active implantable medical devices ADOPTED 20.
Dir. 9O/385
OJ L 189 of 20.
COMMENTS Transposition:  92  (optional application for the period from
31.12.92  to  31.12.94)
101. Non-automatic weighing instrumeots ADOPTED -20.
Dir. 9O/384
OJ L 189 of 20.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
Implementation:  93  (ten-year transitional period as from date
of implementation)
This Directive repeals Dir. 73/360
102. Gas appliances ADOPTED 26.
Du. 90/396
OJ L 196 of 26.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
Implementation:  92  (transitional period up to  31.12.95)
This Directive repeals Dirs. 84/530 and  84/531
103. Modules for the various phases of the conformity
assessment procedures which are intended to be
used in the technical harmonization directives
COMMENTS
- /
ADOPTED 13.12.
Dec. 9O/GIS
OJ L S8O of 31.12.
104. Amendment to Directive  89/392/EEC  on the ap- ADOPTED 20.
proximation of the laws of the Member States re- Du. 91/~ lating to machinery OJ L 198 of 22.7.
COMMENTS Transposition:  92 -  Implementation: 1.
D.- This Directive repeals with effect from  31.12.94 ..
Art.  and  "3  of Dir.  73/361 
Dir.  76/434
and with effect from  31.12.95 :
Dirs  86/295  and  86/296  (OJ L  186  of  7.86)
Dir.  86/663 (OJL 384  of  31.12.86)- I / 21 -
SECTORAL APPROXIMA TIONOF LAWS
Motor vehicles
Adoption date Subject
105. Type-approval of IIlotor vehicles and their trailers
(amendment to Dir. 70/156)
COMMENTS Transposition: 1.10.
ADOPTED 25.
Dir. 87/358
OJ L 192 of 11.
106. Measures to be taken against air pollutioo by gases
from the eogines of IIlotor vehicles
ADOPTED 3.12.
Dir. 88/76
OJ L S6 of 9.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
The annexes to this Directive were replaced by Dir.  91/441 (OJ L  242  of 30. 91)
with effect from 
107. Measures to be taken against the emission of
gaseous pollutants from diesel engines for use in
vehicles)
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive was amended by Dir.  91/542  (OJ L  295  of 25.10.91) with effect
from 
ADOPTED 3.12.
Dir. 88/77
OJ L 36 of 9.2.88
108. Measures to be taken against air pollution by gases
from engines of motor vehicles (restrictioo of parti-
culate pollutant emissions from diesel eogines)
COMMENTS Implementation: 1.10.
ADOPTED 16.
Dir. 88/436
OJL 214 of 6.
109. Permissible sound level and exhaust systems of mo-
torcycles (amendment to Directive 78/1015/EEC)
COMMENTS Transposition and .implementation  10.
ADOPTED 13.
Dir. 89/236
OJ L98 of 11.4.89
110. Lateral protection (side guards) of certain motor ve-
hicles and trailers
COMMENTS Transposition: 30.10.
ADOPTED 13.
Dir. 89/297
OJ L 124 of 6.6.89
III. Measures to be taken against air pollution by emis-
sions froIll motor vehicles (amendment with regard
to European emission standards for cars below 1.4
lines to Directive 70/220/EEC) 
COMMENTS Transposition: 1.
J':m -  The annexes to this Directive were replaced by those to Dir.  91/441 (OJ L
242  of 30. 91) with effect from  92 
ADOPTED 18.
Dir. 89/468
OJ L 226 of 3.8.89
112. Pneumatic tyres, for~otor vehil:les and their trailers ADOPTED 31.3.
Dir. 92/23
OJ L 129 of 14.
COMMENTS Transposition..  92 :  implementation: 1/22-
Subject Adoption date
J 13. Masses and dimensions of type- I motor vehicles ADOPTED 31.3.
Db'. 92/21
OJ  L 129 of 14.
COMMENTS Transposition:  92 ;  implementation: 1.10.
ll4. Safety glass aod glazing materials for motor vehicles
and their trailers
ADOPTED 31.
Db'. 02/22
OJ  L 129 of 14.
COMMENTS Transposition:  1.7.92 ;  implementation: 1.10.
llS. Amendmeot to Directive 70/1S6/EEC on the type-
approval of motor vehicles and their trailers
ADOPTED 18.
Dir. 92/63
OJ  L 225 of 18.
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.92 ;  implementation: 
Tractors and agricultural machines
116. Rollover protection structures mounted in front 
the driver s seat on narrow-track wheeled agricultu-
ral and forestry tractors
COMMENTS Transposition:  26.
The annexes to this Directiye were amended with effect from 3. 90 by Dir.
89/681 (OJ L  398  of 30.12.89)
ADOPTED 26.
Dir. 87/402
OJ  L220 of 8.
117. Amendment to Directive 74/150/EEC relating to the
type-approval of wheeled agricultural or fore$try
tractors
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.
ADOPTED 3.
Dir. 88/207
OJ  L 126 of 20.
118. Certaio componentS and characteristics of wheeled
agricultural or forestry tractors
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.
ADOPTED 21.12.88
Dir.  89/1'13
OJ L 67 of 10.
Foodstuffs
119. Coffee extractS and chicory extracts (amendment 
Directive 77/436/EEC)
ADOPTED 10.12.
Dir. 86/6"
O.JL 372 of 31.12.86
COMMENTS ~Transposition 
- 1. 87 :  authorization to trade  in  products that comply with the Directiye
- 1. 88 :  ban on trade  in  products that do not comply with the Directiye- I / 23 -
Subject Adoption date
120. List of simulants to be used for testiog migratioo of
constituents of plastic materials and articles inteoded
to come into contact with foodstuffs
ADOPTED 19.12.
mr. 85/572
OJ L 372 of 31.12.
COMMeNTS Transposition  (~ 82/711 -  OJ L  297  of 23.10.86) 
- 1. 91 ..  aUlhori~ation to trade in products that comply with the Directive
93 :  ban on trade in products that do not comply with the Directive
121. Introduction of Community methods of sampling
and analysis for the monitoriog of foodstuffs io-
tended for human consumption
COMMENTS Transposition:  23.12.
ADOPTED 20.12.
Dir. 85/691
OJ L 372 of 31.12.
122. Preservatives ,authorized for use in foodstuffs in-
tended for human consumption (amendment to Di-
rective 64/54/EEC)
COMMENTS TransIJQsition  : 31.12.
ADOPTED 20.12.
mr. 86/585
OJ L 372 of 31.12.
123. Emulsifiers. 'stabilizers, thickeners and gelliog agents
for use in foodstuffs (fourth amendment to Direc-
tive 74/329/EEC)
ADOPTED 24.3.
Dir. 86/102
OJ L 88 of 3.
COMMENTS Transposition:  26.3.87 -  Implementation..  26.3.
124. Labelling. presentation and advertisiog of foodstuffs
for sale to the ultimate consumer (amendment to
Directive 79/112/EEC)
ADOPTED 26.
Dir. 86/197
OJ L 144 of 29.
COMMENTS Transposition..
88 ..  authorization to trade in products that comply with the Directive
- 1. 89 ..  ban on trade in products that do not comply with the Directive
125. Extraction solveots used in the production of food-
stuffs aod food ingredieots
COMMENTS Transposition..  13.
ADOPTED 13.
Dir. 88/344
OJ L 157 of 24.6.88
126. Jams. jellies and marmalades and chestnut puree
(amendment to Directive 79/693/EEC)
ADOPTED 18.11.
Dir. 88/693
OJ L 318 of 25.11.
COMMENTS Transposition..
- 31.12.89 ..  authorization to trade in products that comply with the Directive
- 1. 91 :  ban on trade in products that do not comply with the Directive
127. Flavourings for use in foodstuffs and source mate-
rials for their production
ADOPTED 22.6.
Dir. 88/388
OJ L 184 of 16.
COMMENTS
",: 
Transposition:  22.12.
22. 90  authorization to trade in products that comply with the Directive
- 22. 91 :  ban on trade in products that do not comply with the Directive
This Directive was amended by Dir. 21LZ.l (OJ L  42  of  15. 91) -  Transposition:
30. 92  authori~ation to trade in products that comply with the Directive
- 1. 94 :  ban on trade in products that do not not comply with the Directive- I / 24 -
Subject Adoption date
128. Quick-frozen foodstuffs for human consumption ADOPTED 21.12.
Dir. 89/108
OJ L 40 of 11.
COMMENTS Transposition:
10. 90  authorization to permit trade in products that comply with the Directive
10. 9/  ban  on  trade in products that  do  not comply with the Directive
129. Additives authorized for use io foodstuffs ioteoded
for human coosumption
ADOPTED 21.12.
Dir. 89/107
OJ L 40 of 11.
COMMENTS Transposition: 28.
28./2.90: authorization to trade in. and to use. products that comply with the
Directive
- 28./2.9/: ban on  trade in. and use of. products that  do  not comply with the
Directive
130. Materials and articles intended to come into contact
with foodstuffs
ADOPTED 21.12.
Dir. 89/109
OJ L 40 of 11.
COMMENTS Transposition:
10. 90: authorization to trade in products that comply with the Directive
10. 92: ban  OIl  trade ill products that  do  not comply with the Directive
This Directive repeals Dir.  76/893  (OJ  302 of 15. 85) 
1m -  Dir.  901/28 (OJ  L 75  of 21. 90) is  specific directive relating to plastic to
plastic materials and articles adopted  on  the basis of Dir., 89/109; it  was
amended  by  Dir.  92/39  (OJ  L 168  of  23. 92) -  transposition:  31.12.
- 31.3.94 :  authorization to trade in products that comply with the Directive
- 1.4.95 : ban on  trade in products that  do  not comply with ~he Directive
131. Foodstuffs for particular nutritional uses ADOPTED 3.6.89
Dir. 89/398
OJL 188 of 30.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
16.5.90  awhorization to trade in products that comply with the Directive
- 16. 91 : ban on  trade ill products that  do  not comply with the Directive
This Directive repeals Dir.  77/94  (OJ  L 26  of  31.1.77)
132. General rules 00 the definition. description and
presentation of spirit drioks
ADOPTED 30.
Res. 1676/89
OJ L 160 of 29.6.89
COMMENTS implemerztation:  15.12.89.  Art.  13-16 : 15. 89  (transitional
measures until  15.12.91)-
- ~- -
This Regulation  was  implemented  by :
Art. 1(3)(h)  Reg. 2009/92 (OJ  203  01.21.7.92)
Art. 1(4) :  Reg. 1014/90 (OJ  105 of 25. 90) with effect from 1. 90 and
Reg.  3773/89  (OJ  365.of  15.12.89)  with effect from  15.12.
133. Official control of foodstuffs ADOPTED 14.6.89
Dir. 89/397
OJ L 188 of 30.
- .' ' 
COMMENTS Transposition: 20. 90  implementation: 20.- I / 25 -
Subject Adoption date
134. Fruit juices aod certain similar products (third
amendment to Dir. 75/726/EEC)
ADOPTED 14.
Dir. 89/394.
OJ L 186 of 30.
COMMENTS Transposition:
14. 90  authorization to trade in products that comply with the Directive
- 14. 91 :  ban on trade in products that do not comply with the Directive
135. Labelling. presentation and advertisiog of foodstuffs
for sale to the ultimate consumer (amendmeot to
Directive 79/112/EEC)
ADOPTED 14.
Dir. 89/395
OJ L 186 of 30.
COMMENTS Transposition:
20.12.90  authorization to trade in products that comply with the Directive
20. 92  ban on trade in products that do not comply with the Directive
136. Nutrition labelling for foodstuffs ADOPTED 24.
Dir. 90/4.96
OJ L 276 of 6.10.
COMMENTS Transposition 
- 1. 92 :  authorization to trade in products that comply with the Directive
10.93  ban on trade in products that do not comply with the Directive
Pharmaceuticals and high-technology medicines
137. Placing 00 the market of high-technology medicinal
products. particularly those derived from biotech-
nology
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 22.12.
Dir. 87/22
OJ L 15 of 17.1.87
138. Analytical. pharmaco-toxicological and .clinical stan-
darcls and protocols in respect of the testing of pro-
prietary medicinal products (amendmen~ to Direc-
tive 7S/318/EEC)
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 22.12.
Dir. 87/19
OJ L 15 of 17.
139. Analyticial. pharmaco-toxicological and clinical
standards and protocols in respect of the testing of
veterinary medicinal products (amendment to Direc-
tive 81/8S2/EEC)
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 22.12.
Dir. 87/20
OJ L 15 of 17.
140. Amendment to Directive 65/6S/EEC concerning
,- -
proprietary medicinal products
ADOPTED 22.12.
Dir. 87/21
OJ L 15 of 17.
COMMENTS Transposition:  7.87  (derogations/or EL. E and P  : 1.1.92)
141. Tests relating to the placing on the market of, pro-
prietary medicinal products
COMMENTS Transposition not compulsory
ADOPTED 9.
Rec:. 87/176
OJ L 73 of 16.- I / 26-
Subject Adoption date
142. Membership of the European Pharmacopoeia ADOPTED 26.
COMMENTS This decision enabled a protocol to  be  signed  in  September  1989.
whose ratification should lead to Community membership of the Pharmacopoeia 
the end of  1992
143. Transparency of measures regulatiog the pricing of
medicinal products for human use and their inclu-
sion in the scope of national health insurance sys-
tems
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.
ADOPTED 21.12.88
Dil'. 89/106
OJ L 40 of 11.
144. Proprietary medicinal products (amendmeot  to  Dirs
65/65/EEC, 75/318/EEC and 75/319/EEC) (Dir.
89/341)
Extensiooof Directives 65/65 and 75/319 and addi-
tiooal orovisions for
- immunological medicinal products consisting of
vaccines, toxins' or serums and' allergens (Dir.
89/342)
- radiopharmaceuticals (Dir . 89/343)
- medicinal products derived from human blood or
human plasma (Dir. 89/381)
COMMENTS Transpositions:  92  (with progressive extension to existing  medi-
cinal products covered  by  each Directive  by 31.12.92)
Dir. 91/507 (OJ L 270 01  26. 91)  implements with ellect Irom  92  (except
lor Art.  3(3) : 1. 95)  the provisions 01 
Dir. 89/342 (Art. 5)
Dir.  89/343  (Art. 
Dir. 89/381  (Art. 
Its Annex replaces the Annex to Dir. 75/318
ADOPTED 8.6.89
Din 89/$41. 89/$42,  89/US
OJ L 142 of 25.6.89
!WI 14.
Oil'. 89/asl
OJ L 181 of 28.
145. Community procedure for the establishment of
maximum residue limits of veterinary medicinal
products in foodstuffs of animal origin
COMMENTS Implementation: 
Reg.  675/92 (OJ L  73  01  19. 92)  amended Annexes I  and  lito this Regulation
and  implemented Articles  7 and 8 -  Implementation:  18.
Reg.  762/92  implemented A:-tide 11 01 Reg. 2377/90  Implementation:  28.
ADOPTED 25.
Bee. U77/90
OJ L 224 of 18.8.
146. Ameodment  to  Directive 81/851/EECon veterinary
medicinal products
COMMENTS Transposition  : 1~
ADOPTED 13.12.
DiI'. 90/676
- OJ L $73 of 31.12.
147. Extension of Directive 81/8S1/EEC on veterinary
medicioal products and laying down additional pro-
visioos for immunological veterinary medicinal
products 
,. . .-. .-..- . .
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This -Directive is implemented  by :
Dir.  91/412 (OJ L 2280117. 91) with ellectlrom  23.
Dir. 92/18  (OJ L 970110. 92) with ellectlrom  93  (Art. 
ADOPTED 13.12.
DiI'. 90/677
OJ L 873 of 31.12.- I / 27 -
Subject Adoption date
148. Labelling of, aod printed material accompaoying,
medicinal produCts for human use
ADOPTED 31.3.
Dir. 92/27
OJ L 113 of 30.
COMMENTS Transposition:  93 -  Implementmion  : 1.
This Directive repeals Art.  13  to 20 of Dir.  65/65  and Art.  and  of Dir.
75/319
149. Legal status of authorization of medicinal products
for humao use
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 31.3.
Dir. 92/26
OJ L U3 of 30.
150. Wholesale distributioo of medicioal products for
human use
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 31.
Dir. 92/26
OJ L 113 of 30.
151. Advertising of medicioal" products for human use
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 31.
Dir. 92/28
OJ L 113 of 30.
Chemical products
152. Restrictions on the marketing and use of certain
dangerous substances and preparations (sixth
amendment to Directive 76/769/EEC (PCBs, PCPs)
COMMENTS Transposition.. 30.
ADOPTED 1.10.
Dir. 85/467
OJ L 269 or 11.10.
153. Membership of the European Agreement on Deter-
gents
ADOPTED 12.12.
COMMENTS This decision enobles the Commission to commence negotimions for
membership of the European Agreement on Detergents
154. Restrictions on the marketing and use of certain
dangerous substances and preparations (seventh
amendment to Directive 76/769/EEC (asbestos))
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.
ADOPTED 20.12.
Dil. 86/610
OJ L 376 of 31.12.
US.  Detergents (second amendment to Directive 76/404)
' -. . . - - --.--
ADOPTED 10.
Dir. 86/94
OJ LBO of 26.
COMMENTS Member Stmes were authorized to mointain in force exceptions to the
requirements laid down by Dir. 73/404 concerning certain' non-ionic agents in-
eluded in detergents (transposition  :22.5:75  Dir. 73/404)- I / 28 -
Subject Adoption date
156. Amendment  to  Directive 76/1 16/EEC in respect 
fluid fertilizers
COMMENTS Transposition..  25.
ADOPTED 22.
Dir. 88/183
OJ  L 83 of 28.
157. Classification, packaging and labelling of dangerous
preparations
ADOPTED 8.
Dir. 88/379
OJ  L 187 of 16.
COMMENTS Transposition.. 
This Directive is amended with effect from 31.10.93  by  Dir. 22.L11. (OJ  154 
92) ..  its annexes were amended with effect from 1.12.90  by  Dir.  89/178 (OJ
64  of  8.3.89.) and  with effect from  91 by  Dir.  90/492 (OJ L  275 
/0.90)
It  was implemented  by :
-Art.  6 ..  Dir. 90/35 (OJ L  19  of 24. 90) with effect from 31.12.
Art.  6(2) and (3) 
.. 
Dir.  91/442  (OJ L 23/L-of  27. 91)
Art. 10: Dir.  91/155  (OJ L  76  of  22. 91)  with effect from 
IiI! -  Dirs  73/173  (OJ L  189  of 1l. 73)  and 77/728  (OJ L 303 of 28.11.77)
ceased to apply from 
158. Supplement aod ameodment to Directive
76/ll6/EEC in respect of the calcium, magnesium,.
sodium and sulphur content of fertilizers
COMMENTS Transposition.. 17.
ADOPTED 13.
Du-. 89/284
OJ  L 111 of 22.4.89
159. Supplement and amendment  to  Directive
76/1 l6/EEC io respect of the trace elements boron
cobalt copper, iron, mangaoese, molybdeoum and
zinc cootaioed in fertilizers
COMMENTS Transposition:  18.3.
ADOPTED 18.
Du-. n/61O
OJ  L 281 of 10.
Construction et construction products
160. Permissible sound power levels of tower cranes
(amendment  to  Directive 84/534/EEC)
COMMENTS Transposition:  26.
ADOPTED 26.6.87
Du-. 87/4O6 -
OJ  L 220 of 8.
161. Constructioo products
COMMENTS Transposition:  27.
ADOPTED 21.12.88
Du-. n/l06 
OJ  L 40 of 11.
Other items
162. Tyre pressure gauges  for  motor vehicles -
COMMENTS Transposition: 30.11.
-- ADOPTED 26.6.86
Du-. 86/21'1
OJ  L 162 of 6.- I j 29 -
Subject Adoption date
163. Airborne noise emitted by household appliances
COMMENTS Transposition:  12.
ADOPTED 1.12.
Dir. 86/594.
OJ L 34.4. of 6.12.
164. Limitation of noise emitted by hydraulic excavators
rope-operated excavators, dozers, loaders and exca-
vator-loaders
ADOPTED 22.12.
Dir. 86/662
OJ L 384. of 31.12.
COMMENTS Transposition:  29.12.88  (noise levels to be adhered to  years alter
entry into lorce)
Dir.  89/154  (OJ L 2530130. 89) adapts this Directive to technical progress
165. Protection of hotels agaiost fire ADOPTED 22.12.
Re(:. 86/666
OJ L 384. 0(31.12.
COMMENTS Member States to report to the Commission by  22.12.88  all national
measures taken in accordance with the Recommendation
166. Products which, appearing to be other than they
are, endaoger the health or safety of coosumers
COMMENTS Transposition:  26.
ADOPTED 25.
Dir. 81/351
OJ L 192 of 11.
167. Permissible sound power level of lawn mowers
(amendment to Directive 84j538/EEC)
COMMENTS Transposition 01 both Directives: 
ADOPTED 22.
Din 88/180 88/181
OJ L 81 of 26.
168. Consumer protectioo in the indication of prices on
non-food products
COMMENTS Transposition: 7.
ADOPTED 1.
Dir. 88/314.
OJ L 14.2 of 9.
169. Consumer protection in the iodicatioo of the prices
of foodstuffs
COMMENTS Transposition: 7.
ADOPTED 1.
Dir. 88/315
OJ L 14.2 of 9.
110. Inspectioo aod verification of good laboratory prac-
tice
ADOPTED 1.
Dir. 88/320
OJ L 14.5 of 11.
COMMENTS Transposition.. 
The annexes to this Directive were replaced hyDir.  (OJ L Jl 0113. 90)
with ellect Irom 1.
111. Cosmetic products (fourth ameodmeot to Directive
76/168/EEC)
ADOPTED 21.12.
Dir. 88/661
OJ L 382 of 31.12.
COMMENTS Transposition..  31.12.
1m -  The most recent directive adapting to technical progress the annexes to Dir.
76/768  is Dir.  (OJ L 700117.3.92)~ I j 30 -
H. PUB L I  PROCUREMENT
Subject Adoption date
172. Amendment to Directive 77 j62jEEC relating to the
coordination of procedures on the award of public
supply contracts and repealiog certain provisioos of
Directive  80j767/EEC
COMMENTS TrQlfsposition  : 1. 89  (derogations for EL. E and P  : 1.3.91)
ADOPTED 22.
Db:. 88/296
OJ L 127 or 20.
173. Amendment to Directive 71/30S/EEC concerniog
coordination of procedures for the award of public
works contracts
ADOPTED 18.
Dir. 89/44.0
OJ L 210 of 21.
COMMENTS Transposition: 19. 90 (derogations for EL. E and P  : 1. 91)
Annex  10 this .Directive was updated on 19. 90 by .Dec.  90/380 (OJ L  187 
19. 90)
174. Application of review procedures to the award 
public supply aod public works contracts
ADOPTED 21.12.
Dir. 89/665
OJ L 395 of 30.12.89
COMMENTS Transposition:  11.11.
This .Directive is amended with effect from  93  by Dir. 2lL2!l. (OJ L 109 of
14. 91)
175. Procurement procedures of entities operating in the
water, energy. transport and telecommunications
sectors
ADOPTED 17.
Dir. 90/531
OJ L 297 or 29.10.
COMMENTS Transposition:  1.7.
Implementation:  1./.93  (derogations for E  : 1. 96.  for EL .and P 
98)
This .Directive amends Dir.  77/61  (OJ L  13  of  15. 77)  and Dir. 71/305
(OJ L  185  of  16. 7/)
176. Application of Community rules on the procurement
procedures in the water, eoergy. transport and
telecommunications sectors
ADOPTED 25.
Dir. 92/13
OJ L 16 of 23.3.
177. Public procurement: services
COMMENTS TrQlfsposition and implementation: see point  /75
ADOPTED 18.
Dir. 92/50
OJ L 204 or 24.
COMMENTS Transposition and implementation: 
This .Directive amends Art.  of .Dir.  89/665  (OJ L  395  of 30./1.89)- I  31 -
III. F R E E M 0 V E MEN T 0 F W 0 R K E R S AN D
MEMBERS OF THE LIBERAL PROFESSIONS
Subject Adoption date
178. Comparability of vocational training qualifications
between Member States
ADOPTED 16.
Dec. 85/368
OJ L 199 of 31.
COMMENTS An interim report was published by the Commission in June 1990 and
a Council Resolution adopted on 26.11.90 (OJ  109 of  24.4.91) :  a Communica-
tion was published in implementation of Dec.  85/368  (OJ  C 318  of  12.91)
The Commission work programme for skilled workers in  19  sectors will be
completed by the end of  1992
179. Certain activities in the field of pharmacy ADOPTED 16.
Dil'. 85/4.32 8.I1d Dec. 85/4.34-
OJ L 253 of 24.. 85 -
COMMENTS Transposition Dir.  85/432 :  10.
Dec.  85/434  established an Advisory Committee on Pharmaceutical Training
180. Mutual recogoition of diplomas, certificates and
other evidence of formal qualifications in pharmacy,
including measures to facilitate the effectiveexer-
cise of the right of establishment relating to certain
activities in the field of pharmacy
COMMENTS Transposition: 1.10.87 (derogation for EL)
This Directive was amended by Dir. 90/658 (OJ L  353  of 17.12.90) with effect
from 
Dir. 85/584 amends this Directive to include Spain .and Portugal (OJ L  372 
31.12.85) -  transposition: 1.10.
1m.  Ten years after the entry into force of this Directive. the Commission must
make proposals aimed at eJetending mutual recognition of diplomas to self-em-
ployed pharmacists
ADOP~ED 16.
Dil'. 85/m
OJ L 263 oU4..
181. Adoption of the programme on cooperation between
universities and enterprises regarding training in the
field of technology (COMETT)
ADOPTED 24..
D~ 86/366
OJ L 222 of 8.
preparatory phase:  1986
operational phase:  1987-1989
1m: COMETT II  was adopted on  16.12.88  (OJ L  13  of  17. 89  implementation:
1990-94)  the Report on  COMETT I (1987-89)  was presented in June 1991. The
Commission presented its 1990 Activities Report on  91  (SEC(9I)  1587  final)
COMETT II:  Interim Evaluation Report (1990-1992) (SEC(92)1300j and  1991
Activities Report (SEC(92)J299j adopted by the Commission on 
COMMENTS Implementation.
182. Specific training in general medical practice ADOPTED 16.
Oil'. 86/4.67
OJ L 267 of 8.
COMMENTS  Transposition: I~J.88 (see Art. specific training in general med-
ical practice) and  95  (see Art.  7 :  eJeercise of activities as doctor)- I / 32 -
Subject Adoption date
183. Coordination of the laws of the Member States rela-
ting to self-employed commercial ageots
ADOPTED 18.12.
Dir. 86/653
OJ L 382 of 31.12.
COMMENTS Transposition.. 1.1.90 (derogations for I (Art.  17) .. 1. 93 ;  and for
lRL and UK  .. 1. 94)
184. General system for the recognition of higher~edu-
cation diplomas awarded on completion of profes-
siooal education and traioing of at least
three years'duration
COMMENTS Transposition.. 
'ThisDir.ective is supplemented by Dir.  92/51  (OJ L 209 of  24. 92)  with effect
from  18.94) 
rm. -  A report on the state ofapplicalion of the general system will be submitted
by the Commission within  years of the dale of implementalion
ADOPTED 21.12.
Dir. 89/48
OJ L 19 of 24.
185. Right of residence for employees and self-employed
persons who have ceased their occupational activity
COMMENTS Transposition.. 30.
ADOPTED 28.
Dir. 90/366
OJ L 180 of 13.
186. Right of residence
COMMENTS Transposition.. 30.
ADOPTED 28.
Dir. 90/164
OJ L 180 of 13.
187. Right ot residence for students
COMMENTS Transposition.. 30.
ADOPTED 28.
Dir. 90/366
OJ L 180 of 13.
188. Second general system for the recognition of profes-
sional uaining to supplement Dir. 89/48/EEC
COMMENTS Transposition..  18.
ADOPTED 18.
Dir. 92/61
OJ L 209 of 24.
IV. COM M 0 N MARKET IN SERVICES
. FINANCIAL SERVICES 
Banks
189. Annual accounts and consolidated accounts of banks ADOPTED 8.12.86
and other finaos:ial institutions.  - - Dir. 86/636
OJ L 312 of 31.12.
COMMENTS Transposition.. 31.12.90 (Member Stales must apply the provisions
of the Directive for the financial year  1993  at the lalest) 
1m -  This Directive is clarified by Dir. 92/30 (OJ L no of  28. 92)- I / 33 -
Subjec:t Adoption date
190. Obligations of braoches established in a Mem-
ber State of credit institutions and financial insti-
tutions having their head offices outside that Mem-
ber State regardiog the publication of aonual ac-
counting documeots
COMMENTS Transposition:  91  (Member States must apply the provisions of
the Directive for the first time to annual accounts for the financial year beginning
on  93  or during the calendar year  1993)
ADOPTED 13.
Dir. 89/117
OJ L .(.( of 16.
191. Own funds of credit institutions ADOPTED 17.
,(.
Dir. 89/299
OJ L 12( of 5.
COMMENTS Transposition:  1.1.
m! -  This Directive has been amended with effect from  93  by 
Dir.  91/633 (OJ L  339  of  11.12.91)  with effect from  31.12.92  (Art.  6(2))
Dir. lliH (OJ L  75  of  21.3.92)
Dir. fli.JQ (OJ L 110 of  28. 92)
192. Taking-up aod pursuit of the business of credit in- ADOPTED 15.12.
stitutioos, and amendment to Directive 77/780/EEC Dir. 89/6(6
(Second Banking Directive) OJ L 386 of 10.12.
COMMENTS Transposition:  93.  for Art.  6(2) : 
This Directive has been amended with effect from  93  by Dir. fli.JQ (OJ L 1l0
of  28. 92)
193. Solvency ratio for credit institutions ADOPTED 18.12.
Dir. 89/64.7
OJ L 386 or 30.12.
COMMENTS Transposition et Implementation:  91  (derogations lor  D.  EL and
DK as regards mortgage credits:  96 :  derogation for EL as regards applica-
tion of  8%  ratio)  Application of  8%  ratio: 
This Directive has been amended with effect from  93  by Dir. fli.JQ (OJ L 1l0
of  28. 92)
194. Supervision of credit iostitutions on a consolidated ADOPTED 6.
Dir. 92/30
OJ L 110 or 28.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
.1m -  This Directive repeals Dir. 83/350 with effect from  93  and amends Dirs
89/299. 89/646  and  89/647
Establishment of deposit-guarantee schemes ADOPTED 22.12.
Rec. de I. Conuniuion 87/63
OJ L sa or (.
COMMENTS Non-compulsory transposition
rm -  Proposal for a Directive COM  (92) 188 -  SYN  415  covering the same field
but not yet adopted
Monitoring and controlling large exposures of credit
institutions
AD9PTED 22.12.
Rec. de 1. Conuniuion 87/62
OJ L sa of (.
COMMENTS Non-compulsory transposition (proposal for a Directive COM  (92)
68-SYN  333  covering the same field but not yet adopted)- I / 34 -
Subject Adoption date
Transparency of baokiog conditions relatiog to
cross-border finaocial traosactions
COMMENTS Non-compulsory transposition
ADOPTED 14.
C()mmi..i()D Re~. 90/109
OJ L 67 of 15.
Insurance
19.5. Legal expenses. insurance ADOPTED 22.
Dir. 87/S44
OJ L 185 of 4.
COMMENTS Transposition: 1. 90  Implementation: 1.
This Directive amends Dir.  73/239  (First Non-life Directive)
196. Amendment. as regards credit insurance and sure-
tyship insurance. to First Directive 73/239/EEC re-
lating to the taking-up and pursuit of the business
of direct insurance other than life assurance
COMMENTS Transposition: 1. 90  Implementation: 1.
This Directive amends Dir.  73/239  (First Non-life Directive)
ADOPTED 22.
Dir. 87/34$
OJ L 185  ()f4.
197" Directive relating to direct insurance other than life
assurance and laying down provisions to facilitate
the effective exercise of freedom to provide services
(amendment to Directive 73/239/EEC) - Second
Non-life Directive
COMMENTS Transposition: 1.
Implementation: 30. 90 (transitional rules for E until
for EL, IRL and P until  99)
This Directive is amended by Dir.  90/618 (OJ L 330 of 29.11.90)
from 20.
ADOPTED ,22.
Dir. 88/357
OJ L 172 of 4.
97  and
with effect
198. Insurance against civil liability in respect of the use
of motor vehicles (Third Directive)
ADOPTED 14.5J1O
Dir. 90/232
OJ L 129 of 19.
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.92  (derogations for EL. E and P until  31.12.
for Art.  and  2 ;  derogatifm for JRL until  31.12.98  regarding pillion passengers
of molorcycles and until  31.12.95  for the Art.  as regards other vehicles and for
Art. 
199. Freedom to provide services in respect of motor ve-
hicle liability insurance (amendment to Directives
73/239/EEC and 88/3S7/EECrelating to direct in-
surance other than life assurance)
COMMENTS Transposition: 20.5.92  Implementation: 20.11.
1m -  The provisions of the Directive relating to mass risks aspect (home-country
control) will enter into force only after adoption of the Third Non-life Directive
(Dir.  92/49  of  18. 92) ;  as -a result. the mass risks regime provided for in the
Second Non-life Directive (Dir.  88/357)  will not be generally applicable until the
Third Directive has been implemented
ADOPTED I.IUG
Dir. 90/618
OJ L 330 of 29.11.- I / 35 -
Subject Adoption date
200. Life assurance: provisioos to facilitate the effective ADOPTED 8.11.
exercise of freedom to provide services (amendmeot Dir. 90/619 to Directive 79/267/EEC) OJ L 330 of29.11.
COMMENTS Transposition.. 20.11.92  Implementation.. 20.5.93 (certain transi-
tional provisions will apply for Euntil  31.12.95.  for EL and P until  31.12.98.  and
for all Member States until 20. 96)
201. Annual accouotS and consolidated accouotS of in-
surance undertakings
ADOPTED 19.12.
Du. 91/674
OJ L 374 of 81.12.
COMMENTS Transposition..  94  (except Art.  1 .. 1. 95)  and derogations for
certain MS (Art.  46( 3))
g - 
The Council will re-examine this Directive before 1. 2000
202. Third Directive relating to direct insurance other
than life essurance (mass risks)
ADOPTED 18.
Du. 92/49
OJ L 228 of 11.
COMMENTS Transposition..  31.12.93 -  Implementation: 
Transactions in securities
203. Undertakings for collective investment in transfer-
able securities (UCITS)
ADOPTED 20.12.
Du. 86/611
OJ L 876 of 81.12.86
COMMENTS Transposition: 1.10.89 (derogations for EL and P to defer applica-
tion until  1.4.92)
g - 
This Directive was amended by Dir.  88/220 (OJ L 100 of  19. 88)
204. Mutual recognition of the listing particulars to be
pub1ish~ for the admission of securities to official
stock exchange listing (amendment of Directive
80/390/EEC)
COMMENTS Transposition: 1. 90 (derogation for E  : 1. 91  and for P  : 1. 92)
ADOPTED 22.
Du. 87/84.6
OJ L 186 of 14.7.87
205. Amendment, as regards the investment policies of
certain UCITs, to Directive 85/611/EEC relating to
undertakings for collective investments in transfer-
able securities (UCITS)
COMMENTS See Dir.  85/611  above
ADOPTED 22.
Du. 88/220
OJ L 100 of 19.
206. Information to be published when a major holding .ADOPTED 12.12.
in a listed coll1pany is acquired or disposed or 
- - - -, - 
-- Du. 88/fn,7
OJ L S4.8 of 17.12.
COMMENTS Transposition:  1.91
207. Coordination of the requirements for the drawing-
up, scrutiny and distribution of the prospectUS to be
published when transferable securities are offered to
the public
COMMENTS Transposition:  17.
.ADOPTED 17.
Du. 89/298
OJ L 124 of &.6.- I / 36 -
Subject Adoption date
208. Coordination of regulations 00 insider trading
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 13.11.
Dir. 89/592
OJ  L3S4 of 18.11.
209. Amendment  to  Directive 80/390/EEC in respect of
the mutual recognition of public:'offer prospectuses
as stock-exchaoge Iistiog particulars
COMMENTS Transposition:  17.4.
ADOPTED 23.
Dir. 90/211
OJ  L 112 oU.
TRANSPORT
210. Maritime transport:
I. Freedom  to  provide services io the maritime trans-
port sector: (a) between Member States and third
countries (b) within Member States 2. Application of Articles 8S and 86 of the Treaty to
maritime transport 3. Unfair pricing practices in maritime transport 4. Coordinated action to safeguard free access to car-
goes in ocean trades
ADOPTED
22.12.86 and 23.
l(a) : Reg. 4065/86
l(b) : not yet p~bliah~ in the
2 : Reg. 4066/86
3 : Ree. 4061/86
4 : Res. 4068/86
OJ  L 318 of 31.12.
COMMENTS Implementation: Reg. 4055  : 1.
Reg. 4056-4058: 
Reg.  4260/88 (OJ L  376  of  31.12.88)  implemented the provisions of Reg.
4056/86 with effect from 
Reg. 4055/86 was amended  by  Reg.  3573/90 (OJ L  353  of 17.12.90)
211. Fares for scheduled air services between Mem-
ber States
ADOPTED 14.12.
Dir. 87/601
OJ  L 374 or 31.12.
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.
This Directive was repealed with effect from 1.11.90  by  Reg.  2342/90 (OJ L  217
of 11. 90)  Reg. 2342/90 was implemented by Dec.  92/398  (OJ L 220 of
92)
212. Air transport: sharing of passenger capacity and
market access
ADOPTED 14.12.
Dec. 87/602
OJ  L 374 or 31.12.87
COMMENTS Implementation: 
m! -  This Decision was  repealed  with ,effect from 1.11.90 by Reg.  2343/90
(OJ L  217  of 11. 90)
213. Procedure for the application of the rules on com-
petition to undertakings in the air transport sector
ADOPTED 14.12.
Res. 3976/87
OJ  L 374 or 31.12.87 -
COMMENTS Implementation  :1. 88 ,
m! -  This Regulation was amended with effect from  18.5.91 by  Reg.  1284/91
(OJ L  122  of  17. 91) :  ilsprovisions  were  implemented with effect from  '1.
by Reg.  4261/88 (OJ L  376  of  31.12.88)- ~ / 37 ~
Subject Adoption date
214. Amendment to Regulation (EEC) No 3164/76 on the
Community quota for the carriage of goods by road
between Member States
ADOPTED 21.6.
Reg. 184.1/88
OJ L 163 or 30.
COMMENTS Implementation..  88  (the definitive regime  will be  decided and
implemeflted  by 31.12.92)
215. Conditioos uoder which non-resident carriers may
operate oational road haulage servces within a
Member State
ADOPTED 21.12.
Reg. 4059/89
OJ L 390 or 30.12.89
COMMENTS Implementatio!l 
This Regulation was amended  by  Reg.  9/ /296 (OJ  L 36  of  91) :  it  will  apply
until  3/.12.92  (the definitive cabotage system  will  have  been  adopted  by /. 92 
take effect from  93)
Dec.  92/258  (OJ  L /28  of  14. 92)  implemented this Regulation
216. Scheduled air services ADOPTED 24..
Regs 2342/90, 234.3/90
OJ L 217 of 11.
COMMENTS Implemefltation  11.
Reg. 2342/90 relates to air fares cmd repeals Dir. 87/601 (OJ  L 374 
31.12.87)
Reg. 2343/90 relates to access for air carriers to scheduled intra-Community
air service routes cmd on the sharing of passenger capacity between air carriers
cmd repeals Dec. 87/602 (OJ  L 374  of  31.12.87)  cmd Dir. 83/416 (OJ  L 237
of  26. 83)
217. Conditions under which non-resident carriers may
transport goods or passengers by inland waterway
within a Member State
ADOPTED 16.12.
Reg. 3921/91
OJ L 373 of 31.12.
COMMENTS Implementation 93  (certain derogations for  cmd  until
95)
Trcmsport operations between ports sitUil1ed within the Llinder of Brcmden-
burg, Mecklenburg-Western Pomercmia. Saxony. Saxony-Anhalt cmd Thuringia. as
well as Berlin. are excluded from the scope of this Regulation
218. Mutual acceptance of personal licences for the eX-
ercise of functions in civil aviation
COMMENTS Trcmsposition  : 1.
ADOPTED 16.12.
Dir. 91/670
OJ L 373 of 31.12.
219. Establishment of common rules for the international
carriage of passengers by coach and bus
ADOPTED 16.3.
Reg. 684/92
OJ L 74. of 20.3.
COMMENTS Implementation: 
1m -  This Regulation repeals Regs.  117/56. 516/72  cmd  5/7 /72  Before 
the Council is required to act on a Commission proposal on the simplification 
procedures 
The detailed rules for the application of this Regulation as regards documents for
the international carriage of passengers were laid down  by  Reg.  1839/92  (OJ 
187  of  92'  (implementation:  92)- I / 38 -
Subject Adoption date
220. Access to intra-Commuoity air routes for air
carriers (third liberalization package)
COMMENTS -
ADOPTED 23.
(not yet published in the OJ)
221. Conditions uoder which non-resident carriers may
operate natiooal road passenger traosport services
within a Member State
COMMENTS -
ADOPTED 23.
(not yet published in the OJ)
NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES
222. Pursuit of television broadcasting activities
COMMENTS Transposition: 3.10.
ADOPTED 3.10.89
Dir. 89/652
OJ L 298 oU7.10.
223. Coordinated introduction of public pan-Europeao ADOPTED 26.6.
cellular digital land-based mobile communications in R.c. 87/371, Dir. 87/372 the Community (mobile phones) OJ L 196 of 17.7.
COMMENTS Transposition dir.  87/372  (reserved frequency bands)  : 17./1.
Implementalion of Rec.  87/371 :  30.6.87 (from the end of  1987.  the
Commission was to be informed each year of progress in
implementing the Recommendation)
224. Establishment of a plao of action for setting up an
information services market
COMMENTS Implemental;on  : 16.7.88
ADOPTED 26.
Dec. 88/624
OJ L 288 of 21.10.
225. Establishment of the internal market for telecom-
munications services through the implementation of
open network provision
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 28.
Dir. 90/387
OJ L 192 0(2..
226. Telecommunications terminal equipment, including
the mutual recognition of their conformity
ADOPTED 29.
Dir. 91/263
OJ L 218 of 23.
COMMENTS Transposition: 6.11.
This Directive amends Dir. 89/336 (OJ L  1.39  lJI23-~.89) and repeals Dir.
86/361  (OJ L  217  of  86)  with effect from 6.1I.
European Code of Conduct relating to electronic
payment (relations between financial institutions.
traders and service establishments, and consumers)
COMMENTS Implementalion  : 11.11.
ADOPTED 8.12.
CommiIaion R.c. 87/698
OJ L 366 of 24.12.- I / 39 -
v. CAP I TAL M O'V E MEN T S
Subject Adoption date
227. Liberalization of units in undertakings for collective
investmeot io traosferable securities (amenQlOeot to
the Directive of I 1. 60 on tbe implemeotatioo of
Article 67 of the Treaty)
COMMENTS Transposition.. 1.10.89 (derogation for  P ..  31.12.90)
Since the implementation of Dir.  88/361  on 1. 90 (see below). the First
Council Directive of 11.5.60 for the implementation of Art.  67  of the Treaty and
Dirs.  85/583  and  86/566  amending that Directive have been repealed
ADOPTED 20.12.
DU'. 85/583
OJ L 372 of 31.12.
228. Amendment to the First Directive of 11. 60 for the
implemeotation of Article 67 of the Treaty
(obligation on the Member States to liberalize capital
movementS)
COMMENTS Implementation..  28.2.
See point  227  above
and  may, in connection with the Act of Accession. defer application of this
Directive (E until 1.10.89 and  until 31.12.90 for transactions in shares issued by
undertakings for collective invesment in transferable securities. and  until
31.12.90 and P until  31.12.92  for other transactions whose liberalization is
planned) 
ADOPTED 17.11.
Dir. 86/566
OJ L 332 of26.11.
229. Implementation of Article 67 
(liberalization of capital movementS)
ADOPTED 24.6.88
DU'. 88/361
OJ L 178 of 8.
COMMENTS Transposition.. 1. 90 (derogation until the end of  1992  for  EL,
IRL,  and  as regards short-term capital
movements. and for B and  as regards the two-tier
foreign exchange market)
This Directive repeals Dirs. 60/921 and  72/156.  Since the implementation
of this Directive on 1. 90. the First Council Directive of 11. 60 for the imple-
mentation of Art.  67  of the Treaty and Dirs.  85/583  and  86/566  amending the
First Directive have been repealed
the Treaty
VI. CREATION OF SUITABLE CONDITIONS
FOR INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION
COMPANY LAW
230. Europeao Economic lnterest "Grouping (EEIG) ADOPTED 25.
~g. 2137/85
OJL 199 of 31.
COMMENTS Implementation..  89 (e.MUl.  Art.  39, 41, 42 .. 3. 85)- I / 40 -
Subject Adoption date
231. Disclosure requirements in respect of braoches
opened in a Member State by certain types of com-
pany governed by the law of another State (Eleveoth
Company Law Directive)
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive amends Dirs. 78/660 (Fourth Directive) and  83/349  (Seventh Di-
rective)
ADOPTED 21.12.
Dir. 89/666
OJ L 395 of 30/12/89
232. Amendment to Directive 78/660/EEC 00 anoual
accouots aod Directive 83/349/EEC on consolidated
accounts
- as concerns the exemptions for small and
medium-sized companies (Dir. 90/604)
- as regards the scope of those Directives (Dir.
90/605)
COMMENTS Transposition:  93  (Member Stales may apply the provisions qJ
these Directives for the first time to accounts for the financial year beginning 
95  or during the calendar year  1995)
ADOPTED 8.11.
Dir. 90/604.. 90/605
OJ L 317 of 16.11.
233. Twelfth c:ompaoy Law Directive 00 siogle-member
private limited-liabilitycompaoies
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 21.12.
Dir. 89/667
OJ L 395 of 30.12.
INTELLECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
234. Legal protection of topographies of semi-conductor
products
COMMENTS Transposition: 7.11.81'
ADOPTED 18.12.
Dir. 87/54
OJ L 24 of 27.
235. First Council Directive relating to trade marks ADOPTED 21.12.
Dir. 89/104
OJ L 40 of 11.
COMMENTS Transposition:  31.12.
Dec.  21L1.!J.  (OJ L  of 1l. 92) postponed the dale of transposition of this Direc-
tive from  28.12.91  to  31.12.
236. Legal protection of computer programs
COMMENTS Transposition:  1.1.93-
ADOPTED 14.
Dir. 91/250 
OJ 1.122 of 17.- I /41 -
TAXATION
Subject Adoption date
237. Common system of taxation applicable to mergers
divisions, transfers of assets and exchanges of shares
conceroing companies of differeot Member States
COMMENTS Transposition:  92  (derogation for P
transfers of assets and exchanges of shares  Art.  12)
ADOPTED 23.
Dir. 90/434
OJ L 225 of 20.
until /.1.93 as regards
238. Common system of taxation applicable io the case
of parent compaoies .and subsidiaries of differeot
Member States
ADOPTED 23.
Dir. 90/"35
OJ L 225 of 20.
COMMENTS Transposition:  92  (derogation for EL until such time as it no
longer charges corporation tax on distributed profits; certain derogations for 
until mid-1996 and for P until the end of the eighth year following the imple-
mentation of this Directive  Art. 
239. Convention on the eliminatioo of double taxation io
connection with the adjustment of profits of associ-
ated enterprises
sIGNED by Member States
23.90 
Doc:. 90/436
OJ L 225 of 20.
COMMENTS After ratification. the Convention will enter into force on the first
day of the third month following that in which the instrument of ratification is
deposited by the last signatory State to take that step; it is concluded for a pe-
riod of five years
Part  III :
Removal of tax barriers
I. VAT
240. Turnover taxes : arrangements for the refund of
value added tax to taxable persoos not established in
Communityterr~tory (Thirteenth VAT Directive)
COMMENTS Transposition: 
ADOPTED 17.11.
Dir. 86/560
OJ L 326 of 21.11.
241. Turnover taxes: exemption from value added tax on ADOPTED 16.
the temporary. importation of goods other than'  Du. 85/362
means of transport (Seventeenth V A T Directive) OJ L 192 of 2".
COMMENTS
:::' 
Tfansposition  86  (deferredappiication of certain articles for
D untill.l.87 and for EL until  1.1.89)
This Directive was amended by- Dir.  90/237 (OJ L  133  of  24. 90)  with effect
from  90 
, . 
1m -  This Directive ceases to apply with effect from  31.12.92  as regards relations
between Member States 
(~ 
Dir.  9//680.  OJ L  376  of  31.12.91)- I / 42 -
Subject Adoption date
242. Abolition of certain derogations provided for in
Article 28(3) of the Sixth Directive 77 /388/EEC
(Eighteenth V A T Directive)
ADOPTED 18.
Dir. 89/.f65
OJ L 226 of 3.
COMMENTS Trallsposition 
for points  1. 3  to  6. 8  to 10 and  12  to  14  of Annex E and points  3. 14  and
18  to  22  of Annex F
LL21. for points  . 13. 15  and  24  of Annex F
for point  of Annex F
for point  11  of Annex F
(Deroga/ion until  94  for P- points  and  of Annex F)
1:!!l-  New proposal for a directive: COM  (91) 215  final of 
243. Directive supplementing the commoo system of
value added tax. aod amending Directive 77/388
with a view to abolition of fiscal frontiers
ADOPTED 16.12.
Dir. 91/680
OJ L876 of 81.12.
COMMENTS Transposition: 
This Directive amends the effect of Dirs. 69/169 (amended by Dir. 91/191).
74/651  (amended by Dir. 88/663).  83/181  (amended by Dir. 89/219).  83/182.
83/183  (amended by Dir. 89/604) and  85/362
244. Administrative cooperation io the field of indirect
taxation (V AT)
ADOPTED 27.
Res. 218/92
OJ L 24 oC 1.
COMMENTS Implementation 92  (no exchange of informa/ion under this
Regula/ion is to lake place before  93)
II. E X CIS  DUTIES
245. Harmonization of the structure of excise duties on
alcoholic beverages (authorizatioo for the Freoch
Republic to apply in its overseas departments and io
metropolitan Fraoce, by way of derogation from
Article 95 of the Treaty. a reduced rate of the rev-
enue duty imposed on the consumption of
traditional" rum produced in those departments)
COMMENTS Implementa/ion  : 3.
This Decision enables the deroga/ion to continue until  31.12.
246. General arrangements for products subject to excise ADOPTED 25.
duty and the holding and movement of such prod:- Dir. 92/12 . ucts 
---- - - -----_..,..,-----
OJ-L76oC2S.
ADOPTED 19.
Dc. 88/245
OJ L 106 oC 27.
COMMENTS Transposition:  93 '
1m -  This Directive amends the effect of Dirs.  69/169. 74/651. 83/183  and 68/297 
Total number of proposals DEFINITIVELY adopted by Council :........................ 245
Total number of proposals PARTIALLY adopted by Council: ...............................Annex II
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PRo.POSAlS SUBMITTED BY COMMISSlo.N
WHICH STill REQUIRE Co.UNCIL ADo.PTlo.N
Proposals marked with an asterisk (*) were presented after the publication of the
White Paper (14 June 1985).
Proposals. marked with two asterisks (**) await EuropeaoParliament opioion or
first readiog.
Where the cooperation procedure applies:
FR iodicates that Parliameot has completed its first reading
--.- 
CP indicates proposals upon which a common positioo has been reached
SR indicates that Parliament has completed its second reading (second readings are
delivered 00 common positioos - common positions exist until final adoption by
Couocil)
Voting procedures are indicated in the Councitcob..n~ ~hus 
= unanimity
= qualified majority
= simple majoritylIjl-
Part one:
Removal of physical barriers
I. CONTROL OF GOODS
VETERINARY AND PHYTOSANIT ARY CONTROLS
Veterinary controls
Commission
proposal
Adoption
by Council
Subject
2nd revision safeguard
COM (89)493
Low priority
1989* 1993 - QM
Application of health standards to meat (Dir.
88/657) (minced meat)
COM (89)671 ; COM (91)374
1989* 1992 - QM
Application of health standards to national
products - modificatioo of directive 7) / 118
(poultry)
COM (89)668
1989* 1992 - QM
Application of health standards to national
products - derogations
COM (89)670
1989* P ARTIALL Y
ADOPTED
29.07.
1991 - QM
Phytosanitary controls
Amendmeot to directive 77/93 on protective
measures against the introduction into' Mem-
ber States of organisms harmful to plants or
plaot products (rules of liability)
COM (89)647 ; COM (91)246
1989* 1992 - QM
European plant breeders' rights
COM (90)347 .
- - '
1990*
- C';. 1992.. - QM~1I/2-
Part tWO:
Removal of technical barriers
I. F R E E M 0 V E MEN T 0 F GOOD S
SECTORAL PROPOSALS CONCERNING APPROXIMATION OF LAWS
Food law
Subject Commission
proposal
Adoption
by Council
Irradiation of foodstuffs
COM (84)654. COM (89)576
1988* 1992 - QM - FR
II. PUB L I C PR 0 CUR E MEN T
Public procurement of services in excluded
sectors
COM (91)347
1992 - QM
Political agree-
ment 00 a CP
III. FREE MOVEMENT FOR LABOUR
AND THE PROFESSIONS
Freedom of movement for workers: residence
permits (proposal for directive and regulatioo)
COM (88)815, COM (90)108
Low priority
1988* 1993 - QM- FR
IV. COM M 0 N MAR K E T , FOR S E R V ICE S
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Banks
10. Directive on the adequacy of own funds for
iovestments funds and credit institutions
COM (90)141 
---. 
1990* 1992 - QM - CP
11. Large exposures of baoking iostitutioos
COM (91)68, COM (92)273
1991* 1992- QM - PC11/3-
Insurance
Subject Adoption
by Council
Commission
proposal
12. 3rd life iosuraoce directive
COM (91)57, modified by COM (92)285
1992 - QM - CP 1991*
Transactions in securities
13. Investment services
COM (88)778, modified by COM (89)629
1988* 1992 - QM -
VI. C REA T ION 0 F SUI TAB L E CON D I T 10 N S
FOR I N D U S T RI A L COO PER A T ION
COMPANY LAW
14. Fifth company law directive (structure of pu-
, blic limited companies)
COM (72)887 modified by COM (91)372),
COM (83)185, COM (90)629
Low priority
1990* 1993 - QM - 
15. Tenth directive concerning cross-border mer-
gers
COM (84)727
Low priority
1985 1993** - QM
16. Statute for a Europeao company
COM (89)268 modified by COM (91)174
SYN 218
1989* 1992 - QM -
17. Take-over bids (13th company law directive)
COM (88)823, COM (90)416
Low priority
1988* 1993 - QM - 
INTELLECfUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
,.., '
18. Regulatioo .on.Community 'trade marks
COM (80)635, COM (84)470
1992 - U 1980
. .
19. Regulation on the rules oeeded for imple-:. -. 1985~ -- 1992 -
menting the Commuoity Trademark regula-
tioo
COM (85)84411/4-
Subject Commission
proposal
Adoption
by Council
20. Regulation on rules of procedures for the
Boards of Appeal of the Community Trade-
mark office
COM (86)731
1986* 1992 - QM
21. Community Trademark office - regulation on
fees
COM (86)742
1986* 1992 - QM
22. Legal protectioo of biotechnological inven-
tions
COM (88)496
1988* 1992** - QM
REMOVING TAX OBSTACLES
23. Arrangements for the taking ioto account by
uodertakiogs of the losses' of their permanent
establishmeots and subsidiaries situated io
other Member States
COM (90)595
1990* 1992 - U
24. Harmonizatioo of Member States laws relating
to tax arrangements for carryover of losses of
undertakiogs
COM (84)404, modified by COM (85)319
Low priority
1984 1993 - U
Part III
Removal of fiscal barriers
I. VAT
25. Proposal on special schemes for small business
CO~ (86)444, COM (87)524
1986* 1992 - U
26. 12th "VAT directive conceroiog expeoditure
00 which tax is oot deductible
COM (82)870, COM (84)84
Low priority
--. .,.. - ' ..-
1982 1993 - U
27. 19th VAT di,rective - miscellaoeous supple-
mentary and amendiog provisions of directive
77/388 '
COM (84)648, modified by COM (87)315
Low priority 
1982 1993 - U11/5-
Subject Commission
proposal
Adoption
by Council
28. Directive on the stores of ships, aircraft and
ioternational trains
COM (79)794
Low priority
1980 1993 - U
29. Approximation of V A T rates
COM (87) 321, modified by COM (92)5
30. Completion of common V A T system & modi-
fication to articles 28 & 32 of direct. 77/388
(7th V AT directive)
COM (88)846
1987*
1988*
1992 - U
Political agree-
ment (ECOFIN
27. 92)
1992 - U
II. E X elSE D UTI E 
31. Proposal for a directive .on the structure of
excise duties on alcoholic drinks and on
alcohol contained in other products
COM (90)432
1990*
1990*
1992 - U
Political agree-
ment (ECOFIN
27. 92)
1992 - U
Agreement
(ECOFIN
16. 92)
34.
32. Structure of excise duties on maoufactured tobacco 
COM (90)433
1990*
1987*
1992 - U
Political agree-
ment (ECOFIN
27. 92)
1992 - U
Political agree-
ment (ECOFIN
27. 92)
33. Harmooizatioo of excise duties 00 mineral
oils
COM (90)434, modified by COM (92)4
Approximation of taxes on maoufactured
tobacco other than cigarettes
COM (87)326, COM (89)525/2
35. Approximation of taxes on cigarettes
, COM (87)325, COM (89)525/1
.__, -
36.
- 0- _0' , -
1987*
Approximation of the rates of excise duties
On alcoholic beverages aod on the alcohol
cootained in other products
COM (87)328, COM (89)527
198"7*
1992 - U
Political agree-
ment (ECOFIN
27. 92)
1992 - U
Political agree-
ment (ECOFIN
27. 92)
37.
0' - - 0" -' 
Approximation of the rates of excise duties
on mineral oils
COM (87)327 COM (89)526 COM (91 )43,
COM (92)3, COM (92)36
1987* , 1992 - U
Political agree-
meot (ECOFIN
27. 92)Annex 'III
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LIST OF DIRECTIVES. REGULA Tlo.NS. DECISlo.NS AND
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'" Implementing meQures notified
NI '" Not incorporated into national law
3: Derogation from Implementation date
lR '" Infringement proceedings under way
so '" Not applicableM
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COURT o.F JUSTICE DECISlo.NS No.T IMPLEMENTED
BY MEMBER STATES - PROCEDURES INITIATED
UNDER ARTICLE 171 o.F THE TREATY
MEMBER LEGAL BASIS SUBJECT OF
STATE INFRINGEMENT PROCEDURE
BELGIQUE Dir. 82/891, 78/855 Divisions and mergers of public limited
Case 46/88 liability companies 
Art. 7, 48, 128 of EEC Discriminatioo public fioancing;
Treaty - Reg. 1612/68 noo-university higher education
Case 42/87
Dir. 82/714 Technical specifications for inland
Case 19/91 waterway vessels
Treaty, Art. 30 Limits to the use of food gelatin io
Case C-74/92 certain food products
DEUTSCHLAND Art. 30 of EEC Treaty Milk and dairy substitutes 
Case 76/86
Art. 30 of EEC Treaty Beer purity law
Case 178/84
Art. 30 ofEEC Treaty Difficulties io importiog pAtel
Case 274/87
Dir. 69/169 Butter ships - tax aspects
Case 325/82
ELLAS Art. 52, 59 of EEC Treaty Nationality requirements for access to
Case 328/90 certaio professions: eogioeers, agro-
nomists
- Nationality requiremeots for the
establishment of language schools
Art. 30 of EEC Treaty Rules requiring beer to be malt-basedl
Case 176/84
Meaaures notified; conformity check in progressV/2-
MEMBER LEGAL BASIS SUBJECT OF
STATE INFRINGEMENT PROCEDURE
ITALlA Reg. 1035/72 2638/69, Quality standards for fruits and vege-
2150/80 Case 69/86 tables
Dir. 83/1"83 Tax allowaoces on fioal import of per-
Case 124/86 sooal property
Dir. 83/181 Exemption from VAT final import
Case 125/86 of certain goods
Dir. 82/470 Transport agents
Case 310/86
Dir. 77/388 Exemption from VAT the case
Case 203/84 earthquakesAnnex VI
15.08.
STATE o.F RATIFICATION
o.F THE INTERGo.VERNMENT AL CONVENTIONS
m :8 = signed ;R = I'atified ; N = neithel'signed nol' I'atified ; X = not applicable
1. Jurisdiction and enforcement of
judgements in civil and commercial
matters 172/454/EECI
(27 September 1968)
- Jurisdiction of the Court of Justice
(71/603/EEC)
(Protocol of 3 June 1971)
- A,;:cession of Denmark, Irland and
United Kingdom (78/884/EEC)
(9 October 1978)
- Accession of Greece (82/972/EEC)
(25 October 1982)
- Accession of Spaio aod Portugal
(89/535/EEC)
2. Law applicable to contractual obliga-
tions (80/934/EECI (19 June 1980)
- Accession of Greece (84/297/EEC)
(10 April 1984)
- Jurisdiction of the Court of Justice
(Irst Protocol of 19 June 1980)
(89/1 28/EECl
- Jurisdiction of the Court of Justice
(2nd Protocol of 19 June 1980)
(89/129/EEC)
- Accession of Spain and Portugal
(18.05.92)
J. Protection of individuals with regard
to automatic processing of personal
data (81/679/EECI (28 January 1981)
4. Recovery of maintenance claims
5. Abolition of legalization of documents
" """,,' """  ' """" """" "':"':""':"",:".:,:,:", :,:"',,
':"':"',""i",
":',,:, :,,, ":"': ' : ... ::,,
TDT"
' " .""" """ :".
:':~1i':": D":':"":UTi"":
~ , :'..
'.1.:
?:'
t\(:
::'.'
~,J~::'...;::.:'f::t;.~..::/,~;:j.- VI / 2 -
IRL
Right of Asylium (June 1990)
Community patent (76/76/EECI
(December 1989)
8. Arbitration procedure concerning the
elimination oC double taxation
(90/436/EECI (23 July 1990)
Transmission oC authoriy Cor prose-
cution
10. Transfer oC sentenced persons
11. "Ne bis in idem
12. Transmission oC requests Cor extra-
ditionSTATE OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WHITE PAPER MEASURES
Breakdown of Situation by Member State
(Situation at 15/8/92)
Measures notified Derogations Measures not notified Not applicable
108
150
132
128
115
141
IRL 121
120
116
126
134
122
216 measures in force  1174  requiring national implementing measures
180
160
140
120
100
aRt ' NL
Measures notified Derogations iii Measures not
notified
Not applicableBelgium Denmark
Oct 90
Mar 90
Dee 89
Aug 92
Dee 91
June 91
Oct 90
Sept 89
30%
Mar 90
Dee 89
Sept 89
Aug 92
Dee 91
June 91
50% 70% 90% 30% 50% 70% 90%
Germany
50% 70% 90%
Greece
Aug 92
Dee 91 
June 91
Oct
Mar 90
Dee 89
Sept 89
30% 50% 70% 90%
Dee 89
Sept 89
30%
Aug 92
Dee 91
June 91
Oct 90
Mar 90
Spain France
Aug92 Aug 92
Dee 91 Dee 91
June 91 June 91
Oct Oct
Mar 90 Mar 90
Dee 89 Dec. 89 
Sept 89 Sept 89
30% 50% 70% 90% 30% 50% 70% 90%
T8i11811  tI8tIIbIIs..... on 1118  _18  deta In 1118 pIWC8CIing  I'IIP"'ia  1118 Ireland Italy
Aug Aug 92
Dee 91 Dee 91 
June 91 June 91 
Oct Oct
Mar 90 Mar 90 
Dee 89 Dee 89
Sept 89 Sept 89
30% 50% 70% 90% 30% 50% 70% 90%
Luxembourg Nether1ands
Mar 90
Dee 89
Aug92
Dee 91
June 91
Oct 90
Mar 90
Dee 89
Aug 92
Dee 91
June 91
Oct 90
Sept 89
30% 50% 70% 90%
Sept 89
30% 50% 70% 90%
Portugal
Aug 92
Dee 91
June 91
Oct
Mar 90
Dee 89
Sept 89
30% 50$ 70% 90%
United Kingdom
Mar 90
Dee 89
Sept 89
Aug 92
Dee 91
June 91
Oct 90
30% 50% 70% 90%
T- esI8bIIoh8cl (III the _II 0I_1n the pI1IC8dIng NpOIIs 01"'" Conwninlon